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ABSTRACT

in Chapter One (Introduction) the language under investigation is

discussed, who the people are who speak it, and the places where they

live. in Chapter Two the structure of words is examined, and sugges¬

tions are made for the placing of the accent in polysyllabic words.

Chapter Three considers the structure of Phrases, and Chapter Four the

structure of Sentences. In Chapter Five Sentence Accent is considered.

Chapter Six is concerned with the Intonation Patterns of Hindi, and

seeks to show a close re I ationship- between syntactic pieces (Phrases)

and intonational Sub-contours. Appendix I lists words and sentences

which were recorded by my informants; Appendix II consists of two folk¬

tales, recorded by my informants; Appendix III has some conversations

which were recorded. Finally, Appendix IV presents experimental

results when some words and sentences were analysed in the laboratory.

This thesis is all my own work; the Chapters which, I suggest,

offer the most notable contribution to study in the field are Chapter

Two on Word-structure and Word-accentuation, and Chapter Six on

tntonation Patterns.

The thesis is accompanied by recordings on cassette of material

listed in Appendices I, II and III.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Descriptive Linguistics has two different but related tasks: to

describe individual languages in terms of their own characteristic

structure, and to develop a general theory of language structure.

This second can only be done by comparing numerous languages and

language-descriptions, and by abstracting from them those patterns

which seem to be of interest and significance.

This project, and the thesis which presents its results, is

concerned with the first of these two aims: to describe some of the

features of an individual language as fully as possible. We shall

begin by discussing the language generally, and then go on to examine

the way in which accent-placement rules for individual words may be

arrived at; finally we shall examine the way in which sentences are

formed, and consider the various intonation contours and sub-contours

which occur, relating them to sentence-structure.

Hindi is a modern Indo-European vernacular language, spoken

chiefly in India but also in a few pockets where Indians have

migrated In various parts of the world. It is one of the Indo-

European sub-group of languages known as Indie or Indo-Aryan, which

take their origin from Sanskrit.

The regions in India where Hindi is chiefly heard are: Uttar

Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Haryana, Delhi, Rajasthan (along with

Rajastani) and the Punjab (along with Punjabi). It is also heard in

scattered proximate districts of West Bengal and Maharashtra.

Further, it is used In various places outside India to which communi¬

ties of Hindi speakers have migrated, such as East Africa and the
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United Kingdom.

New indo-Aryan emerged from about the tenth century A.D.. in

its modern vernaculars it is represented by Hindi, Assamese, Bengali,

Oriya, Punjabi, Sindhi, Nepali, Gujerati, Marathi and Sinhalese.

The term Hindi is known from as early as the thirteenth century.

Hindi has developed from Sanskrit; they use the same Devanagari

script in their written form, and have in common many syntactical

and phonological features. In the course of time, during which

many changes have taken place, the vocabulary of Hindi has become

well-established; the language, as well as having its general stock

of Sanskrit words, has borrowed widely from the languages of the

peoples with whom it has historically come into contact - from Arabic,

Persian, Portuguese, English, and so on. This means that any word

used in a Hindi sentence may have its derivation from any one of a

number of other language sources.

"There is probably no dialect of Hindi, however pure, which has

not received at least a few Arabic and Persian words from the

Mohammedan element in the population; and through the preference

given to Urdu in the governmental administration of the country, and

the greatly increased facilities of internal communication, the

process of change, in this respect and in others, is going on more

rapidly than ever in the Hindi-speaking populations" (Kellogg, 1938,

p.36).

A further division in the vocabulary of Hindi, in connection

with those words which originate in Sanskrit, is made into those

words whose form has changed very little from the form they had in
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Sanskrit (so-called tatsama words, i.e. 'the same as that') and those

words whose form has, over the years, been modified and usually

simplified (tadbhava words, i.e. 'of the nature of that'). Tatsama

words tend to be of a more complicated structure, with consonant

sequences and consonant clusters; tadbhava words are more simple in

structure, frequently having single consonants without clustering.

There is also frequently a semantic difference between pairs of

similar words: e.g. tatsama karje means work of a high intellectual

kind, academic endeavour, while tadbhava kam means work in the sense

of labour, of manual effort.

The discussion of standard languages, and of the terminology

used to refer to them, Is not at all straightforward. The informants

used in this project were all speakers of Western Hindi, originating

in Uttar Pradesh or Madhya Pradesh; they were speakers of Hindi with

some admixture of Urdu and English borrowings. Some speakers of

Hindi aim at avoiding the use of any word not originating in Sanskrit,

but this ultra-nationalistic style of Hindi - so-called 'pure Hindi' -

has not been the subject of the present investigation. As Kellogg

writes (1938, p.39): "But some foreigners (and native Indians) have

gone to the extreme of denying that Hindi, properly so-called,

contains any other than Sanskrit or Prakrit words; and in their

zeal for what they term 'pure Hindi' scrupulously exclude from their

writing, if not from their speech, all Arabic and Persian words ....

and if anyone, in his zeal for 'pure Hindi' will attempt to use,

Instead of these, the corresponding Sanskrit words, he will find that

none but a few Pandits wiI I understand him".

There are about 322 million speakers of some New Indo-Aryan
*

language in India, that is to say about 73% of the population. In
*1971 census
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addition, outside India, there are 50 million in Bangladesh who speak

Bengali, 30 mi I I ion in Pakistan who speak Punjabi and Sindhi, and

8 mil lion in Sri Lanka who speak Sinhalese. The major New Indo-Aryan

language is Hindi, spoken by some 123,025,000 speakers. It is thus,

by the size of its speech-community, to be considered a world language.

As a world language, it deserves to be studied; so far a certain

amount of work has been done on its syntax, and on its segmental

phonology (Kellogg 1938, Mehrotra 1959, Miltner 1962, Bhatia 1964,

Mehrotra 1964, Kachru 1966, Kelkar 1968). Very little, however, seems

to have been done on its prosodic features - on such supra-segmentaI

features as stress and intonation, especially. It Is the intention

of this piece of research to try to correct this in some way.

Germane to the work of this thesis is a consideration of the

difference and the relation between Hindi and Urdu (the official

language of Pakistan, and the language of many of the Musiims who

elected to stay in India when the sub-continent was partitioned at

independence). The two languages differ in a number of respects:

Hindi is written from left to right in the Devanagari script, Urdu is

written from right to left in a Perso-Arabtc script. They have some

differences in vocabulary, and some differences In such things as

greetings, farewells, and so on; but in their main features -

syntactic and morphological, as well as (generally) in their pronun¬

ciation, they are very similar. They make their sentences in the

same way, with the same kind of word-order, the same kind of

construction for Noun Phrases, Verb Phrases, Adjective Phrases and

Adverb Phrases; indeed they are so similar in these respects that

some scholars regularly use the term Hindi-Urdu to refer to the

common ground between them (Kelkar 1968, Sahai & Nctrain, 1964). One
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has even seen the use of the hybrid term Eirdu to denote the

similarity between them (Ray 1968).

Most speakers of Western Hindi - apart from those who deliberate¬

ly avoid the use of any borrowed word, from Urdu or English or

whatever language - will regularly use borrowed (in this case, non-

Sanskritic) words, as do most speakers of English, and thus the Hindi

one is concerned to examine consists of sentences made up in the usual

Hindi-Urdu way, with borrowed words and borrowed sounds included.

Urdu words which occur in Hindi may well include sounds which do not

occur in Sanskrit - such as f, x, y, z, q - and the presence of sounds

of this kind is a marker of the fact that the word has been borrowed

from Urdu, or perhaps (indirectly) from Persian or Arabic. (The

Devanagart script uses special diacritics to denote these sounds).

Many speakers of Western Hindi, especially those from the northern

and western regions who have been, in closer touch with Urdu, regularly

use Urdu words. This usage does not affect the build-up of their

sentences, but rather determines the particular words they will use.

This kind of Hindi is usually referred to as "Khari Boli"

('current speech'); it is based on the dialect spoken around Delhi,

and Urdu has been referred to as a form of Persianised Kha^i Boli
(Kellogg 1938, McGregor 1972). Generally speaking, in colloquial

situations not a great many Urdu words or sounds are used by we I I-

educated speakers of Western Hindi; in the same way, borrowings from

English may well be avoided. ideally, Western Hindi speakers tend

to use a vocabulary which has come from Sanskrit either directly or

through the Prakrits. Kellogg has suggested that words of Sanskrit

origin "make up not less than nine-tenths of the language" (p.4l).
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English borrowings and Urdu borrowings do occur, of course, especially

in the speech of those who, for reasons of geography, commercial

interests or administrative convenience, have come under English or

Urdu influence.

The resultant 'Standard Western Hindi' (Kellogg used the term

'Standard Hindi', but changed it later to 'High Hindi') which we are

investigating is thus a mixed language - as indeed are many of the

languages of the world - owing its stock of words to the fortunes of

history and to the variety of languages with which it has come into

contact.

Informal conversation in Hindi may well include, therefore,

borrowed words, most of which will have been assimilated Into the

language to the extent of being uttered with the phonological usage

of Hindi regardless of their pronunciation in their original language.

Many English words, for example, although they retain their English

word-accent pattern, are pronounced In a Hindi way, with either dental

or retroflex t sounds, and with or without the aspiration which is

phonemicaIly significant tn Hindi. For example, the English word

ticket which is pronounced with aspiration on its initial plosive, and

with alveolar plosives initial and final, is borrowed into Hindi and

is heard as [tikat] with retroflex plosives and no aspiration.

Written Hindi - which it is not our concern to consider here -

may well be seen to Include the use of formal and complexly-structured

words of direct Sanskrit origin, known and used by well-educated

speakers of the language; but the colloquial language which we are

concerned with generally uses words of simpler structure which are

frequent in the general store of words in Hindi and Urdu.
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To sum all this up: we are concerned to examine the accentual

patterns and intonation contours of a spoken language which has its

roots in Sanskrit and which occasionally makes use of words borrowed

from Urdu, Persian, Arabic and English. It has a certain morphology

and a certain syntactic way of ordering its words Into sentences.

The degree to which borrowed words are, or should be, used is a

matter for personal opinion and for the personal habits of the

Individual speaker; so one may meet speakers of Urdu-flavoured or

English-flavoured Hindi who would insist that they were speakers of

Standard Hindi.

The Informants used In this project might be described as

speakers of an Urdu-flavoured, English-flavoured V/estern Hindi,

educated speakers who used the syntactic habits of the language

without difficulty or hesitation, and whose phonology was consistently

in accord with all the established features of Western Hindi.

The following is the transcription system used throughout this

thesis; it uses symbols from the I.P.A. Alphabet and is in accordance

with I.P.A. Principles (1967).

VOWELS

eavi oueoeo

CONSONANTS

Plosives

Vel ar k kh g gh
c ch j jh

t th <3, dji

t th d dh

Pa lata I

RetrofI ex

DentaI

Bi labial p ph b bh
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NasaIs m n r) p rt

Sibflants s J g

Latera I

Flaps r rh

Aspirate

Semi-vowels r v j

h

URDU SOUNDS

Cin borrowed words): f q x y z

There is no use of a length mark in the notation for the vowels.

They are distinguished primarily in terms of quality. The vowels

e, i,, o are listed as short. This means that in similar phonetic

contexts they are audibly shorter in duration than the vowels

a, i, u, e, o, e, o. For example, compare the following pairs:

met 'dirt', mal 'merchandise'; mil 'agree', mil 'mile'; sQxn'hoof,

sum 'miser'. Compare also mel 'alliance', me I 'defect', mo I 'price';

sem 'bean', som 'moon'. instrumental measurements of these vowel

lengths confirms the difference between the long and short vowels;

but the difference is so readily and so obviously audible to a

listener, and is so well established in the language, that it need

not be dwelt on any further here.

Although this project and this thesis are not Immediately con¬

cerned with the details of segmental features, it will be convenient

here to say briefly what range of sounds the various symbols refer to.
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This vowel figure gives some idea of the phonetic placing of

the Hindi vowels, regardless of length. They are all monophthongaI.

i Front, close, unrounded; very near to Daniel Jones'

Cardinal Number I; long; monophthongaI.

i. Front, close, slightly centralised, unrounded; Daniel

Jones' Cardinal Number I lowered and slightly centralised;

short; monophthongaI.

e Front, half-close, unrounded; very near to Daniel

Jones' Cardinal Number 2; long; monophthongaI.

e Front, half-open, unrounded; near to Daniel Jones'

Cardinal Number 3; long; monophthongaI.

a Central, open, unrounded; a centralised Cardinal

Number 4; long; monophthongaI.

o Back, half-open, slightly centralised, slightly rounded;

very near to Daniel Jones' Cardinal Number 6; long;

monophthongaI .
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o Back, half-close, very slightly centralised, rounded;

very near to Daniel Jones' Cardinal Number 7; long;

monophthongaI.

o Back, close, rather centralised, rounded; short;

monophthongaI.

u Back, close, rounded; very near to Daniel Jones'

Cardinal Number 8; long; monophthongaI.

e Central, half-open, unrounded; short; monophthongaI.

CSome speakers of Hindi, especially older people, use, Instead of

monophthongaI o and e , falling diphthongs of the type os and

ei. ; but none of my informants did).

CONSONANTS

k voiceless velar plosive, unaspirated.

kh voiceless velar plosive, aspirated,

g voiced velar plosive, unaspirated.

gh voiced velar plosive, aspirated,

c voiceless palatal plosive, unaspirated.

ch voiceless palatal plosive, aspirated.

j voiced palatal plosive, unaspirated.

jh voiced palatal plosive, aspirated,

t voiceless retroflex plosive, unaspirated.

th voiceless retroflex plosive, aspirated.

<3, voiced retroflex plosive, unaspirated.

3,h voiced retroflex plosive, aspirated.



t voiceless dental plosive, unaspirated,

th voiceless dental plosive, aspirated,

d voiced dental plosive, unaspirated.

dh voiced dental plosive, aspirated,

p voiceless bilabial plosive, unaspirated.

ph voiceless bilabial plosive, aspirated,

b voiced bilabial plosive, unaspirated.

bh voiced bilabial plosive, aspirated,

ra voiced bilabial nasal,

n voiced dental nasal.

Q voiced velar nasal,

p voiced palatal nasal,

rt voiced retroflex nasal.

s voiceless alveolar or post-dental fricative.

j voiceless pre-palatal fricative, unrounded,

g voiceless retroflex fricative,

h voiceless glottal fricative.

r voiced alveolar or post-dental trill, sometimes uttered

with a single tap when intervocalic; frequently heard

as a frictionless continuant.

£ voiced retroflex flap, unaspirated. This is produced

by a ballistic movement of the tongue, hitting the roof

of the mouth in passing.
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fh voiced retroflex flap, aspirated.

| voiced alveolar or post-dental lateral, palatalised

(i.e. 'clear' wherever heard, in whatever position in

a word).

j voiced palatal semi-vowel, fairly lax in articulation

when single, but tense when occurring in consonant

clusters.

v voiced labio-dental semi-vowel; phonetically [u] ,

i.e. between [v] and [w] ; tense when occurring

in consonant clusters.

Most of these consonants occur single in all places in words -

initial Iy, mediaMy and finally - with the foI Iowing exceptions:

0 only occurs in a consonant sequence when followed by

a plosive with the same place (velar) of articulation;

this kind of sequence is usually called 'homorganic'.

tt never occurs single in a word,

p only occurs in a consonant sequence when followed by

a homorganic plosive,

q, never occurs initially in a word, but only medially

and finally; it is also heard in homorganic sequences,

p and ph only occur medially and finally .

Urdu sounds

Words borrowed from Urdu into Hindi frequently contain segmenta

sounds which do not occur in Sanskrit.

f voiceless labio-dental fricative,

x voiceless velar fricative,

y voiced velar fricative.
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z voiced alveolar or post-dental fricative,,

q voiceless post-velar or pharyngal plosive,

NasaIisation

In addition to the nasal consonants which occur single in word-

structure Cn, m, q,) there are other occurrences of nasalisation:

1, 'Incidental' nasalisation, which occurs whenever there is a nasal

consonant in the structure of a word. It is not marked in the

script, nor is it marked in the transcription. For example,

nam 'name' pronounced [nam] ; mama 'aunt' pronounced

[mama],

2, Syllable nasalisation, which is marked over the vowel in the

script and marked with a tilde in the transcription, may be

applied to a I I syllables, whether the vowel is short or long,

it ts sometimes referred to as 'nasalised vowel', but it seems

better (in view of the general syllabification of the language)

to consider it as nasalisation of the syllable. Examples:

hesna 'to laugh', ha 'yes', neh7 'no'.

3, Nasal consonants in homorganic sequence; examples: bend

'finish', domba 'ram', regg 'colour', ipjen 'engine',

cteriAi 'stick'.

(These cause 'incidental' nasalisation, discussed at I, above).
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CHAPTER TWO

HINDI WORD-ACCENT

It ts not altogether clear what precise criteria should be used

in a consideration of stress; indeed there is no general agreement

among linguists and phoneticians as to what exactly stress is. Many

relate it to what might be called 'syllable-distinctness' in words or

'word-distinctness' in sentences; and there is in the literature

some confusion in the use of the terms stress, prominence and accent.

Stress has usually been thought of in terms of loudness: "the

comparative force with which the separate syllables of a sound-group

are pronounced" CSweet 1877, p,9l; 1906, p„47), "the degree of force

with which a sound or syllable Is uttered" (Jones 1956, p.245) giving

"greater amplitude of sound-waves, produced by means of more energetic

movement (BI cornfield 1933, p„l!0). For Trager & Smith (1951)

stress is relative strength or loudness; for Bolinger (1958) it is

perceived prominence Imposed within utterances. As Crystal (1969,

p0l15) writes: "There is a definable correlation between perceived

intensity, or loudness, and amplitude of vocal-cord vibration, but

there Is no identity. Many of the earlier elocutionists realised

this, and Verrier (1909) certainly did; for him, change in intensity,

duration, pitch, physiological movements (for example, the extent of

the jaw lowering) and segmental characteristics were all potentially

relevant as the basis of perceived stress. This view has been very

much a minority one, however, and it Is only with the progress in

acoustic experimentation made over the last fifteen years that its

validation has taken place. Nowadays the consensus of opinion is

that stress - and relative loudness of speech utterance as a whole -

is indeed a composite effect which can only be fully understood by
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reference to a number of independently varying parameters". Fry

(1958) takes the view that "stress differences are perceived as

variations in a complex pattern bounded by four psychological

dimensions, length, loudness, pitch and quality, whose physical

correlates are duration, intensity, fundamental frequency and

formant structure". Bolinger (1955), on the other hand, disagrees

that intensity is the most important element in accent, saying that

"intensity alone does not suffice to discriminate stress, and a

pitch allophone of stress takes over"; later (1958) he presents

evidence to show that the primary cue to stress is pitch prominence.

Gtmson (1956) writes that "the only realisations of stress which are

linguistic, in that they are capable of creating an effect of

relative prominence, of accent, in a listener's mind, are those

which are effected with the complex help of pitch, quantity and

quality variations". O'Connor (1973) takes much the same point of

view: "The point about this combination of stress, pitch, length

and vowel quality is that it can be used in the language to make

some syllables stand out more than others". As Crystal puts it,

in his summarising paragraph (1969, p.120): "In these terms, much

of the research described above (1969, pp.1 13-120) into the nature

of 'stress' has in fact been into the nature of accent". Lehiste

(1970, p. I 19) when summarising work in this field, takes much the

same 'overall' view of a number of contributing factors; but she

concludes by saying: "I shall continue to use the term stress to

refer to linguistically significant prominence ..."

Looking over these various views and approaches, it certainly

does appear that the general opinion among linguists and phoneticians

(whether overtly admitted or not) is to regard stress as a term
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Indicating prominence, or distinctness, or (as some have put it)

accent, the result of the combined effect of loudness, duration,

quality and intonation-

It seems to me, however, that this wealth and variety of

experimentation and discussion has still not managed to lead to a

detailed specification of what exactly is meant by stress, prominence

or accentedness. I shall prefer to cut through this apparent

confusion, and suggest a simple dichotomy between stress and

prominence. In this I follow Daniel Jones (1950; 1956) and David

Abercrombie (1976). In Jones' view, a syllable's prominence is its

general degree of distinctness, this being the combined effect of the

timbre, length, stress, and (if voiced) Intonation of the syllabic

sound. The term stress refers only to the degree of force of

utterance; it is Independent of length and intonation, although it

may be combined with these. Prominence is a perceptual quality that

may be decreased or increased by means of any of the sound-attributes

Clength, stress, pitch, timbre); stress is an articulatory gesture

(cf. Lehtste 1970, p. I 19). In "The Phoneme" (1950) Jones puts the

case even more clearly (p.134): "Force of utterance, abstracted from

the other attributes of speech-sounds, is termed stress. Stresses

are essentially subjective activities of the speaker. To the

hearer, degrees of stress are often perceived as degrees of loud¬

ness .... Prominence is an effect perceived objectively by the

hearer. It is thus quite a different thing from stress, which is

a subjective activity on the part of the speaker. Prominence of a

sylI able may be due to strong stress, but it may also be due to

other features of pronunciation and particularly to the inherent

quality of sounds, to the length of syllables (which may be
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occasioned either by the length of sounds in them or by their

number) or to intonation".

Following this clear distinction by Jones, I shall propose to

use the terms thus: stress wilI be taken to be that subjective

effort of extra force, relating Cin the listener) to loudness, which

is one of the variety of factors which contribute to making a

syllable Cin a word) or a word Cin a sentence) prominent; -prominence

will be taken to refer to the objective perception of a syllable's

distinctness, to the way it seems to 'stand out' from Its neighbours,,

in many ways the terms prominence and accentedness are synonymous.

This may seem a simplistic approach, but it has the value of

cutting through much of the confusion engendered by the use of these

common terms, and provides us Cif we accept this point of view) with

two separate and separable terms, each clearly and unambiguously

defined - as indeed technical terms should be.

With these views in mind, it does indeed seem, therefore, that

most discussions of stress and stressed syllables may be seen to be

in effect discussions of prominence or accentedness; we are left to

ask whether, in fact, the term 'stressed syllable' is an acceptable

or appropriate one in the way it is usually employed. From our

point of view it would doubtless be more accurate to talk regularly

of 'prominent syllables' or 'accented syllables' if we bear in mind

that prominence Cor accent) Is the resultant effect of a combination

of features, including stress. However, the use of such a term as

'prominent syllable' sounds unusual in phonetic discussion. Perhaps

it would be better to talk of 'accented syllables' in order to avoid

any confusion with the use of the term 'stress'.
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In a recent article (1976) Abercrombie has discussed these

matters. He suggests that 'stress' should be confined strictly to

general phonetic discussions; that it should be restricted to some¬

thing which is either present or absent, and not used as a scalar or

gradient term; it is "a gesture of the respiratory muscles". The

speaker is aware of it kinaestheticaIly, and the listener may be

aware of it by 'empathy'. He goes on to say: "Stress as thus

defined is not as such audible; it can only be kinaestheticaIIy

perceived ... loudness is a poor clue to the presence of stress on

a syllable anyway, and is probably never the only one. In any

case, it cannot, at present, be measured satisfactorily". He goes

on to discuss 'accent': "When I say that such-and-such a syllable

of a word has an (or the) accent, or is accented (other syllables

therefore being unaccented) I am not saying anything about the

phonetic characteristics of that syllable. All that is being said

is that In certain conditions (which must be specified) in utterances,

an accented syllable will show certain characteristics which can be

predicted, and these may be different from its characteristies in

other conditions .... An accented syllable may be realised with

stress, with various features of pitch, of syI IabIe-1ength and

segment-length,of loudness, and of articulatory characteristies in

various combinations .... 'Accent' is more or less what many have

called 'word-stress' (though others have used this to refer to the

mode of realisation of accent In a citation-utterance of a word).

We need another term, beside 'stress' and 'accent', for what has been

called 'sentence-stress' (which also has other meanings). We need

a word for the property of being the first sylI able in a foot, the

syllable on which the beat of the stress-timing falls. This I have



called 'salience', the first syllable in the foot being the 'salient

syllable'. We can now define 'accent' as a potentiality for

salience ,,», Thus one can say that salient syllables - and the

words containing them - are prominent, i„e. particularly noticeable,

to the listener; but one need not expect them to be prominent to

someone who is not listening to his mother tongue".

This coincides very largely with my own view, which is a combina¬

tion of Jones' and Abercrombie's; defining 'stress' as something

subjective, perceived kinaestheticaIly by the speaker, and related to

an extra effort of force in articulation; 'prominence' or 'accent'

as something objectively perceived by the listener, the result of a

combination of stress, length, quality and pitch, I shall propose,

throughout this thesis, to confine myself to the two technical terms

stress and accent for these features. This means that I shall not

talk of 'stressed syllables', but of 'accented syllables', when

considering a listener's response to what he hears.

It is possible to show experimentally, to some extent, the

result of the extra effort that a speaker puts into the utterance of

certain syllables (cf, Ladefoged 1967, pp.1-49), As we have

suggested earlier, the total effect of 'accentedness' is achieved by

a combination of a number of sound attributes; but 'loudness' as

perceived by a listener will to some extent relate to 'extra

articulatory effort', and will itself be shown in experimental

results Csee Plate Numbers [ - V ). But as Daniel Jones put

it (1950): "The combination of stress with appropriate intonation

is a particularly effective means of rendering syllables prominent

Take for example the Hindi word inam 'reward'; when it is uttered

in its Isolate form (its 'citation form') it is heard with an accented
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second syllable,, This accentuation is particularly noticeable

because the second syllable is said on a falling pitch, and pitch-

change is one of the principal features in making a syllable stand

out. Thus the pattern is ^ and we have no hesitation in
saying (as hearers) that the word is accented on the second syllable

(or, as it used to be described, with stress on the second syllable).

Now it is very likely that there Is also stress on this syllable,

that it is said (and is felt by the speaker to be said) with a little

extra effort or 'push'; but I wish to suggest that whatever the

speaker may kinaestheticaIly feel about his utterance, the listener

responds to the idea of an accented second sylI able, the result of a

combination of stress and pitch-change (and possibly other things).

This single example will serve to show exactly what I mean by the

terms 'stress' and 'accent' and how they are to be distinguished,

it is most important to distinguish the speaker's subjective response

and the hearer's objective response.

Hindi, like English, Is a language with accented syllables -

that is, with syllables that stand out from their neighbours in the

utterance of words. It has generally been customary to distinguish,

in the marking of accent, two degrees, 'strong' and 'weak'; Jones

suggests (1950) that most languages employ two degrees of stress for

effecting differences between words. (Most American scholars,

however, when analysing English, follow Trager & Smith (1951) and

describe the language In terms of four degrees of stress - primary,

secondary, tertiary and weak). Most discussions of stress in Hindi

(which I suspect are really discussions of prominence or accent)

deal with two degrees of stress (Grahame Bailey 1938, Kelkar 1968,

McGregor 1972). This means that in transcription only one mark of
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stress Caccent) is used; weak is left unmarkedo I have followed

this fashion In my discussion of accent in Hindi words.

Like most present-day Indo-European languages, Hindi is a non-

tone language, with sentence intonation and accented syllables.

Accent occurs on syllables in words Cword-accent) and on words in

sentences Csentence-accent), it will be possible, by first confining

ourselves to single-word utterances, to formulate some rules for word-

accent, Hindi words are analysed according to their consonant-vowel

structure, and suggestions will be made (after considering the actual

placement of the accent in each word) as to how the accent placement

may be predicted In any word In the language,

it will be necessary first to consider the syllabic structure of

words, then to consider the various word-structures which occur, and

finally to specify the actual placement of accent In the various

word-structures and to seek rules to indicate how the accent should

be placed.

Hindi is written in the Devanagari script. All consonant

characters, whether single or conjunct, when written alone, denote a

consonant sound or sounds followed by the so-called 'inherent vowel'

e ; this means that any consonant character represents a syllable

with an Initiating consonant and a vowel. Thus the character ^
denotes ke , the character denotes se , and so on. For this

reason, it Is customary to speak of the script as a syl labary rather

than as an alphabet (Lambert 1953).

Syllable division in multi-syllabled words falls as follows:
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I. Between vowels: a.o, ga.e.

2o With a single intervocalic consonant, the consonant

becomes an initiating consonant: jcuna, curia, se.den.

3. Between consonants: setokar, hin.di, keh.na, hec^.dj,

torn.ha.ra.

Single consonants occur initially, medially and finally in words, as

in se.den 'house', be.sen 'flour', qe.lem 'pen'; initially

they initiate syllables: se-, be-, qe~, and finally they close

syllables: -den, -sen, -lem. A medial consonant is associated with

the following vowel syI lab lea I Iy, i.e. it is syllable-initiating.

Thus the syllable division in the above words: se.den, be.sen, qe.lem.

Consonant sequences occur initially, medially and finally.

Initially, they form syllable-initiating clusters (sequences within

the same syllable: (Abercrombie 1967, p.74)) as in the words prem

'love', krodh 'anger', dvip 'Island', bjaia 'snake', stri

'woman'. Finally, they form syllable-closing clusters, as in bend

'end', rarjg 'colour', grenth 'book', gopt 'secret'. Medial

sequences of two consonants are split by syllable division into -C.C-

as in bheg.van 'God', bhek.ti 'devotion', bec.ca 'child',

ec.cha 'good', geq.ga 'Ganges', d,eru3a 'stick'. This -C.C-

division regularly occurs where two characters are written separately

in sequence, but with no 'inherent vowel' heard between them when the

word is spoken: thus metleb 'purpose' Is written metelebe but is

structurally CVC.CVC when spoken.

—C.C— may also be related to a two-element conjunct consonant -

a single Devanagari character formed by the amalgamation (according

to well-established rules: Lambert 1953) of two separate characters.



Syllable division in the spoken word cuts through this single con¬

junct character, which, although a written unity from the point of

view of the script, represents two phonological items in speech.

Examples occur in bec.ca 'child' CVC.CV:, pos.tek 'book'

CVC.CVC, set. kar 'respect' CVC.CV :C, sed.gan, 'virtue'

CVC.CVC, ordu 'Urdu' VC.CV:, pef.cat 'afterwards' CVC.CVrC,

and so on; in these examples -c.c-, -s.t-, -t.k-, -d.g-, -r.d-, and

-J.c- are all written with one conjunct character.

Syllable division of th.is kind regularly cuts sequences of

Nasal + Plosive, which are frequently referred to (erroneousIy) as

'homorganic clusters'. When such sequences of two consonants with

the same oral articulation posture occur in the same syllable - as

in bend or reng , they are properly called clusters, since they

occur In the same syllable; but medially In such words as gsQ.ga

'Ganges' or c^sr^.^p. 'stick', where the sy I I ab I e'd I v Is Ion is

CVC.CV:, the homorganic sequence consists of two 'abutting' consonants

(Abercrombie 1967, p.76) and Is not a cluster. Similar structures

are found with Nasal + Sibilant, as In mon.fi 'teacher' CVC.CV:,

ben.fi 'pipe' CVC.CV:, e.him.sa 'non-violence' V.CVC.CV:, where

again the syllable division cuts the sequence. It is interesting

to note that in utterances of words of this kind, with medial

sequence of Nasal + Sibilant, although very many speakers make a

true nasal consonant (with tongue contact with the upper part of

the mouth), other speakers make no contact at all, but instead

nasalise the syllable: thus we hear either [monfi] or [mofi] ,

[ benfi] or [ befi] .
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Medial sequences of three consonants (-CCC-) are most frequently

cut Into -C.CC- as in Jas.tri 'learned man' CV:C.CCV:, cen.dre.ma

'moon' CVC.CCV.CV:, men.tri 'secretary' CVC.CCV:. These are

monomorphemic words, but when the word includes a verb-root ending

in -CC and is therefore a verb form of some kind, the unity of the

verb-root is preserved, and the syllabic division is more usually

-CC.C-. Thus inc.ta from the infinitive form mc.na 'to be

pulled', bendh.ta from the infinitive form bendh.na 'to be tied',

reqg.ta from the infinitive form regg.n'a 'to dye'.

Syiiables In Hindi may therefore be seen to be structured as

follows:

1. A vowel without initiating or arresting consonant: for

example, in the two-syllabled word a.o 'come!', or in the

second syllable of ga.e 'Che) went'.

2. A vowel preceded by an initiating consonant or by an iniating

cluster: for example, ja.na 'to go', a.na 'to come',

gja.ra 'eleven', tre.pen 'fifty three', pre.ripim 'saluta¬

tion', stri 'woman'.

3. A vowel with both initiating and arresting consonants, either

single or in sequences: for example, the syllables of the

word set.kar 'respect', the monosyllable ton 'you', the

monosyllable bend 'end'.

We may now proceed to consider the word-structures which occur,

using the symbols C (consonant) and V (vowel) to express the struc¬

tures in formulas. (V = short vowel, V: = long vowel). Examina¬

tion of a restricted but common vocabulary of about 2,000 words will

give us the examples we need, considering only polysyllabic words



(since accent-placement is no problem with monosyllables). We bear

in mind that a number of words used by educated speakers, chiefly

taken directly from Sanskrit, (tatsama words) have complicated

structures. Most of the words we consider are tadbhava words, i.e.

words not in their original Sanskrit form but modified (and often

structurally simplified) in the passage of time.

We specify the following structure patterns which all occur in

Hindi. Since initial consonants and initial consonant clusters

have no effect on the placing of accent, we bring many structures

together under a single heading by the use of brackets, which are

meant to indicate that what they enclose may or may not occur.

The accented syllables are marked for each word.
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HINDI WORD-STRUCTURE PATTERNS

(C)VCVC 'agar 'if, 'Jakal 'form',

'qalam 'pen', 'fasal 'harvest'

so:

Hindi Eng1ish Hind i Eng1ish

'amar immor+a1 1
neram soft

'alag separate 'nehar cana 1

'asar effect 'parat layer

' idhar hither 1porog man

'opej produce
1 fasa1 harvest

'omar age
1 becan promise

1kethin difficu 11 'badal change

1kame1 lotus 1 bahan friend

'qabar grave
1 bah of many, very

1khabar news 'bhajan prayer, worship

'xatam end 'meter pea

'y adsr mutiny 'madad hel p

'ya1 at i ncorrect 'maha! pa 1 ace

'jagah p 1 ace 11ahar wave

'c^agar path 'vijaj v ictory

'taraf direction 'viJaj content

'tarah manner 'Jakal form

'tUak mark on forehead 'Jehad honey

'daxa 1 i nterference 1Jahar ci ty

1 neqed cash ' satsk road

1
nezer s i ght sabaq 1esson

1 namak sa 11 '
same j time



Hi nd i

1
sere I

1sesor

1sobeh

1 heren

1hokem

'minet

'mi Jen

Eng I tsli

stmp le

fa+her-in-l aw

morning

deer

order

m I nu+e

mission



CC)VCV:CC) g'car 'pickle',

e'da 'payment'

ki'tab

ke' la

'book',

'art'

so:

Hindi Eng1ish Hindi Eng1ish

e'chut untouchab 1 e khe'ra upright

g 1 thi seed khg'rif autumn crop

e 1 naj grain kho'la open

91 nek many xe1jal opinion

9 1 b i r red powder xe'rab bad

9'm i r rich xe'rif autumn crop

i 1 nam prize xo1 Ji g1adness

o'das lone 1t ness ge'dha donkey

o 'dhar 1 oan gg' la neck

ke 'pa sharp gg 1 1 i street

kg 1 pas cotton go' pha cave

kg 1bh i ever go' ru teacher

kg 1 m i z shi rt go' lal pink powder

kg 1ror crore ye'rib poor

kg'mal specia 1 ghe'ra water pot

kg'vi poet ghe'ri watch

ke 1 ha where? ghe'ha thick

ke 1 h i somewhere o 0) 3P gram

ki1san farmer ce'mar 1 eatherwork*

ko'mar prlnee ci 'ta pyre

ko' 1 i coo 1t e co' nar election

qg'm i z shirt che'tha sixth

qg1r i b near 1y chg'ri stick



H i nd i Eng1ish Hindi Eng1Ish

JS1 ro¬ studded ni gah glance

ta 'ma amount pa ta directi on

J911 us procession pa ti husband

ja'van young pa thar p1ateau

331vab answer pa Ju anima1

ta' haz ship pa har mountain

za'min ground pi ta father

za' ra a little ba ra big

za 'rur certaIn 1y ba jan description

tha'ri waterfa11 ba 1 i sacrIfice

ta'tha and ba hu daughter-!n-

ta'laj search bi ha without

ma' ka tl red bi mar s I ck

da 1 x i 1 a 1 lowed bo khar fever

da' ja favou r bo ra bad

da' va medical treatment ma kan house

da' Ja condIt ion ma *li jewel

da' h i curds ma han great

do1 kan shop mo hi sage

dha'ni rich j® ha here

na'd i river js hT here

na'maz mus1im prayer ra bi spring crop

na1 ja new 1 a gam rei n

na'vab prinee va ki 1 1 awyer

ni ' Ja 1iquor va ha there

na' h i no va hT there



Hindi

VI car

VI bhag

VI rodh

VI 1 in

Js rab

Js rir

Jl kar

J° ru

se za

sa tah

sa khi

sa da

sa bha

sa man

sa muh

sa val

St tar

so dhar

so khi

so JM

so ba

ha zar

ha ra

ht1 sab

EngItsh

opinion

department

opposition

disappeared

wi ne

body

hunt

beginning

punishment

surface

friend

a I ways

assembIy

equa I

grove

question

sitar

improvement

happy

we I I-b red

district

1,000

green

wind

consuItatton



(C)V:CV: CC) akar 'shape', aga ' forehead',

o:

HI nd i

'khadi 'cotton stuff, ' cob is 'twenty four

English Hindi Eng 1 ish

'akaj sky 'khana dinner, food

'age ahead 'khali empty

'ata f lour 1kheti agricu1tu re

'ath i eight 'gar i carriage

'adej f nstruc+ion 'gana to sing

'ad ha ha 1 f 'gana song

'ana to come 'g i 1 a wet

'ana anna 'gehu wheat

'arcrni rest 'gobh i cau1iflower

'alu potato 'gora white

'avaz voice
'
go 1 i bu1 let

'uca high 'ghati mountain pass

'esa such 'ghota horse

'ese thus 'ghori ma re

'ozar too I 'caca unc le

'kata ear ring 'cac i uncle's wife

' kaf i enough 'cab i key

'kala b 1 ack 'calak c 1 ever

'kohra fog 'calis forty

'kr la fort 'cad i si Iver

' kesa what sort? '
c I n i sugar

' kese how? 'cur i bang 1e

1khana to eat 'coti peak
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H i nd I Eng1ish Hi ndi Eng1ish

cor i s+ea11ng 1 tala 1 ock

coca. broad 'tufan storm

cotha fou r+h 1 tez i swiftness

coda four+een 'tera your

cot is +hirty fou r 1terah thirteen

chana to spread 'tetis thirty three

chaja shade 'tota parrot

chur i kni fe 11 hana po1 ice station

chota sma 1 1 'thala flat dish

j ana to go 'thaii smaII flat dish

jal i net 'the la bag

3lj i elder sister 'tho^a 1ittle

juta shoe 'daja right

jesa 1 ike 'daga riot

jhari bush 'dasi female slave

jharu broom 'divar wa 1 1

g hutha fa 1 se
' dena to give

t i la mound 'dehat rural area

tuta broken ' dono both

topi cap 'dhire s1ow1y

<tpra thread 'dhoti dhoti

4halu s1 oping 'dhona to wash (trans.)

taga tonga 'dhobi washerman

taza fresh 'nani grandmother

tara star 1
naraz disp1 eased

talab tank '
n ice down



Hindi Enq[ish Hindi English

'niti po1 icy
' bara twe1ve

1
n i 1 a b 1 ue 'barat procession

'neta leader 'bahu arm

'pana to find ' bimar s i ck

1 pani water ' b i v i wi fe

1 piche behlnd 1 beta son

'p ina to drink ' bet daughter

1
p i 1 a ye 11ow 'behoj stupefied

1
puja worsh I p 'bona to sow

'pura who 1 e
1 bo 1 i dialect

'puri puree 'bhari heavy

'peja profession 'bhukha hungry

1 peda produced ' bhugo1 geography

'pesa 1/64 rupee 'mata mother

'pese money 'matha forehead

'pet is thirty five 'mana meaning

'pojak dress 'mano as i f

1 podha p 1 ant 'mami aunt

'pho^a spade 'mala gar 1 and

1 f i ta shoe 1 ace 'mal i gardener

'baki remaining 'malurn known

'baja instrument 'mitha sweet

'bazar ma rket 'minar minaret

'bapu father 'me la fa i r

1 babu c 1 erk 'medan field

' baja left 'me la di rty



Hindi Engl Ish

'moci shoemaker

'moza sock

'mot a fat

'mot I pearl

'moka opportunity

'mojud present

'raja raja

'rana prince

'rani queen

'ruci interest

'rutha angry

'rufhi tradition

'rogi sick

'roti flat wheaten cake

'rona to cry

' I ana to bring

'lena to take

'lota smaI I pot
' I ova fox

'loha iron

'vesa just so

'Jakha branch

'Jad T wedding

'JabaJ we I I done!

'Jah i royaI

'sa^i sari
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Hindi EngIish

'sa^he half past

'sat hi companion

'sadhu holy man

soman luggage

sara whole

'sidha straight

'sina to sew

'si^hi stair

'sima border

'su kha d ry

sena army

seva service

'sona gold

'sona to sleep

'setis thirty seven

'soda trade

'hathi elephant

hira diamond

'hona to be



(C)VCCV (C) 'ekhbar 'news', 'eg la

'cerrv^a ' leather','bett is

'next',

'+hirty two' .

so:

Hind i Eng1F sh HI nd I English

"egni ftre 'opdej instruction

stoppfng place 'opvas fast

'art is thirty eight '
anm i d hope

'en,3p. egg
1 ol 1 ekh mention

'endha b 1 Ind 'kegghi comb

'efsos regret 'kecca raw

'ess i eighty 'ketna to be cut

'ikkis twenty one
' keruto dung cake

'iktis thirty one 'kepta cloth

' iccha wish 'kepre clothes

' itna this much 'kemzor weak

'ltvar Sunday 'kemra room

1iQkar refusa1 'kerna to make, do

'ogna to grow Cintrans.) ' kehna to say

'otna that much 'kt tna how much?

' ot h 1 a sha1 low 'kimti expensive
' ordu Urdu 'ktJt I boat

'othna to get up 'kotta dog

'o^na to fly 'kors i cha i r

1oncas forty nIne 1khembha pillar, post

'ont is twenty nine 'kturki w i ndow

'onnis nineteen 'khclna to be open
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-U nd i Eng 11 stt Hind L Eng1ish

gadd i throne 'chcpna to hide Cintrans.)

ganda d i rty 'janta peop1e

gsnna sugar cane '?aIdi speed

germi summer 1ja1na to burn Cintrans.)

gahna jewellery 'ja1sa meeting

gahra deep 'jitna as much

gi nna to count 1zinda 1ive C1 aiv)

gi rna to fal 1 1jhegra quarrel

girvi mortgage 'jhar^dp. flag

yossa anger
1 jhokna to bend, tilt

ghstna t ncident 1 tsttu pony

ghartfa be 11, hour 1t°k£a piece

csttan rock 1 tharida col d

cafhna to c1imb 'd,arna to fear

cenda contribution 'ctibba box

capt t flat 1 taklif troub1e

camf I 1eather 1 tarbuz water melon

carna to graze
1 ta1var sword

carkha spinning wheel 1tasvir picture

ca 1 na to wa1k, trave1 1 to 1 na to be weighed

cokna to have comp 1eted 'dabna to be pressed down

ccgna to peck 'darzi tai1 or

conna to elect 'darbar court

chattis thirty six 'darra pass

chatri umbrel1 a 'dasva tenth

chabbis twenty six 'dokkhi sad
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Hindi Erig I ish Hind i

'dobla lean 'bakri

'dhabba stain 'bacca

'dhonna to card bacna

'naqJa map bachra,
1 nezdik close bajtina

navve ninety batti
1

n mda abuse badla

noksan disadvantage banna

'pakka finished 'banvas

'pakna to ripen berdan

1pakji bird 'barbad

'pace is twenty five barsat

1pa^na to fall 'balvan

1pa^hna to read basna

'patta leaf 'basta
1 pat ni wife 'bahna

'pat la thin 'bikna

'padri title 'btT|i

panna page of book bonna

1parda purdah b 11 I i

pardej foreign country bodhvar

'pahna to be dressed bhakti

'pahra guard bhati;a

'phatna to become torn bhadda

phanda snare bhikga

'bakra goat 'bhmna

English

she-goat

ch 11 d

to be saved

ca I f

Ito advance

lamp

revenge

to be made

forest-dwel11ng

w ish

wasted

rainy season

strong

to be situated

briefcase

to fIow

to be so I d

electricity

to knit Ctrans.)

cat

Wednesday

devotion

brickmaking

ugly

a ims

different
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Hindi Erig 1 fsh Hindi Eng1tsh

1bh l Jt i water carrier ' la^ka boy

'makkh i fly '1a^ki girl

mach1i f Ish 1 a^na to fight

mazdur worker 1 amba long, tal1

mazbut strong 11ikhna to write

'mattba buttermi 1k vanvas forest dwe11ing

ma^hna to plate vardi uniform

marna to die 'vastu stuff

ma 1 na to rub v ikh jat famous

masj id mosque vigjan know 1 edge

mitti earth vidvan scho1ar

m 11 na to Join, meet v i J" vas confidence

mon Ji teacher 1J tkga education

morg i ch icken 'sakna to be able

morda dead seog it mus Ic

rakhga protect ion sacca true

rakhna to place sajna to be adorned

raggin co1oured sandej command

rassa rope sapna dream

rahna to rema i n sabz i vegetable

1 nkja rickshaw samtol level, even

rokna to stop Ctntrans.) s am rat emperor

1 lak^a large piece of wood sarkar government 'A&T
1 lakri wood, stick sardar ch ief

1 agna to begin 'sardi wi nter

1lattu Ctoy) top s© Ima metal thread



HI ndi

'sasta

1 sahna

'sanna

1hetna
1 he^i

'hafta

'ham I a

1 ha Ika

'hissa

'himsa

EngIIsh

cheap

to endure

to hear

to withdraw

bone

week

attack

Iight Cadj.)

part, share

violence



CC)V:CVC 'upar 'up', 'caval 'rice',

'kagaz 'paper1, 'sahtb 'sir'

>o:

Hindi Eng 1 tsh Hind l Eng1ish

'axir fina 1 ly 1 nires dul 1

'ad at hab it 1nokar servant

'adar respect 1nij at estab1ished

'asan seat 'pagal mad

1 idhan fuel 1 palak spinach

'orat woman 'palan rearing

1kajar coward 1y 1
p i t a 1 brass

1 karari. cause 1 purab East

1 kicaf mud 1 foran immediately

1keva1 on 1 y 'badal c 1 oud

1koma1 gent 1e 'bariJ rainy season

'kojiJ attempt 1bavan fifty two

1xa1l s pure 1basath sixty two

'gajar carrot 1 bahar outside

'gajak music fan begam queen

1
yajab vanished 1 bethak session

'ghajal wounded 1 bhagan speech

'covan fifty four 'manav human

'cosath sixty four 'malt k master

1 jivan 1 i fe 'maltn f[ower-seIIer

'tanx date 'mosam season

'd ipak 1 amp 1lajak worthwhI1e

1navik boatman 1 1 ekt n but
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Hindi English

lekhek

reJem

vapes

Jamt I

Jajed

Jasen

sad he n

surej

sevek

so I eh

ha let

writer

silk

back

united

perhaps

government

means

sun

servant

sixteen

condition



6. (C)VCCV

Also:

Hi nd ?

'cakra

1
c 11 re

'cinha

'dogta
1 pakga

'pat re

'potra

'ponja

'bhakta
1 jsgjs

1 Jtgja

1satje

42

'anja 'other', cakra 'wheel',

Ugts 'desired', 'jenma 'birth'

EngIish

whee I

picture

sign

wicked

party, side

page, leaf

son

meritorious deed

devotee

religious offering

d f soipIe

truth



7. (C)VCCVC

AI so:

Hind?

'enter

'anban

'an/an
11 kseth

1 cnseth

1kambaI

1khaddar

'garden

'gombad

'cappaI

1chappan

1jaogal

'dakgm

'defter

' darJan

'dofman

1ntJcaj

'penAtt

'patthar

'paJcim

'postek
' bacpan
' bandar

43

'afsath 'sixty eight', 'andar 'in'

kasrat 'exercise', 'pacpan 'fifty five'

Engltsh HI nd i Eng1 ish

difference bandhak mortgage

misunderstanding ' bartan vessel, dish

hunger 'b t1kol completely

sixty one 'bister bedding

fifty nine ' bol bol nightinga1e

b1anket 'bht kjok mendicant

c loth 'macchar mosquito

neck 'menAep pavi1fon

dome 'manzi1 deck, storey

sandaI 'mandtr temp 1e

fifty six 'mojki 1 difficu1t

jungle 'varn,an description

South 1 Jikgek teacher

office 'setter seventy

visit 'sat rah seventeen

enemy
' sarseth sixty seven

decision 'sender beaut!fu1

scho1ar 'himmat courage

stone

West

book,

ch t!dhood

monkey



8. CC)V:V:(C)

Also:

Hindi

sais

'gae

'clhai

'teis

'nai

'bheis

'ru i

44

'bats 'twenty two', 'bhai 'brother',

'ao 'come!', 'koi 'something'

EngIIsh

syce

Che) went

two a nd a ha If

twenty three

barber

female buffalo

cotton



9. (C)V:CCV:CC1 'cahna 'to want to1,

'admi 'man',

45

'mehman 'guest',

'asman 'sky'

Also:

Hind f Eng I rsfi. Hind t Eng 1 i sh

axr i last 1 jitna to conquer

athva eighth '^otna to ti1 1

amla o 1 ive 1jftopr• hut

ajna mirror 1
t^tna to break Cintrans.)

ekta unity 1
tutna breakdown

katna to cut 1tokri basket

katna to spin 'dp.1 na to drop

kudna to jump 'qjubna to sink down

kh icna to drag 'c^hudjina to seek

khodna to d fg 't isra th i rd

khe1na to play 'terna to swim

kho1na to open 'to^na to pluck

ghumna to walk about 'tolna to weigh Ctrans.)

ghogna proclamation 'dusra different

cegta. attempt 'dekhna to see

cehra face 'degca sma11 kett1e

cumna to 1 ick 'devta d i v i n i ty

cokna to startle 'dosti friendship

chavni cantonment 'do^na to run

chufna to leave Cintrans.) nacna to dance

chofna to give up Ctrans.) 1 paltu tra i ned

jagna to get up 1pacva fifth

janna to know 'p ichla last



Hi ndl English H i nd t Eng1ish

'puchna to ask 1majka maternal home

1purv i Eastern 'marna to kill

1
pot 1• bund !e 'magna to ask for

1pha^na to tear 'madna to thresh

1phekna to throw 1 jatra travel

1phe1na to spread 1 jatri traveller

'fajda profit, use 'rasta way

1fesla dec is Ton ' rejmi si1 ken

'bate it conversation ' rokna to stop
1 badJah emperor 'rozgar business

1barhva twe1fth 1
ro Jn i 1 tght

'baltt bucket ' 1 etna to lie down

'bafna to be divided ' 1omti fox

1 bad h na to tie 1 lotna to return

1bitna to pass by '
v i rta heroism

1becna to seII 'satva seventh

1 be 1na to roII out 'sadgi simp 1tcity

1bethna to sit down 1samne in front

1 bo 1na to speak 'sicna to irrigate

1bhagna to f1ee 'sokhna to soak up

1bhavna sentiment 'socna to think

1bhu1na to forget 'somvar Monday

'bhokna to bark 'savcet caref u 1

1bhejna to send ' savdhan carefu11y

manna to assume 'sikhna to learn

mansun monsoon

'mam la matter, case



10. CV:CCV

Also:

Hi nd i

'surjs

'vakje

47

1karjs 'work1, 1 jogje 'worthy'

rajje 'empire'

Eng1Ish

sun

sentence



11

AI so:

(C)V:CCVC 'ajrem 'hermitage', 'janver 'animal',

'mehter 'sweeper'

48

Hindi

'cho^ker

'targher

'dharnuk

'mehnet

'mehreb

EngIish

leaving

telegraph office

re Iigious

hard work

arch



CC)V:CVCCC)VC 'aksrgit 'attracted',

'cohetter 'seventy fou

o:

Hindi EngIish

'avajjak necessary

'dopeher noon

'mohebbet love



13. CCV:CVC

Also:

Hindi

'treseth

'djotek

1svaget

50

'trepen 'fifty three', 'gjareh 'eleven',

'prajeh 'often'

English

sixty three

indicative

we I come



14. CCVCV:(C)

AI so:

HI nd i

krt. pa

kja ma

pre kar

pre car

pre ja

pre ham

pre dhan

pre bhav

sve1bhav

51

svi'kar 'assent', kri'Ji 'agriculture'

EngIish

favour

InduIgence

ki nd

pub IIctslng

peopIe

saIutation

outstanding

InfIuence

nature



CCV:CCV:(CI 'gjavva 'eleventh'

so:

H i nd [

1vjakhjan

1sthapna

English

speech

estahIishment
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16. CCVCV(C) pre'mckh 'head, chief'

AI so:

HI nd i Eng1tsh

pre'them f i rst

pre 1 s l d h famed

sve1jem se 1 f

hri1dej heart



I 7. CCVCCV 'drtjja 'sight'

Also:

Hind i

'mrttj o

1
svepne

EngIish

death

dream



18. CCVCCV:(C) 'pnthvi 'ear+h', 'vjekti 'person'

55

A I so:

Hind i EngIIsh

'vjekti person

'prastav proposa 1 Ja fajs'tw



19. CCV:CV:CC) 'pjara 'beloved', 'pjasa 'thirsty'

AI so:

Hindi

'pjala

1pracin

1sjahi

EngIish

cup

ancient

i nk
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20. (C)VCV:CV

AI so:

Hindi

s1 Iava

o'gana
q'thana

o1 dasin

ka1mana

ka'rana

ka1hani

ki1nara

ki1rana

k i1 raj a

kh l'I ana

g9'vana

gt1rana

go'fija

go1ruvar
gho'mana

C91fhana

ca1ragah
C9'I ana

co'rana

ch l'pana
I •.

yos s11 a

chi1jalis

(C) ka'lakar 'artisan', gha'tana 'to subtract',

a'kela 'alone'

EnglTsh Hindi Eng1ish

besides ch i
1 jasi eighty six

to grow cho'pana to hide

to pick up J9 gana to wake (someone)

indifferent lana to cause to burn

to earn haz i sailor

to cause to do Z9 mana time

story 19 kavi taccavi

bank, shore fa razu sea 1es

to rent ta ri ka method

rent, hire 11 kona triangu1ar

to feed 11 rasi eighty three

to waste Ctime) da bana to suppress

to drop da jalu kind

dol 1 da javan kind-hearted

Thursday da vai medical treatment

to spin di khana to point out

to cause to c1tmb dt lana to cause to give

grazing land na muna examp1e

to drive na vab i pertaining to a
nawab

to steal na vasi eighty nine

to hide Ctrans.) na hana to take a bath

angry ni rana to weed out

forty six nt ral i pecu1iar
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Hi nd i Eng1tsh Hi nd i Eng1ish

pa kana to cook 1 a rai war

pa thana to cause to read VI dej i foreign

pi lana to cause to drink It kari hunter

po 9kxr I priest sa j ana to adorn

po rana old sa tana to bother

ba cana to save (trans.) S3 be re early in the morning

ba gana to sound Cintrans.) sa vera dawn

ba'tana to te1 1 sa vere at dawn

ba nana to make (trans.) si tara star

ba jalis forty two si pah i policeman, sepoy

ba jasi eighty two so nana to te11 (trans.)

ba sana to found so lana to put to s1eep

ba'saja founded ha tana to keep back

ba1sula adze ha mara our

bt 'tana to pass Ctirae) ha meja always

ba1jhana to extinguish h i lana to wave

bo 1 ana to ca 1 1

bha'tija paternal nephew

bha1laji goodness

ma cana to make noise

ma ve/i catt1e

ma sal a sp ice

ma hina montfL

ma hi1 a 1 ady

mi tana to abolish

mi thai candy
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21. COVCCV: CC1V: CC1 kah'lana

AI so:

Hindi Eng1ish

at' jacar outrage

an dhera darkness

arj guthi ring

at1thasi eighty eight

a^'tal is forty eight

at1 thais twenty eight

ik kasi eighty one

ik'tal is forty one

on jas i seventy nine

on 'tal i s thirty nine

op jau fert i 1e

kat1vana to cause to be cut

kah'1 ana to be ca11ed

ko11hari hatchet

khar1buza musk-raelon

khod1vana to cause to be dug

khol'vana

ghab'rana

to cause to be

opened
to be upset

cap ras f orderly

ctl 1 1 ana to scream

ja1 vaj u c1imate

tak rana to strike against

dar vaza door

nab 1 ana to bath (someone)

rto he caI Iedl

Hindi EngIish

par desi foreigner

pic kar i syringe

pi 1

fav

vana

vara

to cause drink to
be given

fountaIn

bar sat i raincoat

bar sana to rain down

maz dur i wages

mor jhana to fade

lag vana to cause to be fixed

1st kana to hang (trans.)

1ikh'vana

ver mala

to cause to be
written

gar 1 and

sac cai truth

sat tai s twenty seven

sat tasi eighty seven

sat rava seventeenth

sam ?hota sett 1ement

sar kar i governmenta1

so 1 vana to cause to put to
s I eep



22. CCIVCV:CyC a'canak Suddenly', ka'butar 'pigeon*

Also:

Hindi

go'rukol

chi1jasath
za1rurat

ba1rabar

be1hador

bha'janak

ma1hajan

ma'hajodh
va1kalat

vt1bhajan

vi'bhajit

sa1hajak

ha1jamat

Eng I Isfi

educational centre

sixty six

need

equa I

brave

dreadfuI

moneylender, important man

Great War

legal practice

division

divided

co-operative

shave
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23. CC)VCCVCV:CC) 'ejnebi 'stranger', 'intezam 'arrangement'

Also:

Hindi English.

1evneti downfa 11

1intezar expectation

1khordori rough

'xo/mtzaj sweet-tempered

1dhenjevad tbank you

pet ri ka magazine

pefctmi western

mttreta friendship
1 Jt?t9ta urbanity

1Jokrevar Friday

'sebhjeta cu1ture
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24. CC)V:CCV:CV: 'utgCLfi 'camel cart', c^ak'xana 'post office'

Also:

Hindi EngIish

dak1gati mail train

dudh'vala milkman

doh'rana to repeat

bel'butQ. embroidery

be 11 gari ox-cart



25. (C) VCCV-.CCV: (C) at'thanve

AI so:

Hindi English

ik1 kanve ninety one

CIQ gharna to roar

nin nanve ninety nine

peh canna to recognise

set tanve ninety seven

sem bhalna to control

has takgep interference
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'ninety eight'



CC)CC5VCV:CCV:CCI chi'janve 1 ninety sux',

ti'ranve 'ninety three'

so:

Hindi

do1kandar

pa'hucna

pra1dhanta
o1 bal na

ka1 tavdar

cfu 1 janve

ni1kalna

Ja'tabdi

Erigf ish

shopkeeper

to arrive

supremacy

to boiI (trans.)

embroidery

ninety six

to subtract

century



27. (C)VCVCCV:(C) a'htmsa 'non-violence',

go'zerna f+o pass by'

Also:

xe

xe

9®

ca

Hindi Engltsh

o'penjas novel

ternak dangerous

rtdna +o buy

ragna to roar

makna +o shine

tha1 harna to stop

pesja devotion

meste hello

kelna to appear

karna to grab

rikga examination

henna to dress

ghelna to melt Ctntrans.)

1saIna to siip

dalna to change Ctntrans.)

hakna to perfume

hagga expensive

lansar friendly

kadma legal case

phalta success

majhna to understand

masja problem

modri maritime

ta

na

ni

pa

pa

pa

pi

ph

ba

ma

ma

mt

mo

sa

sa

sa

sa

Hindi

i1 ka ttha

o1tarna

go'zarna

ta1pasja

EngIiah

coI Iected

to descend

to pass by

devotion



CC)V:CCV:CVC an'do I an 'movement'

xub'surat 'beautiful

so:

Hindi EngIish

veg'janik scientist



29. (C)VCCV:CVC bad'surat 'ugly', sat'tavan 'fifty seven'

AI so:

Hindi EngIish

sam'padak editor



30. CCiy:CV:CV:CC1 bi'mari ttllnesst, a'zadl 'freedom'

AI so:

Hindi Eng 1 Lsh.

a'badi popula+ion

a'sanf ease

ga'fivan driver

ca'cera related through paternal uncle

co1paj a cattle

co 1rasi eighty four

co1ral is forty four

the1kedar contractor

te 'tal is forty three

de1 hat i vtl lager

pe1davar crop

pe'tal is forty five

ma'mera related through raaterna1 uncle

sa'1 ana yearly



COVCCVCC fa'trap? 'chess'

so:

Hindi

od1 jan/3,

op 1jokt

san'togt

Eng I isfi

improper

fitting, useful

satisfied
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32. (C)VCVCCVCC) t'khattar 'seventy one',

ba1hattar 'seventy two'

AI so:

Hindi EngI ish

ad fuktar most1y

a'vajja certain 1y

cht1 hattar seventy six

ti hattar seventy three

pa chattar seventy five

pa ranto but

pa vitra pure

ba hattar seventy two

ma nog ja man

ma hatva importance

la takpan boyhood

sa tattar seventy seven

sa modra sea, ocean

so rakgak guardian

so gandha perfume

so rakgtt preserved
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33. (C) CC)V:CCVCVCC) 'akremag, 'attack'

Also:

Hindi EngIIsh

pra'krittk natural

sa'hitja I Iterature
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34. CV:CVCV: "bherija "wolf

AI so:

Eng I ish.

foreign

rupee

money

Hindi

'baher i

rupe' ja

rupe1 je



35. CC)V:CCVCV:CC) 'rojnitt

AI so:

Hindi EngIish

'amdanl income

'bhagjavan lucky

73

1poI[ties'



36. CVCVCC pa'taog

Also:

Hindi

pa1lang
ko1 tomb

Eng I isix

bed

famiIy



CVCVCCV ss'dasje 'member'

so:

Hindi EngIIsh

sa'modra sea
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38. CC3VCVCV:(C) adht'kar 'authority', part'var 'family'

Also:

Hindi

ano'vad

ava'tar

it i1 has

kav t' t a

gort1ja
?a'ztja

donija

hati ja

part1var
pa1htja

paha1 la

paha1 Ie

petall

'bahotat

bo'^htja
macho'a

raa'htla
1 Jantvar

English

transla+ion

incarnation

history

poem

do I I

tax

wor I d

resuIt

famtIy

wheel

first

at first

loom

majority

Iittle old woman

ftsherman

I ady

Saturday
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39. (C)VCVCCV:CC) asah'jog 'non-co-operation'

AI so:

H fnd i

opan1jas
1xatarnak

xa1rtdna

mo1 ha I l a

EngIish

nove I

dangerous

to buy

district
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40. CC)VCCVCV:CC) 1Jokrevar 'Friday'

AI so:

Hindi Engl isft

1 fieri/it jo. cooking pot

'boddhtman wise

xojfflt1zaj sweet-tempered

khor'dori rough

este'ra razor



(C)VCCVCV(C) 'dohsaha 'unbearable'

so:

Hindi

kar'tavja

adh1jajan

EngIish

du+y

study
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42. COCVCVCVC prat i1 dm 'daily'

AI so:

Hindi

'har tjan

part1caj

Eng I LStL

un+ouchaE)Ie

acquaintance



43. (C)VCV:CVC i1jazat 'permission'

Also:

Hindi

t 'maret

mo'si bet

rt1jaset

Erig I Ish

bu CI ding

caI ami +y

kingdom
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44. CV:CCC)VC(C)V:CC) kajer'ta 'cowardice'

AI so:

H ind T

1rajkomar
1 ho/1jar

1durderfi

Erig I ish

prinee

cI ever

fa t—sighted
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45. (OVCCC)V: CC) CC5V: CO hat1 jakanA 'destruction'

AI so:

Hindi Erig 1 isfx

ik1 1 ota on 1 y

ch i' jal is forty six

taj1jari preparation

ba1fhai carpenter

be1dhai felicitations

vt1fegta specia 1ity

co1ranve ninety four



46. CV:CCVCV: 1
punuma ' f u I I moon'

AI so:

Hindi EngIish

1jogjeta fitness, ability
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47. CC)VCVCV:C C) ano'sar 'conformity'

Also:

Hindi English

ano'vad translation

cirt'ja sparrow
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48. CVC(C)V:CV:CV(C) ms'saledar 'spicy'

Also:

Hindi

maha1raja

maha'rani

1rahnevala

1rahnevali

11tkhnevala

English

maharajah

empress

inhabi+ant

inhabitant

writer
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49. CV:C(C)V:CV:CV: 'tagevala 'tonga driver'

Also:

Hindi English

'ganevala
1becnevala

singer

selIer
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50. CVCCCV: 1kendra 'centre'

Also:

Hind t

'msntri

1
reggna

Eng t rsEL

m i n i ster

to appIy col our
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51. CVCCCVCC) 1candra rraoonr

Al so:

Hindi

' pandrah

Eng1 ish

fifteen
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52. CC) COVCCC) VCV:CV: katfu'naji 'difficulty'

Also:

Hindi Eng 1 i sh

ano1jaj T fol1ower

yosel xana bathroom

tando rusti bodi1y hea1th

malgo zari land revenue

moska rana smi le

griha'niti internal policy
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53. (C)VC(C)VC(C)VC(C)V:(C) anosan'dhan 'research'

Also:

Hindi

'garbhavati

pa'risthitI

pa1 rtJYami

adh1jakgata

EngIish

pregnant

circumstance

industrious

Ieadership
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54. CVCV:CVCCVC mano'renjen 'entertainment'

Also:

Hi nd i

meno'ranjak

EngIish

interesting
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It is clear from the list above that word-structures in Hindi

are many and varied, some with very many examples and some with a few.

Examination of the accent placement for each pattern allows us to make

a listing of the general hab

1. '(C)VCVC as 'eger, 'qelem
2. cov'cvicc) as e1 car, k t' t ab

3. 1 (C)V:CV:(C) as
1 akar, 1 khad i

4. '(OVCCVKC) as 'ekhbar, 'cerrqna
5. '(C)V:CVC as 'uper, 1cavel
6. 'covccv as

'
en je, ' cekre

7. '(OVCCVC as 'efseth, 'kesret

8. 1CC)V:V:CC) as
1 bhai, lbais

9. 1(C)V:CCV:(C) as 'am la, 1 kudna

10. 1(C)V:CCV as karje, 'vakje
1 1 . 'COVrCCVC as aJ rem, 'dharmik
12. 1(C)V:CVC(C)VC as 'akergit, 'cohetter
13. 'ccv.-cvc as 'trepen, 'prajeh
14. CCV1CV:(C) as svi'kar, kri'Ji
15. 'CCV:CCV:CC) as 'gjarva, 'sthapna
16. ccv'cvc as pre'mokh, pre'sidh
17. 'ccvccv as drtjje, 'svepne
18. 1CCVCCV:CC) as prithvi, 'prestav
19. 1CCV:CV:CC) as pjara, 'pracin
20. COV'cVrCViCC) as o'gana, ke'1akar
21 . (OVC'CVrCCWrCC) as set'tais, gheb'rana
22. CC)V'CV:CVC as e'canek, be'hador

23. '(C)VCCVCV:CC) as 'ejnebi, 'Jokrovar

t for each structure:



24. (C)V:C CV:CV: as <3ak'xana, dudh vala

25. (C)VC'CV:CCV:(C) as ik'kanve, cirj'gharna
26. (C)(C)V'CV:CCV:(C) as do'kandar, pahucna
27. (C)V'CVCCV:(C) as a'himsa, xa^tarnak

28. (C)V:C'CV:CVC as an'do Ian, xub'surat

29. (C)VC'CV:CVC as bad'surat, sat'tavan

30. (C)V:'CV:CV:(C) as bi'mari, pe'talis
31 . (ovc'cvcccvo as Ja'trapj, on'hattar
32. cov'cvccvco as I'khattar, sa'tattar

33. CCKCJV: 'CCVCVCC) as 'akramart, 1prakritik
34. 'CV:CVCV: as 'bheft-ja (but rupa'ja)
35. '(OV.-CCVCViCCl as 'rajniti, 'bhagjavan
36. cv'cvcc as pa'1apg, ko'tomb
37. cv'cvccv as sa'modra, sa'dasja
38. CC)VCV'CC}V:CCJ as adhi'kar, pari'var
39. CC)V'CVCCV:CC) as opan'jas (but xa'ndna")
40. 1CC)VCCVCV:CC) as 'Jokravar, 1 hagAt. ja

41 . 'CC)VCCVCV(C) as 'dohsaha (but kar'tavja)
42. (C)CVCV'CVC as prati'dm (but 'hanjan)
43. (C)V'CV:CVC as I'jazat, n'jasat
44. 'CV:C(C)VC(C) V:(C) as 'rajkomar, 'hoJijar
45. (OV'cCOVrCOCOVtCC) as ik1lota, be 1dhai

46. 1CV:CCVCV: as 'purruma, 'jogjata
47. (C)VCV'CV:(C) as ano'sar, ano'vad

48. CVCCOV: 1 CV:CV: (C) as maha'raja (but 'rahnevala)

49. 1CV:CCC)V:CV:CV:(C) as 'tagevala, 'ganevala
50. 1CVCCCV: as 'kandra, 'mantri
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51. 'CVCCCVCC) as candra, pandrah

52. (C) (C)VC(OV CV:CV: as kathi naji, masks'rana

53. (C)VC(C)VC(C)VC(C)V:(C) as pa 1risthiti, adh'jakgata

54. CVC: CVCCVC as mano ranjan, mano ranjak

These words are made up of the common syllables of Hindi.

Words may be of one or more than one syllable; with monosyllables

there is, of course, no problem about the placement of the accent.

We have therefore only listed above a collection of poly-syllabic

words. There are, of course, in Hindi a number of longer and more

complex words than the ones given above,many of them compounds, and

most of them tatsama words; they are not listed above, but they are

generally made up of the same kind of syI IabIe-structure as denoted

in our formulas above. They would usually be heard only in the

speech of highly educated people and Pandits.

We may now consider specifying some tentative rules for accent-

placement in single polysyllabic words. At first glance, it may

seem that accent-placement Is related to voweI -1ength, but a much

more rewarding approach Is by way of syllable quantity. This may be

considered in terms of vowel length together with the presence or

absence of an arresting consonant or consonant cluster. CAs we said

earlier, Initial consonants, whether single or In cluster, have no

bearing on syllable quantity, which is determined solely by the nature

of the vowel nucleus and the final consonant or consonant cluster).

Early Sanskrit phoneticians distinguished two degrees of syllable

quantity (Allen 1953, pp.85-87), laghu 'light' and guru 'heavy'.

These terms were used in discussions of the syllable for metrical
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purposes; it is interesting to note that they made a distinction

between vowel length and syllable quantity. We shall do the same,

distinguishing two degrees of quantity, heavy and light.

Light quantitied syllables are:

Thus:

open, short-vowe1 led, un- nasa1ised.

Heavy quantitied syllables are :

c1osed , or long-vowe11ed, or nasa1ised •

i •

LIGHT 1. CCKCJV

HEAVY 2.
(~)

CC)CC)V:CC)CC)

3.
C~)

CC)CC)VCCC)

4. CCC)V

examp le:

1 . Jent 'Saturn' CV.CV LL

mam ' reward' V.CV:C LH

seden 'house' CV.CVC LH

2. a/a 'hope' V:.CV: HH

sai s 'syce' CV:,V:C HH

3. ki rt i 'fame' CVrC.CV HL

becca 'chi1d' CVC.CV: HH

postek 'book' CVC.CVC HH

hesna 'to laugh' CVC.CV: HH

4. his i '1augh' CV.CV: HH

me ja 'was cleaned' CV.CV: HH
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The quan+i+ive structure of any word may be shown thus in a

formula using the symbols H and L. Examination of the accent place¬

ment in the fifty four word-structure patterns listed above shows

patterning to an extent which will allow us to propose rules for

accent-pIacement.

1. qe 1 am
1 lh

2. ki'tab l'h

3. 1 akar 1hh

4. 'akhbar 'hh

5. 'cava 1 1 hh

6. 'cakra 1hl

7. 1kasrat 'hh

8. 1 bai s 'hh

9. 'kudna 'hh

10. 'vakja 'hl

I 1 . 'dharmik 'hh

12. co'hatter h'hh

13. 't repan 'hh

14. svi'kar l'h

15. 'sthapna 'hh

16. pre' stdh l'h

17. 'svapna ' hl

18. pras'tav h'h

19. 1
p rac t n 'hh

20. ka1 1 akar l'hh

21 . sat'tais h'hh

22. ba1hador l'hh

23. 'Jokravar ' hlh

A -SS 'fan. 3



24. 'dudhvala hhh

25. tk1kanve h'hh

26. pa'hucna l'hh

27. xa'tarnak l'hh

28. xub1surat h'hh

29. sat1 tavan h'hh

30. b i1mari h'hh

31. on 'hattar h'hh

32. sa'tattar l'hh

33. 1prakrtt tk 1hlh

34. 'bheftja 'hlh

35. 1bhagJavan 'hlh

36, ko'tomb l'h

37. sa'dasja l'hl

38. adh t'kar ll'h

39. open 1jas lh'h

40. 1Jokravar 'hlh

41 . 1dohsaha 'hll

42. prat t1dtn ll'h

43. rt1jasat l'hh

44. 'rajkomar 'hlh

45. ba1dhai l'hh

46. 1 jogjata 'hlh

47. ano'sar ll'h

48. maha'raja lh'hh

49. 1ganevala ' hhhh

50. 'mant rt ' hh

51 . 1candra 'hl
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52. moske'rana HL'HH

53. pa'rtsthcti l'hLH
54. mano'ranjan LH'hH

We may summarise these in terms of their HL formulas:

l h CM 16, 18, 36.

>ll 17.

'hl ino <7

•hh 3, 4, 5 , 7, 8, 9, 1 1, 13, 15, 19, 50.

h'hh 12, 21, 25, 28, 29,
A

30, 31.

l'hh 20, 22, 26, 27, 32, 43, 45.

•hlh 23, 33, 34, •VoinhO 44, 46.

ll'h 38, 42, 47.

•hhl 41 .

lh'hh 48/
hl'hh 52.

? '*/

LL'H 38. 42. 47.
A

Sty/
A
/

With, the exception of I. C'LHl, 24. C'HHH), 39. C LH1H), 49. 9 |£
- ;

C'HHHH), and 53. CL'LLH), the structures follow a consistent pattern

in their accent-placement. This may be summarised as follows:

1. In a word with a single H, H is accented.

2. In a word with, two or more H, the penultimate H is

accented.

tn a word without H, the penultimate syllable is

accented. />n r/ oC ^4 .

We must examine the exceptions more closely. 24. 'dudhvala
'HHH and 49. 'ganevala 'HHHH both have well-known suffixes
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-vala and it is not difficult to justify putting the accent on the

'root' part of the word - dudh and gone . I. presents a problem,

since here we might expect l'H; however, my informants were quite ) /
u ■ y\ ft tjlS 1 A

positive about the accentuation, as I was myself when hearing these
'
H 1 £ j

words. / 39., where we might expect l'hH, shows LH'h, and t am not

able to give a satisfactory explanation for this, nor for 53. [&>k*1 '(iV
However, for the vast majority of Hindi words, the three accent-

placement rules given above seem to apply.
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CHAPTER THREE

PHRASES AND THEIR STRUCTURE

Since this thesis is not directly concerned with Hindi syntax,

only enough will he discussed to make it possible for the reader to

understand the build-up of words into phrases and of phrases into

favourite sentence types. Other works may be referred to for more

detailed discussion of Hindi syntax CSharma 1958, Kachru 1966,

McGregor 19721.

Apart from one-word sentences Csee Chapter Four, below) Hindi

sentences are usually made up of a number of words arranged into

phrases which are themselves placed in appropriate phrase-order to

make sentences. These phrases are joined together not only by word-

order, but also by the use of conjunctions, relatives, correlatives

and the like. Phrases are of four kinds: Noun Phrase CNP),

Adjective Phrase (AjP), Adverb Phrase (AvP) and Verb Phrase (VP).

We shall examine the structure of each in turn.

NOUN PHRASE (NP)

A Noun Phrase may consist of:

1. A noun, with or without the postpositions ne, ko, or se,

and with or without an intensifier hi or bhi;

2. A pronoun, with or without the postpositions ne, ko, or

se, and with or without an intensifier hi or bhi;

3. An adjective functioning as a noun;

4. An infinitive form of a verb, with or without the post¬

position ko, functioning as a noun.
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For exampIe:

1. ram am kha reha he

Ram Is eating a mango.

Iafke ne phel khaja

Tfie Boy ate tfie fruit.

lefke ko pjas legi

The boy felt thirsty.

ram sita ko khojte the

Ram was searching for Sita.

ma lefke ko phel deti he

The mother gives fruit to the boy.

2. me kelketta jauga

I shall go to Calcutta.

osne kitab likhi

He wrote the book.

moahe behot xoji he

I'm del igirted.

hmdi me isko kja kehte he?

What is this called in Hindi?



3. bacari kja karegi?

What wtI I the poor woman do?

hamare javan dej* ki rakga karege

Our soldiers will defend the country.

4. jaldt othna accha he

Rising early is good.

me ne ose qpbne se bacaja

I saved him from drowning.

ADJECTtVE PHRASE CAjPl

An Adjective Phrase may consist of:

1. An adjective;

2. A numeral functioning adjectivally;

3. A pronoun functioning adjectivally;

4. A participle functioning adjectivally;

5. A noun or pronoun followed hy the postpositions

or ki Cor their equivalent).

For exampIe:

'• sita sondar he

Sita is beaut i fuI .

sita sondar lafki he

Sita Is a beautiful girl.



2. tin postek mez per he

Three books are on the table.

tisra mekan kila he

The third house is red.

3. veh admi khet me kam ker reha he

That man Is working in the field.

jeh postek mera he

This book is mine.

4. me bazar jaker petr I ikhuga

I wiI I go to the bazaar and write a letter.
(lit., Having gone to the bazaar I will ...)

5. mera gher be^a he

My house is big.

ram ka bhai feher me he

Ram's brother is in the city.

A noun followed by the possessive postposition ka, ke or ki,

although superficially looking like a noun phrase (noun + post¬

position), is here treated as an adjective phrase, since it functions

in the sentence adjectivally; the same applies to pronouns so

followed (oska gher 'his house', onka gher 'their house', apka nam

'your name') or to personal pronouns which are modified to become
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adjectives (me 'I' becomes mera 'my', tu 'you' becomes tera

'your', torn 'you' becomes tomhara 'your', hem 'we' becomes

hemara 'our').

When an adjective precedes a noun In an attributive position,

they form what might be called an Extended Noun Phrase CExNP):

eccha le^ka 'a good boy', ecchi lefki 'a good girl', tin mil 'three

mi les'.

ADVERB PHRASE CAvP)

An Adverb Phrase may consist of:

1. An adverb;

2. A noun followed by a postposition, making a two-word

exocentric construction functioning adverbally.

For example:

I . dh i re bo I o

Speak slowly.

2. mera gher feher me he

My house is in the city.

jeh kitab mS ne tin d t n me pe^hi

I read this book in three days.

kitab mez per he

The book is on the table.
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VERB PHRASE (VP)

A Verb Phrase may consist of:

1. A base verb in an inflected form;

2. A base verb followed by a modifier;

3. A base verb followed by an auxiliary;

4. A base verb followed by a modifier followed by an auxiliary.

For example:

I . khajg

(He) ate.

gjg

(He) came.

bethtje

Please sit down.

rom ks I gjegg

Ram will come tomorrow.

vah gajg

He went.

kemlg ne phel khgje

Kama I a ate the fruits.

2. veh ggne I egg

He started singing.
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mene caj pi li

[ have taken tea.

3. torn keha rehte ho?

Where do you I tve?

veh sehane me ek bar bembei jata tha

He went to Bombay once every month.

4. veh eel rehi he

She is moving.

Iefke kheI rehe he

The boys are playing.

veh Iikhna sikh reha he

He is learning to write.

We distinguish three Noun Phrases, two Adjective Phrases, four

Adverb Phrases, and three Verb Phrases, as follows:

NOUN PHRASE

I. Noun Phrase CSubject) CNPsub.) - a noun phrase function¬

ing as the subject of a sentence:

NPsub.

ram kel ajega

Ram will come tomorrow.
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NPsub.

lafke kheI rahe he

The boys are playing.

2. Noun Phrase CDtrect Object) CNPob.)

(NPob.)

ma Iefke ko phaI detI he

The mother gives fruit to the boy,

CNPob.)

osne kitab Itkhi

He wrote the book.

3. Noun Phrase CIndirect Object) CNPind.ob.)

CNPind.ob.)

ma Iafke ko phaI deti he

The mother gives fruit to the boy

(NPind.ob.)

je pese apki ma ko dene ke he

This money is to be given to your mother.

ADJECTIVE PHRASE

An Adjective Phrase may be used attributively or predicativeIy.

The two types will be formuIaicaI Iy expressed as AjPatt. and AjPpred.

For example:
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CAjPatt.1

slta sender I eirk i he

Sf+a is a beauttful girl

CAjPpred.)

sita sondar he

Sfta is beautifuI.

ADVERB PHRASE

These phrases are conventionally classified as Adverbial Phrases

of Time, Place, Manner, Degree, and may be formulaicaIly expressed

as AvPt, AvPp, AvPm, and AvPd.

For example:

(AvPt)

jah kitab me ne tin din me pafhi

t read this book in three days.

CAvPp)

mera ghar Jahar me he

My house is in the city

(AvPm)

dhi re bolo

Speak slowly.

(AvPd

sita bahot sondar he

Sita is very beautiful.
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VERB PHRASE

Verb Phrases are of three kinds: a Verb Phrase which consists

of some form of the verb hona 'to be'; a Verb Phrase which has no

object In the sentence, I.e. which Is Intransitive; a Verb Phrase

which has a Direct Object In the sentence, I.e. which Is Transitive.

These Verb Phrases may be expressed formulalcaIly as VPcop., VPintrans.,

and VPtrans. respectively.

Thus, In expressing sentences formuI a tea I Iy, we use the

foI I owing:

NPcomp. CComplement)

NPsub.

NPob.

NPInd.ob.

AjPatt.

AjPpred.

AvPt

AvPp

AvPm

AvPd

VPcop. CCopula)

VPIntrans.

VPtrans.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Single-word sentences frequently occur in Hindi, either as

(I) single-word answers to questions, or as (2) commands, or as

(3) requests, or as (4) exclamations, or as (5) greetings, or as

(6) farewells, or as (7) apostrophes. For example:

1. apka nam kja he? ('What's your name?')

henoman 'Hanuman'

(This question could, of course, be answered with a full sentence:

mera nam henoman he 'My name is Hanuman', but it may equally

well, and equally acceptably, be answered with a single word,

especially in the rapid exchange of informal conversation).

2. ao 'Come I'

3. aije 'Please cornel'

4. J"abaJ" 'Well done!'

5. prariAm ' Hu I I o'

6. nemaste 'Farewell'

7. ram ' Ram!'

These single-word utterances, although they have no phrase-structure

the terms discussed earlier, nonetheless function as sentences, and

are seen to have all the prosodlc features of sentence-utterances.

They are therefore for our purposes treated as, and called, sentences

Most sentences in Hindi, however, consist of a number of words,

grouped into phrases, and arranged in an appropriate order. There

are in the language certain 'favourite sentence types' (Bloomfield's

term, 1933, 171ff.) which very frequently occur, and which may
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be expressed formuI aicaI Iy by the use of the Phrase abbreviations

listed in Chapter Three. In addition to Phrases, there may be

words (conjunctions, relatives, correlatives, intensifiers, negatives)

which do not regularly take part in Phrase Structure but which must

be accounted for in any discussion of sentence accent and intonation.

in this chapter we shall consider the structure of some of these

favourite sentence types met with in Hindi, including in our

discussion these more or less unconnected words.

Word-order and Phrase-order are worth some preliminary

examination, after a consideration of the various sentence-types and

sentence-patterns which occur. We shall distinguish three major

sentence-types: Simple3 Compound3 and Complex.

A Simple Sentence may be defined as being of variable length

(in terms of the number of words used) and as having no more than

one finite verb form (and often not even that - see p.I I I above).

By 'a finite verb form' is meant a form of a verb which is inflected

as to person, number and tense, having changes of form in relation

to concord agreements within the sentence. Such finite forms

usually constitute the Verb Phrase.

In Simple Sentences which are neutral in style the subject, when

it is expressed, is usually first in order, and the verb-form is

usually last, in close association with any negative; objects and

adverbial expressions are placed In an intervening position, in a

less rigidly fixed order. Expressions of time tend to precede those

of place. This general pattern may, however, be varied in order to

make some particular word or phrase more prominent, or in order to

make some special point - the very fact of the usual word-order
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being altered drawing attention to this or that part of the sentence.

These matters will be returned to later in Chapter Five ('Sentence

Accent') and Chapter Six ('Intonation Patterns').

A Compound Sentence may be defined as being of variable length

(in terms of the number of words used) and as a grouping together of

a number of Simple Sentences (two, or three, or more) joined syntac¬

tically together by co-ordinating conjunctions such as or 'and',

ja 'or', or perento 'but'. Various rules of combination of

Simple Sentences will apply, which it will not be our purpose to

examine here in detail.

A Complex Sentence is defined as a grouping together of a number

of Simple Sentences Cusually two, but sometimes more than two) joined

together syntactically by subordinating conjunctions such as jab

'when' or agar 'if'. A main characteristic of a Complex Sentence
i

is that one of the Simple Sentences of which it is composed will be

deemed to be principal, with any other or others subordinate to it.

it contrasts, therefore, with a Compound Sentence, which is an

association of equal, co-ordinated parts, with no feeling of

principality or subordination.

In general our main concern, and our main discussion, will be

with Simple Sentences, since It will usually be found that what

applies to the details of Simple Sentences has application to the

other sentence-types, especially where intonation patterns are

concerned.

The term xClause} is occasionally used in discussions of

sentence-structure. A Clause may be defined as a Simple Sentence

which forms, or takes part in, the structure of a sentence. Thus a
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Simple Sentence would be deemed to consist of a single Clause, and a

Compound or Complex Sentence to consist of a number of Clauses,

either equally co-ordinated or Involving subordination.

A further division we might note here, Is Into a variety of

Sentence Forms. A Sentence may be a Statement, a Question, a

Command, a Request, a Greeting, a Farewell, an Exclamation or an

Apostrophe.

Statement: ram eccha lefka he 'Ram is a good boy'

Question: apka nam kja he? 'What's your name?'

Command: jao 'Go!'

Request: befh lje 'PI ease sit down!'

Greeting: preruom 'Hul1o'

Farewe11: nemeste 'Goodbye'

Exc1amation: J abaJ 'We 1 1 done'.'

Apostrophe: ram 'Rami'

We may now proceed to list the common Sentence-Patterns which

occur in Hindi. We shall do this by using the abbreviations

S (Subject), 0 (Object), V (Verb), C (Complement),

AjP (Adjective Phrase), AvP (Adverb Phrase), Neg. (Negative),

Conj. (Conjunction), Re I. (Relative), Correl. (Correlative),

Part. P. (Participial Phrase), tnterr. (tnterrogative Pronoun/

Adjective); and when going Into more detail, by using the phrase-

abbreviations listed above (p.I 10).
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SIMPLE SENTENCES

PATTERN I S

NPsub.

ram

Ram

'Ram is a king'

C

NPcomp.

raja

king

V

VPcop.

he

is

PATTERN 2. S

NPsub.

ram

Ram

'Ram is good'

C

AjPpred.

accha

good

V

VPcop.

he

is

PATTERN 3, S

NPsub.

ram

Ram

AjPatt. NPcomp.

accha la^ka

good boy

V

VPcop.

he

is

'Ram is a good boy'

PATTERN 4. S

NPsub.

bacca

The chiId

VPintrans.

khelta he

p lays

'The chiId pi ays'



PATTERN 5. S

NPsub.

PATTERN 6.

0

NPob,

admi mojhe

The man me

'The man sees me'

S

NPsub.

me

I

0

NPind.ob.

kotto ko

to the dogs

0

NPob.

khana

food

V

VPtrans.

dekht& he

sees

V

VPtrans.

duga

will give

'[ wilI give food to the dogs'

PATTERN 7. S Av V

NPsub. AvPp VPcop.

janver bay ke pas he

The animal near the garden Is

'The animal is near the garden'

PATTERN 8. S Av 0 V

NPsub. AvPp NPob. VPtrans.

janver bay ke pas khana khata he

The animal near the

garden
food eats

'The animal eats food near the garden'

PATTERN 9.

NPsub.

la^ka

The boy

Av

AvPp

bay ke pas

near the garden

V

VPintrans.

khelta he

p I ays

'The boy plays near the garden'
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PATTERN 10.

PATTERN

PATTERN

S

NPsub.

me

I

Av

AvPm

dh i re

sIow I y

'1 sha II ta I k sIowIy'

(a) Av

AvPm

dh i re

SIowIy

'Speak slowly'

(b) Av

AvPm

dh i re

S I ow I y

V

VPimper.

bo I o

speak

VPimper.

bolije

please speak

VPintrans.

boluga

shaII taIk

'Please speak slowly'

PATTERN 12. S

NPsub.

me

1

'I W L I

Av V

AvPt VPintrans,

tin rrunet me auga

in three minutes will come

come in three minutes'

With all the above patterns, whenever a Noun Phrase occurs,

there might well be an Attributive Adjective Phrase preceding it;

thus, instead of le^ka 'boy' might occur eccha le^ka 'good boy',

instead of lefki 'girl' might occur sender lefki 'beautiful girl',



and so on. These sentences with attributive Adjective Phrases w

not be listed as separate Sentence Patterns, but the following

examples might be noted:

(a) AjP S V

AjPatt. NPsub. VPIntrans.

accha bacca khelta he

Good child plays

'The good child plays'

Cb)

Cc)

AjP

AjPatt.

jah

This

S

NPsub,

admi

man

0

NPob.

mojhe

me

VPtrans.

dekhta he

sees

'This man sees me'

AjP

AjPatt.

ba^a

Big

S

NPsub.

janvar

anima I

AvP

AvPp

bay ke pas

V

VPcop.

he

near the garden is

'The big animal is near the garden'

Cd) AjP S AvP V

AjPatt. NPsub. AvPp VPintrans.

ba^a janvar bay ke pas khelta he

Big animal near the garden plays

'The big animal plays near the garden'
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(e) AjP S AvP 0 V

AjPa+t. NPsub. AvPp NPob. VPtrans.

eccha lefka bay ke pas khana khata he

Good boy near the garden food eats

'The good boy eats food near the garden'

The structure AjP + NP exemplified in examples (a) - (e) above forms,

as it were, a 'Super-Noun-Phrase', which has all the possibilities

of a simple Noun Phrase in terms of sentence patterning. Such a

'Super NP' may be further extended by the use of an adverb preceding

the attributive adjective: thus in addition to eccha I e^ka 'good

boy' we might meet behot eccha I e^ka 'very good boy'. Throughout

the examples given to illustrate sentence patterns, this kind of

extension is always possible; it will be necessary later to consider

the effect of this extensibility on Intonation patterns. For

exampIe:

AjP S AjP 0 0 V

AjPatt. NPsub. AjPatt. NPob. NPind.ob. VPtrans.

bofha admi tin am mojhe deta he

Old man three mangoes to me gives

'The old man gives me three mangoes'

Another extension occurs with the use of the possessive post¬

positions ka/ke/ki to form once again a 'Super NP'. Although the

addition is usually a Noun followed by one of these postpositions - a

structure which looks like an endocentric NP - it is better to deal

with such additions in terms of their Adjectival function, i.e. to

regard the larger structure as AjP + NP.
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A noun or pronoun to which ka/ki/ke is attached assumes the

nature of an adjective and qualifies the noun which follows it.

The postpositional forms, therefore, change like an adjective in

terms of grammatical concord with the number, gender and case of

the noun qualified. Thus:

ram ka bhai

ram ki behm

ram ke bhai

noker ka kam

roti ka tok^a

khane ki mez

ma ki memta

Ram's brother

Ram's sister

Ram's brothers

Servant's work

A piece of bread

A table for eating on

A mother's love

Personal pronouns have their own possessive forms:

Thus:

me 'I ' becomes mera 'my'

tu 'you' becomes tera 'your'

torn 'you' becomes tomhara 'your'

ap 'you' becomes apka 'your'

veh 'he' becomes oska 'his'

hem 'we' becomes hemara 'our'

ve 'they' becomes onka 'their

me ra gher 'my house'

tomhara bhai 'your brother'

apka bhai 'your brother'

apka gho^a 'your horse'



A few sentences will illustrate this:

(i) AjP S AvP V

AjP NPsub. AvPp VPcop,

le^ke ka bhai Jeher me he

The boy's brother in the city is

'The boy's brother is in the city'

cm AjP S AvP 0 V

AjP NPsub. AvPp NPob. VPtrans.

le^ke ka bhai Jeher me kam kerta he

Boy's brother In the city work does

'The boy's brother works in the city'

AjP S AvP V

Aj Patt. NPsub. AvP VPcop.

mera gher Jeher me he

My house in the city is

'My house is in the city'

Civ) AjP S AjP V

AjPatt. NPsub. AjPpred. VPcop.

apka gho-^a sender he

Your horse beautiful Is

'Your horse is beautiful'
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Cv) AjP S Av V

AjPatt. NPsub. AvPp VPcop.

oska ghar jaha he

His house here is

'His house is here'

PATTERN 13. AjP S AvP AvP V

Aj Patt. NPsub. AvPp AvPm VPintrans

jah machoa Jahar se dh i re at a he

This f isherman from the s1ow 1 y comes

city

'This fisherman comes slowly from the city'

PATTERN 14. AvP

AvP

lafke ke pas

S

NPsub.

kotta

Belonging to the boy dog

'The boy has a dog'

V

VPcop,

he

is

PATTERN 15. AjP S

AjPatt. NPsub.

naje rumal

AvP

AvP

onke pas

belonging to them new handkerchiefs are

'They have new handkerchiefs'

V

VPcop.

he

PATTERN 16. S AvP 0 V

NPsub. AvP NPob. VPtrans.

admi ba^e kotomb ke Iije kam karta he

Man for the large family work does

'The man works for the large family'
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PATTERN 17. S AvP AvP V

NPsub AvPt AvPp VPcop.

me a? skul me hfiga
I today In school will be

'I wi l[ be in school today'

Al1 these sentences may include a negative, generally placed

before the Verb Phrase. Thus:

S AjP Neg. V

NPsub. AjPpred. Neg. VPcop.

jevab th ik nah i he

Answer exact not is

'The answer is not exact I

S AvP AvP Neg. V

NPsub. AvPt AvPp Neg. VPcop.

me a? sku 1 me nehi huga

I today in school not will be

'I w11 I not be in school today'

COMPOUND SENTENCES

PATTERN 18. AjP S AvP 0 V (

AjP NPsub. AvPp NPob. VPtrans. (

mera

my

bhai

brother

Jeher kam
me

in the work

kerta he

does !

Con j.

but
city
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S AvP 0

NPsub. AvPp NPob.

me khet me kam

I in the field work

VPtrans.

kerta hu

do

'My brother works in the city, but 1 work in the
field'

PATTERN 19. V Conj. V

VPimper. Conj. VPimper.

aije or bethije

Come and sit down

'Come in and sit down'

COMPLEX SENTENCES

PATTERN 20. Conj. S V Conj. S V

Conj. NPsub. VPintrans. Conj. NPsub. VPcop.

jeb ag jalti he teb dhoa hota he

When fire burns then smoke is

'When fire burns there is smoke'

PATTERN 21. Conj. S AvP V Conj. S V

Conj. NPsub. AvRn VPintrans. Conj. NPsub. VPintrans

agar ap dhire bolte to me samajh sakta hu

tf you slowly speak then i understand

'tf you speak slowly then t can understand'
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PATTERN 22. ConJ. S AvP V Conj. S V

Conj. NPsub. AvPm VPin+rans. Conj. NPsub. VPin+rans.

agar ap dhire bo lege to me samajh sakuga

If you slowly wiI I speak then t understand will be able

'If you speak slowly I will be able to understand'

PATTERN 23. Conj. S AjP V

Conj. NPsub. AjPpred. VPcop.

agar khana xarab ho

tf food bad should be

'if the food should be bad, th

Conj. S AjP V

Conj. NPsub. AjPpred. VPcop.

to ap bimar ho jaege

then you sick will
become

you will become sick'

PATTERN 24. Conj. S AjP V Conj. S AjP V

Conj. NPsub. AjPpred. VPcop. Conj. NPsub. AjPpred.VPcop.

agar khana xarab ho to ap bimar ho jae

if food bad should be then you sick may
become

'tf the food should be bad then you may become sick'

PATTERN 25. Conj. S 0 tnfin. V Conj. 0 V

Conj. NPsub. NPob. tnfin. VPtrans. Conj. NPob. VPimper.

agar ap osko pafhna cahta he to xat lijije

tf you it to read wish then letter please take

'tf you wish to read it, please take the letter!'

Patterns 21 to 25 are examples of Conditional Sentences, in which we

see a variety of tenses used. 21 has Present-Present; 22 has Future-

Future; 23 has Subjunctive-Future; 24 has Subjunctive-Subjunctive;

25 has Present-Imperative.
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Other patterns include Relative Clauses:

PATTERN 26. Re I. S AvP 0 V S Comp, V

Rel. NPsub. AvPp NPob. VPtrans. NPsub. NPcomp. VPcop.

jo admi khet me kam ker raha he vah kisan he

Which man in the work does he farmer is
field

'The man who is working in the field is a farmer'

PATTERN 27. Re I. S AvP V 0 S Neg. V

Rel. NPsub. AvPp VPIntrans. NPob. NPsub. Neg. VPtrans.

jo pani nadi se ata he vah me nahi pi sekta

Which water from comes it 1 not can drink
river

'I cannot drink the water which comes from the river'

PATTERN 28. Rel. S 0 V S 0 Neg. V

Rel. NPsub. NPob. VPtrans. NPsub. NPob. Neg. VPtrans.

jo orat khana khaja vah osko nahi khata tha

Which woman food cooked she it not did eat

'The woman who cooked the food did not eat it'

PATTERN 29. AjP S Rel. AvP 0 V Comp. V

AjPatt. NPsub. Rel. AvPp NPob. VPtrans. NBcomp VPcop.

vah admi jo khet me kam kar raha he kisan he

That man who in the work does farmer is
field

'That man who is working in the field is a farmer'
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Other patterns present directly quoted speech COratlo Recta) or

Indirect speech (Oratlo Obliqua):

PATTERN 30. S V S 0 Neg. V

NPsub. VPintrans. NPsub. NPob. Neg. VPtrans.

adml ne kaha " me apko nehi janta "

Man said I you not know

'The man said, "t do not know you'"

PATTERN 31. S V Conj. S 0

NPsub. VPtntrans. Conj. NPsub. NPob.

admi ne keha ki me apko

Man said that t you

'The man said that he didn't know me'

Neg. V

Neg. VPtrans.

nehi ganta

not know

PATTERN 32. S V Conj. S 0

NPsub. VPtntrans. Conj. NPsub. NPob.

admi ne kaha kt vah mojhe

Man said that he me

'The man said that he didn't know me'

Neg. V

Neg. VPtrans.

nahi janta tha

not know

In the same way, we find indirect questions and indirect commands:

PATTERN 33. S 0 V Conj. S

NPsub. NPob. VPtrans. Conj. NPsub

osne mojh se pucha ki ap

He me asked that you

'He asked me how I was'

AvP V

AvPm VPcop,

kese he

how a re
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PATTERN 34. S 0 V Conj. S 0 V

NPsub. NPob. VP+rans. Conj. NPsub. NPob. VP+rans.

me ne osse kaha ki vah kam xatm kare

I him told that he work should stop
' I told him to stop work'

Some sentences Include a participial phrase which does not make the

sentence itself a Compound Sentence, although It appears so In

trans Iation:

PATTERN 35. S Part.P AjP 0 V

NPsub. Part.P AjPatt. NPob. VPtrans.

me ne bazar jakar koch am xariae

I bazaar having gone some mangoes bought

'I went to the bazaar and bought some mangoes'

PATTERN 36. AjP S 0 AvP VP

AjP NPsub. NPob. AvPp VPtrans.

band karne ke bad osne telefon ko mez par rakh dija

After finishing he telephone on the put
tab I e

'After finishing he put the telephone on the table'

PATTERN 37. S AjP 0 V

NPsub. AjP NPob. VPtrans.

ham agre jakar taj mahal dekhe

We Agra having Taj Mahal let see
gone

'Lef's go to Agra and see the Taj Mahal'
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PATTERN 38.

PATTERN 39.

COMMANDS

PATTERN 40.

PATTERN 4 I.

S AjP 0 V

NPsub. AjPatt. NPob. VPtrans.

cor ne coraji hui gha-fi vapas kar di

Thief stolen watch returned

'The thief returned the stolen watch'

Parf.P AjP S Comp. V

Part.P AjPatt. NPsub. AjPpred. VPcop.

ro rokar oski akhe lal ho gaji

Continually crying her eyes red became

'Continually crying, her eyes became red'

AvP V

AvPp VPimper.

tdhar ao

Here come!

'Come here'.'

AvP 0 Infin. V

AvPt NPob. tnfin. VPimper.

pah tie mo^he bolne do

First me to speak give

'Let me speak first'



PATTERN 42.

PATTERN 43.

REQUESTS

PATTERN 44.

PATTERN 45.

A jP 0 V

AjPatt. NPob. VPimper

apka khana khao

Your food eat

'Eat your food!'

AvP 0 V

AvPt NPob. VPtmper

car beje caj benao

At four tea make
o'c lock.

'Make tea at four o'clock'

V

VPimper.

bethtje

Sit down

'Please sit down'

AjP 0 V

AjPatt. NPob. VPimper

mera soman othaije

My luggage pick up

'Please pick up my luggage'
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PATTERN 46. 0 AjP 0 V

NPLnd.ob. AjPatt. NPob. VPimper,

lafke ko ek kttab dijije

To the boy one book give

'Please give a book to the boy'

QUESTIONS

PATTERN 47. Conj. S 0

Conj. NPsub. NPob.

kja ap fundi

Interr. you Hindi

'Can you speak Hindi?'

V

VPtrans.

bo I sakte he

can speak

PATTERN 48. Conj S 0 V

Conj. NPsub. NPob. VPtrans.

kja ram apko jante he

Interr. Ram you knows

'Does Ram know you?'

PATTERN 49, AjP S 0

AjPatt. NPsub.

apka nam

Your name what

'What is your name?'

V

NPcomp. VPcop.

kja he

is



PATTERN 50: AvP S 0 V

AvPt NPsub. NPob. VP+rans.

ab ham log kja bat kare

Now we what sball talk

'What sball we talk about now?'

PATTERN 51. S AvP V

NPsub. AvPinterr. VPintrans.

admt kaha rabta he

Man where 1ives

'Where does the man live?'

PATTERN 52. S 0 AvP V

NPsub. NPob. AvPinterr. VPtrans.

lefka htndi kjo bolta he

Boy Hindi why speaks

'Why does the boy speak Hindi?'

PATTERN 53. S AvP V

NPsub. AvPinterr. VPintrans.

ga^i kab jati he

Train when leaves

'When does the train leave?'

PATTERN 54. S tnterr. 0 V

NPsub. interr. NPob. VPtrans.

1 a£ ka kts admi dekhta he

Boy which man sees

'Which man does the boy see?'
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PATTERN 55. In+err. S AvP V

Interr. NPsub. AvPp VPcop,

konsa admi khet me he

Which man in the field Is

'Which man ls In the field?'

PATTERN 56. S Intern. 0 V

NPsub. fnterr. NPob. VPtrans.

ap kitna pani cahte he

You how much water want

'How much water do you want?'

PATTERN 57. S Interr

NPsub. Interr

ap kesa

0

NPob,

kam

V

VPtrans.

kerte he

You what sort work do

'What sort of work do you do?'

CORRELATIVE SENTENCES

PATTERN 58. Re I. S V CorreI. S V

Rel . NPsub. VPcop. Correl. NPsub. VPcop.

jeha kitabe he veha dhul hoti he

Where books are there dust is

'Where there are books, there Is dust'
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PATTERN 59. Re I.

Re I .

jesa

As

S

NPsub.

bap

father

CorreI.

Correl.

esa

so

S

NPsub,

beta

son

'As ls the father, so Is the son'

PATTERN 60. S Rel. 0 V Correl. Intens. Y

NPsub. Rel. NPob. VPtrans. Correl. Intens. VPintrans.

ap jttna kam kerege otna ht janege

You how much work do so much Cintens.) know

'The more you work, the more you'll know'
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CHAPTER FIVE

SENTENCE ACCENT

We considered in an earlier chapter the placing of the accent

in single words, and attempted to draw up rules for word accent-

placement according to syllable quantity. We now go on to consider

the way in which sequences of words in sentences are accented in

utterance, and how some words are made prominent.

The way in which a sentence in Hindi is uttered will depend upon

a number of factors: the speaker's state of health; the speaker's

state of mind; his relation to his listenerCs); his relation to

what he is speaking about. These factors, while being clearly

separate, are nonetheless to some extent Interdependent; and It

will often be difficult to perceive exactly which factor is chiefly

controlling the utterance. The speaker's state of mind, for

example, will frequently determine how rapidly he speaks, that is

to say will determine the tempo of utterance; and this in itself

will determine many of the features of the utterance.

Our main concern here is to consider how some of the words in a

Hindi sentence stand out from the rest: are, in fact, made

prominent In the sentence. Where sentences are made up of one

word only, there is no problem about deciding the placement of

sentence-accent (as we shall call this feature): it falls on the

single word. Thus the sentences

jao ' Go'.'

befhije 'Please sit down.''
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are accented on the single word, and within the word itself accord¬

ing to rules presented earlier (Chapter Two). We are here more

concerned with multi-word sentences, where there are sequences of

words arranged into phrases and syntactically bound into sentence-

patterns. We are concerned to know which words in such sequences

are accented and made prominent. We shall use as examples some of

the sentences given in the listing of Sentence Patterns in

Chapter Four.

At the outset, a general rule might be given: the relative

accentuation of words in a sequence will depend on their relative

importance in the sentence: the more important a word is, the

stronger will be the accent placed upon it. Note here the use of

the word 'relative'; in these matters there Is no question of

absoluteness, we are only able to measure relative degrees of

accent, of prominence, by noting how one word stands out from its

neighbours. Thus words which carry the particular weight of

meaning are likely to be accented; that is to say, in practice,

nouns, adjectives, demonstrative and interrogative pronouns, adverbs

and verbs are likely to be accented, while most postpositions,

conjunctions, relatives, correlatives and intenslfiers are not.

Thus the sentence example of Pattern I,

ram raja he 'Ram Is a king'

has sentence-accent on ram and raga , since they are the meaning-

bearing words in the sentence. We further note that many speakers

of Hindi, in general conversation, will not accentuate the copula

verb form he ; it is frequently merely 'breathed' at the end of

such Simple Affirmative Sentences. This 'breathing' of the final
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finite verb form (so as to be quite inaudible at any distance) may be

what has given rise to the feeling expressed by some scholars that

in such sentences there is no verb form at all. Close examination

of such sentence-utterances, however, shows that there is at the end

a voiceless exit of breath which denotes the final copula.

Similarly with the sentence for Pattern 2,

ram eccha he

'Ram is good'

where ram and eccha are accentuated. The particular distinction

we must look for is that between what Henry Sweet CI892, p.16) called

HEAD-WORDS and ADJUNCT-WORDS. tt is usually on Head-words that the

sentence-accent falls. Thus in the sentence illustrating

Pattern 3,

ram eccha le^ka he

'Ram is a good boy'

the Head-words are ram , eccha and la^-ka ; the copula verb ls,

as we have seen, said very softly, frequently voicelessly, so much

so as to be practically inaudible. Again, with the sentence which

illustrates Pattern 4,

becca khelta he

'The chl Id plays'

the Head-words are becca 'child' and khelta 'play', which is

part of the formation of the VPintrans.; the auxiliary he is

agaIn hard Iy heard.
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Even these few examples of short simple sentences begin to

demonstrate what is meant by the difference between 'meaning-bearing'

words and those whose syntactic function It is to 'join up' the

other words in the sentence. This is even more noticeable in such

a sentence as that for Pattern 7,

jonvar bay ke pas he

'The animal is near the garden'

where ke pas and he are felt to be relatively unimportant in the
sentence. So the sentence-accent falls on janvar 'animal' and

bay 'garden'. in example CdJ on p.116, the Important words are

ba^a Thtg', janvar 'animal', bay 'garden' and khelta > part
of the formation of the verb form of VPintrans.

We should not fail to notice that word-prominence in a sentence

Is also tied up with Intonation patterns as well as with the placing

of Csubjecttve) stress; It will be particularly obvious that a word

which has a falling pitch becomes thereby more prominent.

We note too that in longer sentences some of the meaning-bearing

words are felt to be more important than others; nonetheless all

Important words of this kind are accented to some extent. We

repeat that when a word is accentuated In a sentence - that is, it

has sentence-accent - It is always heard with its own Individual

word-accent.

We can thus see that with the rules of word-accent and sentence-

accent operating, a kind of spoken rhythm establishes itself in

Hindi utterances. This rhythm will depend on the accented words of

the sentence; generally speaking the accented words occur
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isochronous Iy (i.e. at more or less equal intervals of time) in the

sentence. Thus Hindi will be defined as a stress-timed language

(to use Pike's term, 1946, p.35; see also Abercrombie 1967, pp.97-8).

The relation between accent placement and intonation patterns

will be looked at more closely later (Chapter Six). Meanwhile, we

might look at some longer sentences. Consider, for example, the

sentence at the foot of page 120:

me aj skul me nehi huga

'I will not be in school today'.

All the words in this sentence, except the postposition me , are

meaning-bearing; it follows that all of them will be accented. We

can mark the accentuation thus:

'me 'aj 'skul me 'hehi 'huga

Not to accentuate any of these words would be to make the sentence as

a whole less readily understandable, or would be to distort its

meaning to some extent. Again, with the sentence illustrating

Pattern 24,

eger ap dhire bo lege to me semejh sekuga

'If you speak slowly then I shall be able to understand'

only the conjunctions eger and to are relatively unaccented; the

other words in the sentence must be made prominent.

We may summarise our findings here as follows: any sequence of

words which appropriate!y makes up a sentence in Hindi (that is, which

is syntactically acceptable) will generally be uttered In such a way

that the meaning-bearing words stand out prominently from the others
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by being accentuated; the accented syllables within the accented

words generally occur at more or less equal intervals of time.

This applies to what we might call neutral or unemphatic

utterances, when the speaker is not particularly involved emotionally.

Since most speakers, when they have anything to say, are fully

involved in it, it follows that unemphatic utterances are rather rare,

are rather unusual; nonetheless it is useful to consider unemphatic

utterances as basic, and to describe emphatic utterances as deviations

from unemphatic. The voice will be moderate during unemphatic

utterances, and we shall see later that pitches and pitch changes are

not high or excessive.

Emphatic utterances, however, show the speaker to be very

thoroughly involved in the emotion of the situation; he is much more

personally involved, and shows this in the utterance in a number of

ways:

1. He may say the whole utterance more loudly than usual.

This would make the sentence as a whole more prominent

than its surround!ngs, so that it became much more

noticeable to the listener. In a sense, one might

describe this as the crudest way of achieving emphasis -

simply to shout the sentence out loudly.

2. He may say one of the words in the sentence more loudly

than the others. This would make the word itself more

prominent. For example, the sentence for Pattern 14,

'me ''tin 'rrunet me 'auga
M will come in three minutes'
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puts, when uttered in this way, extra pressure on tin

'three' as a way of emphasising that the idea of 'three'

is important in this piece of communication.

3. He may, without any increase in loudness, widen the

intonation range of the whole sentence-utterance, so

that overall a wider 'intonation envelope' is used.

This would have the effect of making the whole sentence

prominent.

4. He may, without any increase in loudness, widen the

intonation range of one particular word in the sentence;

this will usually be a word on which there is a pitch-

change, and the fall or rise in pitch will be either from

or to a high pitch level.

Much of the discussion of unemphasis and emphasis, of prominence

and so on, wilI relate to the speaker's state of mind or his state of

health, his relation to the listener, and his relation to the things

he is talking about. if, for instance, he is an excitable person, it

is likely that his utterances will in general be more emphatic than

those of his fellow-speakers. If he is strongly motivated politically

and is talking about political matters, he is likely to become worked

up about his subject-matter and will speak emphatically. All these

things must be taken account of in judging a speaker's utterances; in

fact, it rarely happens that speakers use unemphatic modes of utterance

steadily, except, for instance, in a classroom or during a simple
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exchange of information. Most speakers become emotionally involved

to some degree in one way or another in what they are saying, unless

they are just engaging in what has been called 'phatic communion'

(Malinowski 1930, Lyons 1977, p.53).

In this way, it might almost be said that the description of

'neutral', unemphatic utterances is artificial, that all utterances

wilI to some extent always be emphatic, because our chief reason for

making them will be our own personal involvement In the situation.

To a large extent this is true; it is simply a matter of descriptive

convenience to start with unemphatic utterances and then to go on to

consider the ways in which emphatic utterances differ.

We might note further, that when a word Is unaccented in a Hindi

sentence, It is nonetheless pronounced fully, without any of the

weakening or 'gradation' which is so much a feature, say, of

unaccented words in an English sentence. For example, the conjunc¬

tion to 'then', whether accented or unaccented, will be heard with

the same sequence of allophones in its utterance; the vowel does not

change to something else when the word is unaccented, but remains

firmly as o . Similarly the postposition me 'in' is so pronounced

whether accented or not (although usually we should expect it to be

unaccented). Thus we may say that words in Hindi sentences, whether

accented or unaccented, are heard very much in their Isolate form

(putting aside any changes which occur as the result of Assimilation).
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It follows, therefore, that most words in most sentences in Hindi

are accented, and this may have given rise to past statements that

Hindi words "have a more level syllabic stress than English" (McGregor

1972, p.xx) or that stress in Hindi "is weaker (than in English), a

stressed syllable closely resembling an unstressed one, and stressed

vowels differ very little from unstressed vowels" (Grahame Bailey 1938,

p. 197). These comments underline the facts of the difference between

English and Hindi so far as accent (McGregor's and Grahame Bailey's

'stress') is concerned. One may observe from the mistakes made by

foreign learners that accentuation presents a problem; not only do

Hindi-speaking learners of English make mistakes in the placement of

the accent (as Grahame Bailey pointed out, 1938, p.197) but they also

frequently make mistakes in the degree of accentuation. By the same

token, i have frequently been told that my own pronunciation of Hindi

is too vigorous, almost sounding angry; this I put down to my English

habit of making vigorous distinction between accented and unaccented.

No mention has been made so far of tempo of utterance. Ideally

one might have to consider a wide range of different tempos, depending

upon situation, personality, subject of discourse, etc.; but out of

this infinite variety of possibilities of speed of utterance, we might

specify a few which will be easily recognisable. The fastest will be

that used in the conversation of intimates; less fast wiI I be the

telling or reading of stories, the offering of prayers, the conversation

of non-intimates; slowest of all will be the tempo used in teaching.

(One is reminded of Paul Passy's "pronunciation familiere ralentie,

que je tiens pour spdcialement convenable a I'enseignement" (1907,

p.vi).
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CHAPTER SIX

INTONATION PATTERNS

Apart from special linguistic occasions (for example, the

Intoning of prayers, or the testing of electrical announcing equip¬

ment) Hindi utterances are not made on a monotone, that is on a

single fixed level of pitch. There is always some variation in the

pitch of the voice during utterance; it is our hope and intention in

this chapter to show how the pitch variations in Hindi may be

systemat ised.

It should be noted at the outset that discussions of pitch

variations in speech are relative rather than absolute-, we are

concerned with the relations between pitch-levels, rather than with

the absolute measurement of the pitch-levels themselves. So we

concern ourselves with the shapes of pitch-patterns and with the ways

In which they combine and contrast.

The variations in pitch which we observe in utterance are most

conveniently related to sentence-types; and this will constitute our

definition of INTONATION: the relation between pitch-change and

sentence-type. All the discussion we have had so far about the

structure of sentences will lead us without difficulty into a considera¬

tion of the various sentence-types viewed in terms of pitch-levels and

pitch-changes so as to lead us Into a discussion of intonation.

We shall firstly consider the intonation patterns used in Simple

Sentences, before going on to consider Compound Sentences and Complex

Sentences. We shaI I find that these latter two wilI be seen to be

IntonationaI Iy (as they are syntactically) combinations of Simple

Sentences and can be dealt with as such.
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There have been various ways suggested of showing pitch-levels and

pitch-changes in transcriptions of spoken utterances. Later we shall

use a 'tonetlc-accent' marking, with lines placed in the text itself

Cafter the fashion of Kingdon's system for English: Kingdon 1958) but

Initially we shall show pitch variations by marking them between two

parallel lines, meant to denote the top and bottom of a speaker's pitch

range, as follows:

Top of range ——

Bottom of range —______________________________________________

Accented syllables will be marked with lines, unaccented syllables

with dots, between these parallels. Thus the sentence ram eccha

le^ka he 'Ram is a good boy' would be marked as follows:

Our first interest will be to consider the ooemll sentence-

Intonation patterns met with in Hindi. We shall refer to these total

intonation-patterns as CONTOURS, and It follows therefore that

contours relate to whole sentences, and that a contour may be defined

as the total Intonation pattern used in the utterance of a complete

sentence.

The intonation contours we shall be concerned with requI re a

systematisation of sentence-types to which reference may be made. In

the telling or reading of folk-tales, the most common sentence-type is

the Statement; In conversation, more Questions are heard, with an

admixture of Commands and Requests; in the exchanges of everyday life
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are included Greetings, Farewells, Exclamations and Apostrophes. We

may thus list the possible sentence-types as follows:

Statement

Yes/No Question (one expecting 'Yes' or 'No' in reply)

Information Question (one expecting information in reply)

Command

Request

ExcIamation

Greeting

FareweI I

Apostrophe

Each of these sentence-types, we shall see, has a typical

intonation-contour when uttered; as our first interest, we shall pay

particular attention to the contour-ending.

We note that all utterances in Hindi end either with a falling

pitch or with a rising pitch or on a level pitch.

Fa I Iing Pitch

In unemphatic utterances the pitch-fall is from a mid-point in

the speaker's register, down to a low-point; there is frequently

appropriate change of voice quality, for example to creak or breathi-

ness. This may even amount to inaudibility when the Auxiliary verb

form he is Involved, as was mentioned above (p.136).

in emphatic utterances, the pitch-fall is likely to be from a much

higher point than mid-point, and might encompass the whole range of the

speaking voice.
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Rising Pitch

In unempha+ic utterances, the rise may be from low to mid, or

from mid to mid-high. In emphatic utterances the rise may be from

mid to high or from low to high.

Level Pitch

This ending is characteristic of unfinished or interrupted

sentences: when the speaker either fails to complete his utterance,

or is interrupted by another speaker. It Is also occasionally heard

as the ending of an initial subordinate clause in a Complex Sentence,

especially in fast conversational interchange.

We may diagrammatise these three possibilities as follows, using

para I lei I fnes:

Fall: Unemphatic Emphatic

\

LeveI:
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Generally speaking, we may associate all the sentence-types with one

or other of these endings, as follows:

STATEMENT : FALL

rom raja he

'Ram is a king' Appx. I No. 3

YES/NO QUESTION : RISE

kja lerka eel fa he ?

'Does the boy walk?' Appx. I No. 107

INFORMATION QUESTION : FALL or RISE

veh admi keha rehta he ?

'Where does that man live' Appx. I No. 114

gaff keb jati he ?

'When does the train leave?' Appx. I No. 13

COMMAND : FALL

dhire dhire khao

'Eat slowly.'' Appx. I No. 143

REQUEST : RISE, or FALL with 'gentle' voice quality

heme aj koch ropeja dilva dijije

'Please cause some money to be
given to us today' Appx. I No. 88

jeIdi jeIdi ne ceI i je

'Please do not walk quickly' Appx. I No. 92
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GREETING : FALL

preqpm

THuI I o!' Appx. lit p. 220

FAREWELL : FALL

nemeste

'Goodbye!' Appx. til p.247

EXCLAMATION : FALL

JabaJ

'Wei I done!'

APOSTROPHE : FALL

ram

'Ram!'

The degree of fall or rise will depend upon whether the utterance is

unemphatic or emphatic; loudness Cor subjective stress) may also be

invoIved.

Having considered endings in this brief way, it is now necessary

to consider the -inside of the contours, to consider how they are

internally made up. We shall see that any full contour is made up of

shorter sections which we shall call snb-contours. It is our inten¬

tion to show a close relationship between these sub-contours and the

syntactic pieces - phrases - of which the sentence is composed. We

must in addition examine the effect of postpositions, conjunctions and

tntensifiers on these sub-contours.
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As we have seen earlier, a Hindi sentence (apart from one-word

sentences) consists of a sequence of words associated into phrases; a

sentence is to be seen as a succession of phrases. The characteristic

feature of a sub-contour is that it embodies a vise in -pitch; if the

phrase on which it occurs is monosyllabic, the rise will occur on

that syllable, and if it is polysyllabic the rise will be by a series

of jumps from a lower to a higher level. Thus in the sentence

ram raja he

'Ram is a king'

the contour would be

/ •
~\

with a rise on ram and a 'jump' on raja.

Where there are more phrases than this in the sentence, we see

that the pattern of sub-contours is a series of rises, each succeeding

sub-contour starting at a pitch-point a little lower than the start

of its predecessor; so that although there is a sensation of rises,

the pattern as a whole falls progressively lower and lower. For

example, the sentence

ram mojhe am deta hs

'Ram gives me a mango'

will have the intonation pattern
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This pattern, of rising sub-contours on gradually lower and lower

levels, runs through all utterances of Simple Sentences; so that

we may say "Rise, Rise, Rise, FALL" or "Rise, Rise, Rise, RISE".

All these separate sub-contours relate usually to separate phrases,

and succeeding Rises occur regardless of word-order changes.*

Further examples will illustrate this general tendency.

Statement:

veh seb
_ koch kho betha

He all something lose sat

'He lost everything'

ve arte ekser fundi nehi

Those women usually Hindi not

'Those women don't usually speak Hindi'

/ _
~

- \ .

mere bhai or onki petni dilli

My brother and his wife Delhi

'My brother and his wife live in Delhi'

\

bolt i

speak

&.U /iurl
/SO' %

me rehte he

in stay are

*

All phrases with an accented word, wherever placed, will have a pitch-
change .
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Yes/No question:

me calu

t may go

'May t go?'

/ ^

kja vah ka I

Interr. he yesterday

'Was he at home yesterday?'

^ X — ' '

Information Question:

ap kese he

You how are

'How are you?'

~

\

ap k i n k i n se

You what people with

'Whom did you speak to?'

ghar par tha

home at was

bo I e

spoke
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The notation of these sub-contours in the transcription may now

be considered. If (as has been suggested) the sub-contours are to be

related specifically to Phrases, it would be possible, by marking off

the phrases themselves, to indicate where the Rises and Falls should

occur; alternatively, one might mark the sub-contours with "tonetic-

accent marks" placed before the Phrase in question. Thus the

intonation pattern shown in parallels as

/ _ /
~

\

might be indicated in a transcription either as

| ram | mojhe j am | deta | he ||
or as

-^ram ''mojhe /am ^eta \he

The folk-tale given in Appendix ii will be marked in the first

way; the conversations given in Appendix III will be marked with

tonetic-accent marks. All these markings are to be interpreted in

terms of the gradual decline In pitch height through the sentence

which has already been mentioned; so that a contour will always be

declining in height, in spite of the recurrent Rises, Phrase by

Phrase.

We now look In a little more detail at the sub-contours them¬

selves. We shall do this by considering each type of Phrase in turn,

and considering the possibilities of monosyllables and polysyllables

which occur.
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NOUN PHRASE

We saw earlier (Chapter Three) that a Noun Phrase might appear as

a Noun with or without a Postposition, as a Pronoun with or without

a Postposition, as an adjective functioning as a noun, or as an

infinitive form of a verb. The Phrase may be monosyllabic, as ram

'Ram' or am 'mango' or dudh 'milk'; or it may be polysyllabic,

as la^ka 'boy' or ram ko 'Ram' (objective) or Is^ke ko 'boy'

(objective) or dena 'to give, giving'. When the phrase is mono¬

syllabic, the rise is achieved by a rise in pitch on the monosyllable

vowel itself; thus ram or am or dudh would be heard as:

y

When the phrase is polysyllabic, the rise is achieved by a jump from

a lower point to a higher; thus le^ka 'boy' would be heard as:

'Ram' (objective) ram ko would be heard as:

'boy' (objective) le^ke ko would be heard as:
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'to give, giving' dena would be heard as:

These polysyllabic phrases sometimes have the beginning of a rise in the

first syllable, thus:

The effect of a sub-contour rise is maintained whatever the details of

the polysyllabic utterance may be.

We note also that when a Noun Phrase is multi-syllabled Ci.e. has

more than two syllables) there is sometimes a tendency not to con¬

tinue the rising process right to the end. For instance, in Recorded

Sentence number 33, the Noun Phrase le^ko ko 'the boys' Is heard

as

with a jump up from syllable one to syllable two, and a jump down frcm

syllable two to syllable three. The same pattern is seen in this

sentence with the Noun Phrase befe ne 'the son' which has a similar

"Rise-Fall" shape. The same thing is heard in sentences 36, 58, 61,

83, 89, 98 etc.

This tendency for a multi-syllabled Noun Phrase to have a drop in

pitch-height is especially noticeable in faster speech; slower, more

formal utterances tend to a more fixed rising pattern.
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ADJECTIVE PHRASE

An Adjective Phrase consists of an Adjective, or a Numeral

functioning as an Adjective, or a Noun or Pronoun followed by a

possessive postposition ka/ke/ki. (We have referred earlier to

this feature of Hindi, and have suggested that an Attributive

Adjective Phrase followed by a Noun Phrase will constitute a 'Super

NP' - see p . 119).

Adjective Phrases may be Attributive or Predicative, and in the

formulas given for sentence structures they appear as AjPatt. and

AjPpred. respectively. An Adjective Phrase may also include a

modifying adverb preceding the Adjective - thus accha lefka 'good

boy' or bahot accha lafka 'very good boy'. In the same way, we

might find a number of adjectives in succession - as tin sondar

la^kLja 'three beautiful girls' or jah bo^ha admi 'this old man'.

Theoretically speaking there is no limit to the number of Adjectives

which may be found in succession in this way, but in practice the

limits imposed in conversation keep them down usually to a few. It

would be possible to add Adjective to Adjective (as it is in English -

"three old, weatherbeaten, weary, Irish labourers", for example) but

in the general habits of conversational interchange this would be

unusuaI.

There Is a tendency to run succeeding Adjectives together In a

sub-contour. Thus the effect of a 'Super NP' is to blur the out¬

lines of the "Rise, Rise, Rise" succession and to some extent to fuse

the sub-contours into a single one. Thus instead of hearing

jeh bofha admi 'this old man' as
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we might hear it as

A similar modification is frequently heard when the Adjective

Phrase consists of a Noun or Pronoun followed by a possessive post¬

position: instead of a strict rise in the Noun Postposition or

Pronoun + Postposition, we frequently hear a "level Iing-off" of pitch

on the Postposition itself. Thus, rcun ka 'Ram's' in the Super

Phrase ram ka bhai 'Ram's brother' instead of being heard as

might be heard as

This "blending" of an Adjective Phrase and a Noun Phrase into some¬

thing of a unity by the modification of the sub-contours serves, of

course, to bind the syntactical parts of the sentence together. It

serves to show the close relationship between an Attributive AjP and

its following NP. A Predicative AjP, of course, is quite separate

and has its own sub-contour; thus, in the sentence sita sender he

'Sita is beautiful' we hear:

\
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where the AjP sender has a separate sub-contour. Similarly, in the

sentence sita behot sonder he 'Sita is very beautiful' we hear

\

ADVERB PHRASE

An Adverb Phrase may usually consist of an adverb alone, or of

an adverb modified by a preceding adverb, or of a noun followed by

such a Postposition as me 'in' or se 'from' or ke nice 'under'.

Adverb Phrases indicate verbal activity with respect to Time, Place or

Manner, and are shown in our formulas as AvPt, AvPp or AvPm respec¬

tively. We note that the Postposition may be a single word (for

example me or se ) or may be a compound Postposition of more than

one word Cfor example ke pas 'near' or ke nice 'under'.

A monosyllabic AvP would have a rise in its own vowel sound; a

polysyllabic AvP will have 'jumps'. Thus:

me keI auga

f tomorrow will come

' i will come tomorrow'

will be heard as:

and the sentence
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me khet me kam

I in the field work do

'I work in the field*

l. LL 11 u

will be heard as:

\

SimiIarIy,

me ther^e pani se nahaja

I cold water in washed

'i washed in cold water'

will be heard as:

•
0

X _

4 \

or as:

•

■

1

1\ "" \

i/t

v

We saw earlier, under the discussion of Noun Phrases, that a

multi-syllabled Phrase might have a falling off of pitch at the end

Csee p.155). The same effect is frequently found in multi-syllabled

Adverb Phrases, giving a "Rise-Fall" pattern. For example, in

Recorded Sentence number 16, le^ke ka bhai feher me kam kerta he

'The boy's brother works in the city' we hear the following intonation

pattern:
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where ka fs lower in pitch than the last syllable of lefke and

me is lower in pitch than the last syllable of Jeher . Again, in

Recorded Sentence number 28, admi kemre me aje the 'The man came

into the room', me is lower in pitch than the last syllable of

kemre ; the intonation pattern Is:

\

This is a general tendency with Noun Phrases and Adverb Phrases when

they are multi-syllabled Ci.e. of more than two syllables): to have

the rise pattern at first, but to end with a drop.

VERB PHRASE

The Verb Phrase in Hindi is perhaps the most complexly structured

phrase which occurs in the language. in its general form, it consists

of a Main Verb alone, as joo 'Go.'' or auga 'CI) will come'; or of

a Main Verb followed by a Modifier, as a geja '(he) came' or veh

gane lega 'he started singing': or of a Main Verb followed by

an Auxiliary, as pefha he 'has read' or khaja he 'has eaten'; or

of a Main Verb followed by a Modifier followed by an Auxiliary, as in

the sentence

veh khet me kam ker re ha he

He in the field work is doing

'He is working in the field'.

We shall call these Modifiers 'Operators'.
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Compare also the sentence

vah khati celi ja rehi he

She eat start go continues is

'She Ts going on eating'

which fs Cformulaically) S V 0 0 0 A Cwhere 0 = Operator and

A = Auxi I iary).

All these sub-divisions of the Verb Phrase have their own sub-

contours with rises. Thus the last sentence above would be heard as:

Main Verb

This appears as either the root form, or the participial form,

or the infinitive form. it may therefore be either monosyllabic or

polysyllabic.

Operators

These verb forms add something to the whole meaning of the Verb

Phrase in terms of aspects such as completeness or suddenness or

continuity.

AuxiIiary

This is always a finite form of the verb hona 'to be', and is

always monosyllabic, being either he or he or tha or thi or

thi or the .
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Main Verb as Root Form

Here the Main Verb has the Absolutlve form without kar , which

Is Identical with Its root form. The Operators commonly used are

as foilows:

CI) ana 'to come' which Indicates the completion of the action

Indicated by the Main Verb. it also suggests Cwith

Intransitive verbs) the Idea of 'to come to' or 'to be about

to' :

me khana kha aja

T meal eat came

't come after eating the meal'

AI so,

bacca so aja he

Chi Id sleep come is

'The child Is about to fall asleep'

And,

vah ro aja

He cry came

'He is about to cry'.

CWe note that the past tense has the force of the present.)

(II) jana 'to go' which indicates completion, and is also used to

form passive constructions.

sita a gsja
Slta come gone

'Slta has come'
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me sab dudh pi jauga

I all milk. drink wi II go

'I shall drfnk off all the milk'

dhobf kapfe le gaja

Washerman clothes take went

'The washerman took away the clothes'

Cim othna 'to arise, get up' which indicates 'suddenly start to'.

yah ga otha

He sing got up

'He Csuddenlyl started singing'

bacca ro otha

Chi Id cry got up

'The child Csuddenly] started crying'

Civ) bethna 'to sit' which indicates 'to do something in desperation,

without forethought, or suddenly, or forcibly'.

vah sab koch kho betha

He everything lose sat

'He lost everything'

vah oth betha

He get up sat

'He suddenly got up'
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(v) lena 'to take' which indicates completion of the action,

mainly in one's own interests.

me ne kha Iija

f eat took

't have eaten, have taken my meal'

Similarly, so lena 'to finish off sleeping' and ro lena

'to finish off crying'.

Cvi) dena 'to give' which indicates completion of the action,

mainly for someone else.

me apka kam ker dtja

I your work do gave
/

'i Chave) completed your work Cfor you).

veh epni kitab mojhe de dega

He his own book to me give wiI I give

'He will give (away) his book to me"

With an intransitive verb, dena may also indicate 'to

start to ...' as

veh ro dtja

He cry gave

'He started crying'

(vii) pe^na 'to fall' which indicates suddenness or chance happening.

veh hes psro-

He Iaugh fe I I

'He burst out laughing'
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me gir psto-

t fall fell

't fell down Caccidentally)'

(viii) c^alna T+o throw' which indicates, when combined with transi¬

tive verbs, completion with vehemence and in a short time.

osne pet Rat dAla

He tree cut threw

'He cut away the tree'

becce ne J t Jcl tot 3p.la

child mirror break threw

'The child broke the mirror to pieces'

(ix) rehna 'to remain, continue, live' which indicates the

continuing of the action.

veh kam ker reha he

He work do continues

'He continues working'

veh ga rehi he

She sing continues

'She continues singing'

(x) nikelna 'to come out, emerge' which indicates 'to start to',

'to happen to'.

gati eel nikli

Carriage move emerged

'The carriage started moving'
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mera mi.tr idhar a rukla

My friend hither come emerged

'My friend happened to come this way'

Cxi) sakna 'to Be ahle to' indicates ability to do something

or complete something.

me ga sekta hu

i sing can

' t can sing'

kja veh a sekega

Ctnterr.I he come will Be able

'WtlI he Be able to come?'

(xii) cokna 'to be finished, exhausted' which indicates completion.

kal tak me me jah kom kar cokuga

By tomorrow i this work do shall be
finished

'I shall have finished this work by tomorrow'

Cxiti) marna 'to die' which combines with such main verbs as jalna

'to burn' and c^jbna 'to be drowned' and indicates completion.

vah jal mara

He burn died

'He burnt Chimself) to death'

vah

He

'He

3,ub mara

drown died

drowned himself'
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(xiv) marna 'to beat or kill' which indicates thoughtlessness

or carelessness.

tomne jeh kja I ikh mara

You this what write have killed

'What nonsense have you written?'

Cxv) mtlna 'to meet, or to be found' which indicates 'to be able

to ...'

bhai ko keI nehi a mtla

Brother yesterday not come met

'Brother could not come yesterday'

mojhe patr nehi I lkh milega

me letter not write will meet

'i shall not he able to write the letter'

Cxvt) pana 'to find, to obtain' which indicates ability.

veh Jam tek nehi a paega

He evening by not come will find

'He will not be able to come by this evening'

me epna kam nehi ker paja

I my own work not do found

't could not do my work'

Cxvif) celna 'to move' which indicates 'beginning'

rate Iemb i ho celi

Nights long be moved

'Nights began growing longer'
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(xviti) rakhna 'to keep, to place' which indicates 'priority or

precedence'.

me petr Iikh rekha hu

f letter write have kept

'[ have kept the letter ready (written).'

me ne nokar se kah rakha he

t servant to speak have kept

't have given instructions to the servant'

Main Verb as infinitive

The Main Verb, in its infinitive form, may be Direct (unmodified)

or Oblique in this construction. When in the Direct form it is

usually combined with cahna 'to want' which retains its meaning.

ma jana cahta hu

I to go want

' i want to go'

das bajna cahte he

Ten to strike want
Chours)

'it is about to strike ten'

When in the oblique form, it combines with a number of Operators:

(t) lagna 'to be attached' which indicates 'to begin to ...'

vah jane Iaga

He to go was attached

'He began to go'
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vah. zamin khedne laga

He ground to dig was attached

'He started to dig the ground'

vah gane laga

He to sing was attached

'He started to sing'

Ui) dena 'to give' which indicates 'to permit to, to allow to ...'

ram ko pe^fine do

Ram to study give

'Let Ram study'

mojhe jane dijtje

Me . to go please give

'Please allow me to go!'

(iii) pana 'to obtain' which denotes 'to be able to to be

permitted to '

me koch nahi karne paja
I something not to do obtained

'I was not able to do anything'

torn nahi jane paoge

You not to go will obtain

'You will not be allowed to go'

Main Verb as Present Participle

The Main Verb as Present Participle, when it takes part in the

formation of a Verb Phrase, follows concord rules according to the
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number and gender of the subject or of the object Csee Allen 1950-51

for a discussion of sentences with or without the agentive post¬

position ne).

We note the use of four Operators with the Present Participle -

jana 'to go', rehna 'to stay', ana 'to come' and benna 'to be made'.

(i) jana which denotes 'to go on doing something'.

rog befhta jata he

illness get worse goes

'The illness goes on getting worse'

CiI) rehna which denotes 'continuance of something as a habit'.

veh severe se Jam tek kam kerta rehta he

He morning from evening to work do continues

'He keeps working from morning to evening'

CI 11) ana which denotes'continuity from some past time into the

present'.

ve berso se jeha rehte aje he

They years for here Iive have come

'They have been living here for years'

Ctv) benna which denotes 'possible to do'.

mojh se veha rjate nehi benta

me there go not make

'[ do not find it possible to go there'.
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Main Verb as Past Participle

The Main Verb as Past Participle, when it takes part in the

formation of a Verb Phrase, follows concord rules according to the

number and gender of the subject or of the object CAIlen 1950-51).

There are a number of important Operators used:

(I) ana 'to come' which denotes 'imminence' or 'immediacy'.

bade I dhtre ate he

Clouds gather come are

'Clouds are fast gathering'

fetro cefha ata he

Enemy advance come is

'The enemy is advancing Con us).

CIi3 jana 'to go' which denotes 'going to ...', 'about to ...'

me derd se mera ga reha hu

I pain from die go remain am

'i am about to die from the pain'

gari ebhi aji gati he

Train just now come go is

'The train- is about to come'

Ciii) pe^na 'to fall down' which denotes 'about to ...', 'going

to ...'

lefki giri part I he

GIrI fa I I fa I I is

'The girl is about to fall down'



me nadi me kuda pafta hu

t river in jump fa I I am

M am going to jump into the river'.

karna 'to do' which, denotes 'frequency' or 'habitual action'.

dhire pa^ha karo

Slowly to read do

'CMake it a ha6tt to) read slowly'

rahna 'to remain, stay' which denotes 'continuity of state'.

vah khat par para raha

He bed on lie remained

'He kept lying on the bed'

kitab mez par rakhi rahfi he

Book table on stay remains is

'The book is always lying on the table'

jana 'to go' which denotes 'continuity' or 'imminent

completion'.

apna kam kije jao

Your own work do go

'Continue to do your work'

vah meri kitabe I ije jata he

He my books take go is

'He is taking away my books'
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Cvil) lena 'to take' which denotes 'imminent completion of some¬

thing for oneself'.

me jeh path ebhi pefhe leta hu

i this lesson just now read take am

't shall read this lesson immediately'

veh seb khana khaje leta he

He all food eat take is

'He is about to eat up a I I the food'

Cviit) dena 'to give' which indicates 'imminent completion of an

action for someone else'.

me apka kam ebhi kije deta hu

I your work just now do give am

't shall do your work immediately'

Cix) c^alna 'to throw' which denotes 'imminent completion'.

4,aku moj he mare exalte he

Robbers me kiI I throw are

'The robbers are about to kill me'.

Cx) rehna 'to remain' which denotes continuity of a state or of a

completed action.

veh seda puje rehta he

He always drink remain is

'He is always drinking (I.e. drunk)/

veh kot pehne rehta he
He coat wear remain is

'He always wears a coat'
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These constructions made up of Main Verb in some form followed by

Operator Cfollowed by Auxiliary) are usually called Compound Verbs.

Other compoundings occur, where a Noun or Adjective is combined

with a Verb. When a Noun or an Adjective is used in this way to

make a compound, It becomes part of the verb form, and we shall see

later how this amalgamation affects the sub-contours.

Some examples of these Compound Verbs using Nouns or Adjectives

are:

kjema + kerna

jad + hona

dikhai + dena

sentoj + hona

kam + hona

jad + ana

pjas + legna

jad + rehna

'forgiveness' + 'to do' = 'to forgive'

'memory' + 'to be' = 'to remember'

'view' + 'to give' = 'to be seen, come to view'

'satisfaction' + 'to be' = 'to feel satisfied'

'work' + 'to be' = 'to have to do'

'memory' + 'to come' = 'to recall'

'thirst' + 'to be attached' = 'to feel thirsty'

'memory' + 'to remain' = 'to continue to
remember'

Passive Forms

The formation of the Passive Is regular. The verb jana

'to go' is combined with the past participle form of the Main Verb,

Thus:

khana 'to eat'

pethna 'to read'

kerna 'to do'

khaja jana 'to be eaten'

pe^ha jana 'to be read'

kija jana 'to be done'
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Many verbs occur whfch are passive by nature (without the help of any

other verb). For example:

ketna 'to be cut'

benna 'to be made'

tutna 'to be broken'

chidna 'to be pierced'

lotna 'to be robbed'

pisna 'to be ground'

Compare with these the related Active verbs katna 'to cut', banana

'to make', tofna 'to break', chedna 'to pierce', lutna 'to rob',

pisna 'to grind'. These are not Causative Verbs, which are verbs

which by a modification of form signify causation of the action; thus

we compa re:

othna 'to rise' othana 'to raise' othvana 'to get raised'

girna 'to fall' gtrana 'to fell' gtrvana 'to get felled'

These causals may combine with Operators (and Auxiliaries) in the way

already mentioned. ft is obvious, therefore, from this brief con¬

sideration of verb forms, that the Verb Phrase In Hindi is a complex

structure, frequently carrying in it subtle nuances of meaning which

are often difficult to express in translation. These nuances,

together with the effect of pitch changes in the utterance, make for

subtle indications of meaning, expressions of speaker-Iistener

relationships, and so on, which are all part of the interchange of

linguistic behaviour and which form part of the language behaviour

which, we call speaking Hindi.
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VP Sub-Contours

A complex structure such as Main Verb + Operator + Auxiliary,

coming at the end of the sentence as it usually does, frequently has

a final fall in pitch. We see that all parts of the verb form

until the last will (according to the rules already promulgated) have

rises; the last wtI I carry the fa I I (if the sentence is a Statement,

an Information Question, a Command, or a Request with a gentle voice-

quality). Thus

veh oth betha

fHe suddenly got up'

will be heard as

vah severe se Jam tek kam ker reha he

'He keeps working from morning till evening'

will be heard as

me derd se mera ja reha hu

't am about to die of the pain'

wlII be heard as
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In the same way, when the sentence as a whole requires a Rise at the

end, the final section of the Verb Phrase will carry the rise.

kja Jetro catfia at a he ?

Ms the enemy advancing on us?'

wl I I be heard as

kja ga-fl ebhi aj i gat I he ?

Ms the train about to come?'

will be heard as

Discarding the parallel lines notation, we may mark this last

sentence either

We may summarise our findings as follows:

Statements, Information Questions, Commands, Greetings, Farewells,

Exclamations and Apostrophes will all tend to FALL finally; Yes/No

Questions will tend to RISE. A comment on Requests Is necessary here:
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we have marked them earlier as having a final RISE, but occasions are

found when even Requests are said with a FALL. This kind of

utterance is usually made with a change of voice quality, to something

gentler and more winning. The grammatical form of the imperative

indicates that it is being said to an equal or to a superior,

necessitating the 'request' form. So here again syntactical form and

intonatfonal form go hand in hand.

PARTtCtPtAL PHRASES

These are made up of the root form of the main verb followed by

kar from the verb karna 'to do'. Thus:

me caj pi kar zauga

I tea having drunk shall go

'I shall go after drinking tea'

vah dofkar aja

He having run came

'He came after running'

Although they are formed from verbs, these participial phrases are

adjectival in function, being related to the subject of the sentence,

as in the two sentences above; or in the sentence

me bazar jakar tarkartja xar iduga

t bazaar having gone vegetables will buy

'[will go to the bazaar and buy vegetables'

As always, with Adjectival Phrases in an attributive position, the

tempo of utterance wiI I affect the extent to which the separateness of
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the rises is heard. Thus, in a fairly slow (schoolroom) utterance, we

may hear

me caj piker jauga

' 1 shall go after drinking tea'

• \

or we may hear

y '

\

where a faster utterance has blended the two rises into one. The

same thing is noted with an adjective or Adjective Phrase preceding a

noun - a slow tempo will leave us with separate rises, thus:

ram eccha le^ka he

'Ram is a good boy'

heard as

~~
~ \

or when said more quickly, heard as

\ 1

«
1

Tempo Is thus seen to be an important factor in the utterance

of Hindi sentences. It governs the extent to which the succeeding

rises remain separate and separately noticeable; and of course it

governs the extent to which an utterance sounds complete and unified.
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This tendency to fjoin up' Is only found with Adjective Phrases;

Noun Phrases, Adverb Phrases and Verb Phrases retain their own

separateness of sub-contour whatever the tempo of utterance.

INTENSIFIERS

There are two intensifiers in Hindi: hi and bhi . They

follow the word which is intensified, and take part in the sub-contour

to which they are attached. Thus,

seb jeg jegdiJ ne hi benaja he

The whole world God himself made

'it was God Himself who made the whole world.T

where we hear

with a continuing rise through the NP 'God Himself

Agai n

banaras ke log h indi hi bolte he

Banaras of people Hindi speak

'The people of Banaras speak only Hindi

\

me bhi vahcL

I. a I so there

'[ was there too'

tha

was
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COMPOUND SENTENCES

These sentences consist of two or more Simple Sentences joined

together by co-ordinating conjunctions or 'and' or ja 'or' or

lekm, perento 'but'. There is no question of one of the Simple

Sentences being subordinate to the other; they are both (or all) of

equal weight in the Compound Sentence. Generally speaking, the pitch

of the voice may fa I I or rise at the point of junction, that is to

say at the end of the first Simple Sentence (if there are two) or at

the end of the first and second Simple Sentences (if there are three).

Much wilI depend on the tempo at which the Compound Sentence is being

uttered: If fast, the pitch will tend to rise at the junctionCs);

If slow, the pitch will tend to fall.

me apko epna peta duga or ap mojhe epna

t to you my address wilI give and you to me your

peta dijije

address please give

1 I'll give you my address and please give me yours'

may be heard as:

• » * •

. V

or as:
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mojhe koch dudh cahije paranto koch nahi he

To me some mNk is wanted but some not is

'I want some milk, but there isn't any'

may be heard as:

— ^ /
_ • /\\

i•

or as:

••

\\

1

veh eccha admi nahi the lektn vakil to acche the

He good man not was but lawyer good was

'He wasn't a good man, but he was a good lawyer'

may be heard as:

\

\
•

•

1

.

\\
*

/ •

\

or as:

0
•. . •

\

COMPLEX SENTENCES

These are sentences which, consist of two Cor morel Simple

Sentences joined together by subordinating conjunctions in such a way

that one of the Simple Sentences is deemed to be principal, and is
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called the Main Clause of the Complex Sentence. This feeling of

subordination is an important feature of Complex Sentences.

In order to join up these Simple Sentence forms into a Complex

Sentence, subordinating conjunctions are used, usually in pairs, as

agar 'if...' to 'then...' or jab 'when...' tab 'then...' or

jab bhi 'whenever...' tab 'then...'

For example:

agar ap dhire bo lege to me samajh sakuga

If you slowly speak then t understand will be able

'if you speak slowly then t shall be able to understand'

which at a slow tempo will be heard as

jab ap mojh se kahege tab me jauga

When you me tell then I shall go

'When you tell me I shall go'

jab bhi dilli jata hu tab hindi boltahu

Whenever Delhi CI) go then Hindi (t) speak

'Whenever t go to Delhi t speak Hindi'
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Also, with a relative clause construction,

jo khet me kam kerta he veh kisan he

The one who field In work does he farmer is

'The man who works In the field Is a farmer'

In Complex Sentences, an initial subordinate clause tends to have a

Rising ending. When the subordinate clause follows the main clause Cand

Is Itself final) as In sentences with reported speech, the final clause

Is said with a fa!I. Thus:

me ne onse keha ki ap ecch i hmcfi bolte he

I him told that you good Hindi speak

'I told him he spoke Hindi well'

There is sometimes, at the point of juncture in a Complex Sentence,

where the subordinate clause precedes the main clause, a further modi¬

fication of the intonation pattern. Instead of a plain rise at the

end of the first Simple Sentence, there is a Fall-Rise, as in Recorded

Sentence number 53:

jeb mg ne be I dekhe tab ve he I khic rehe the

When I oxen saw then they plough pulI continued

'When I saw the oxen, they were pulling the plough'
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-

^ V ~ ^ y

The same Fall-Rise pattern is heard on the word jae in Recorded

Sentence number 75, on the word kija in Recorded Sentence number 102,

and on the word betaja in Recorded Sentence number 103.

CONJUNCTIONS, RELATIVES, CORRELATIVES

These are the words which occur in Hindi sentences but which are

not included in the structure of Phrases. They generally occur in

pairs, and are balanced against each other in the structure of the

sentence; but they do not 'belong' to any Phrase. We must therefore

consider their place in the intonation patterning, and examine the

extent to which they may be felt to be part of the whole contour.

Consider the sentence

eger ap dhire bo lege to me semejh sekuga

If you slowly will speak then I understand will be able
to

'If you speak slowly I shall be able to understand'

which at a fairly slow tempo would be heard as

which shows eger and to on level, mid-point pitches.

Other commonly used pairs are:

jeb 'when...' teb 'then...'

jeb bhi 'whenever.o.' teb 'then.,,'
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jese hi 'as soon as'

jaha bhi 'wherever'

For example,

jab ap

When you

'When you tel

vese hi

vaha

'then'

'there'

mojh se kahege tab

me teI I then

me, t shaII go'

me jauga

shaI I go

jab bhi dilli jata hu tab fundi bolta hu

Whenever Delhi CI) go then Hindi CI) speak

'Whenever I go to Delhi I speak Hindi'

jese hi ap mojh se kahege vese hi karuga

As soon as you me tell do then CI) shall give

'As soon as you tell me, I shall do if

jaha bhi jata hu vaha agrezi bolta hu

Wherever go CI) am there English speak CI) am

'Wherever i go t speak English'
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We may summarise our findings, concerning contours and sub-

contours as follows:

1. Sentence contours fall or rise (when the utterance is completed -

see p.147for Level endings) according to the kind of sentence involved:

Statements, Information Questions, Commands, Greetings, Farewells,

Exclamations and Apostrophes tend to have a Falling ending; Yes/No

Questions and Requests tend to rise. Requests may also be said with

a Falling ending and with a gentler voice-quality,

2. Sub-contours tend generally to rise, each successive sub-contour

beginning at a pitch height slightly lower than the beginning of the

preceding sub-contour. This Is particularly so when the Phrase has

two syllables. When a Phrase is multi-syllabled (that is, has more

than two syllables) there is frequently a drop on the last syllable,

giving a Rise-Fall effect.

3. Compound Sentences may Rise or Fall at their points of junction,

according to the tempo of utterance.

4. in Complex Sentences, when a subordinate clause precedes the

main clause, the subordinate clause has a Rising ending. The Rising

ending sometimes is heard as a Fall-Rise pattern. When a subordinate

clause follows the main clause it usually has a Falling ending.

5. Adjective Phrases when Attributive have their own separate rising

sub-contour when the tempo is slow, or may (at a faster speed) be

fused with the following Noun Phrase into a single rising sub-contour.

6. Adjective Phrases when Predicative have a separate rising sub-

contour.
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7. tntensifiers take part In th_e rise of the word or phrase to which

they are attached.

8. Conjunctions, relatives and correlatives at the beginning of

clauses tend to be level, around mid-point in the pitch register.

9. The amount of Rise in each Sub-Contour decreases as the sentence

proceeds.

We may now list the five Sub-Contours which generally occur in

Hindi sentences:

1. LEVEL at the end of an interrupted sentence or an unfinished

sentence.

2. RISE at the end of a non-final NP, AjP or AvP, or at the

end of the Main Verb or Operator sections of a

complex verb form, or at the end of an initial

subordinate clause, or at the end of a Yes/No

Question or a Request.

3. FALL at the end of a sentence which Is a Statement, or an

information Question, or a Command, or a Greeting, or

a Farewell, or an Exclamation, or an Apostrophe; or

at the end of a Request said with gentle voice quality;

or at the point of juncture in a Compound Sentence, in

a slower tempo, where the speaker chooses to fall.

4. FALL-RtSE at the end of an Initial subordinate clause preceding

the main clause In a Complex Sentence.

5. RISE-FALL at the end of a multi-syllabled (i.e. more than two-

syllabled) Noun Phrase or Adverb Phrase.
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APPENDIX t

Sentences and tford-isolates recorded by informants

These sentences serve to demonstrate the kinds of sentences which

occur in Hindi. They are referred to in discussions of Intonation

in Chapter Six. There is a mixture of Statements, information

Questions, Yes/No Questions, Commands and Requests.

intonation is marked, usfng the "tonetfc-accent" marks referred

to earlier; the marks, and their meanings, are as follows:

\ Fa I I

Rise

Leve I

V Fa I I-Rise

Rise-Fa I
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1. ^rarn ^eccha \he
Ram good is

'Ram fs good'

2. ^roin ^accFva //<fefRa \he
Ram good Boy is

'Ram is a good Boy'

3. ■''ram //raja \ he

Ram king is

'Ram is a king'

he4. ^admi ''nice \jata
Man down goes

'The man goes down'

5. ^dobla ^admi "'nice ^ jata he

Lean man down goes

'The lean man goes down'

6. ^admi kemre me ^ he

Man in the room is

'The man is in the room'

/ / """-N V
oske n tee >sap he

it under snake is

'There is a snake under if
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8. ^kisan ^ letko ke sath /khet ko \ jata he

Farmer with the boys to the field goes

'The farmer goes to the field with the boys'

9. sender /\ e^ki ^ kep^e xertdne ke I t je''bazar ko \ jat i he

Beautiful girl cloth to buy to the bazaar goes

'The beautiful girl goes to the bazaar to buy clothes'

10. kja /admi ^lefke ko //dekhta he

Interr. man boy sees

'Does the man see the boy?'

I I. *~*kja e^ka "^bolna /cahta he

[nterr. boy to speak want

'Does the boy want to speak?'

12. /admi /ksha /rehta he

Man where Iives

'Where does the man live?'

13. /gat;i keb /jat i he

Train when leaves

'When does the train leave?'

14. /motor
Car

'The car

X \'gari N

ou rs

is ours'

hemari he

Is
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15. ''edhjapak /mera f;avab /nahi \ sonte

Teacher my answer not hears

'The teacher doesn't hear ray answer'

16.lafke ka ^bhai ^ Jahar me /kom \ karta he

Of the boy brother in the city work does

'The boy's brother works tn the city'

17. V lafka /fundi /bolna pasand \ karta he

Boy Hindi to speak likes

'The boy likes to speak Hindi'

/admi ^ makan ke piche ^18. koi /admi 1 makan ke piche * he

Some men behind the house are

'Some men are behind the house'

19. agar /ip ''hokam ^dete he to ''accha /-okar /osko \manta he

if you order give then good servant obeys

'If you order him, the good servant obeys'

20. ""agar /ap /thake /he """to ^ bethije

if you tired are then please sit

'If you are tired, please sit down'

21. """""agar /ap y^ganda /pan i ^ptje to /apXbimar ho jae

if you dirty water should drink then you sick may
become

'If you drink dirty water, you may become sick'
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22. agar /khana /kharab ^ ho to /op \ blmar ho jaege

tf food bad should be then you sick will get

'If the food fs bad, you will get sick'

23. agar /ap <^Jhire V bo lege to ^me ^samajh sakuga

if you slowly will speak then I understand will be able

'if you speak slowly, I shall be able to understand'

24. ^latka ^kja ciz /'dekhta he

Boy what thing sees

'What thing does the boy see?'

25. /la^ka admi ke I ije ^kom '"'karta he

Boy which man for work does

'For which man does the boy work?'

26. A lafkija "'bimar ^admi ko ^ek /"'phal \ det i thi

Girls sick man to one fruit were giving

'The girls were giving fruit to the sick man'

27. ApahUa ^s^ka ''ki.tab ^ pafhta he

First boy book reads

'The first boy reads the book'

28. ^admi ^ kamre me \ aje the

Man room into came

'The man came into the room'
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29. ^mojhe^os kitab se ^j9h //^.itab zjada ^ pasand he

To me that book to this book preferable Is

't prefer this book to that bookr

30o .^dml ^afke se \ beta he

Man than the boy big Is

'The man is bigger than the boy'

31 . /adml "^ebse \ ba^a he

Man of a I I big is

'The man is the biggest (of all)'

32. ''jafi ^tasvir ^sab sa kam ^ sondar he

This picture of all little beautiful is

'This picture is the least beautiful (of all)'

33. ^bete ne ^ lafko ko \ dekha

Son boys saw

'The son saw the boys'

-A A ~ \
34. bete ne latko ko * dekha tha

Son boys has seen

'The son has seen the boys'

35. kja '^apne /kabhi ^kalkatta /dekha he

Interr. you ever Calcutta have seen

'Have you ever seen Calcutta?'



36.^admi ne ^nokar se /pjala \ I ija

Man servant from cup took

'The man took the cup from the servant'

37. ^kon se /admi ne jeh /ktja
Which (particular) man this did

'Which man did this?'

38. /mera /ek /bhai \ he

Of me one brother is

' 1 have a brother'

39./^ admi ke pas do /makan \ he

Man belonging to two houses are

'The man has two houses'

40. A mekan me /bahot ^ kamre he

House in many rooms are

'There are many rooms in the house'

41. ^lafka ^hindi \ bol raha tha

Boy Hindi speak was continuing

'The boy was speaking Hindi'

42. /v idjarthi '/^kitab \ pa^h raha tha

Student book read was continui

'The student was reading a book'
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43. ^idmi ^ahar -^ahi \3aega
Man city not will go

'The man will not go to the city'

44. agar /ap /'dhire Vne bole to /^Tie ^ahi samajh sakuga

If you slowly not speak then I not understand will
be abIe

'If you do not speak slowly I shall not be able to understand'

45 "^dmi ''jarab /nahi Vpita tha

Man wine not was drinking

'The man was not drinking the wine'

4g ^bacce /ghar me -^ahi V rahe the

Children at home not have remained

'The children have not remained at home'

47. kja /ap ne^ghofe par •^savari kabhi ''nahi ki he

Interr. you horse on ride never done

'Haven't you ever ridden a horse?'

48. 30 -/pan i ^nadi se ''at a he vah /me /nahi ^pi sakta

Which water river from comes that I not drink can

'i cannot drink water which comes from the river'

49. 30 /'kitab ^ap ne ''mojhe vapas di ^vah //meri \nahi he

Which book you to me back gave that of me not is

'The book which you returned to me is not mine'
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50. ^vah ^.dmi jo /^khet me ^kam ^kar raha he Vkisan he

That man who field in work is doing farmer is

'The man who is working In the field is a farmer'

51. J is ^ admi ko /me ne ^pese ^dije jeh ^ vehi he

Which man to t money gave this him is

'This is the man to whom i gave the money'

52. "^jehi vah /admi he jise /nie ne /inam \dija
This the man is to whom I reward gave

'This is the man to whom f gave the reward'

53. 33b /me ne /bel ^dekhe tab /ve ^hal ^ khic rahe the

When I oxen saw, then they plough were pulling

'When I saw the oxen, they were pulling the plough'

54. jab /koi ^ajnabi /ghar me /ata he tab /'kotta\bhukta he

When some stranger house in comes then dog barks

'When some stranger comes into the house, the dog barks'

55. /jab bhi /ap /hindostan V jae A mdi \bole
Whenever you to India go Hindi speak

'Whenever you go to fndia, speak Hindi'

56./jttni /^lakfi /apko ^/cahije \ I ijije

So much wood to you is needed please take

'Take as much wood as you need'
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57o "^Ta^ke or /"lafkija /'skul \ gate he

Boys and girls school go

rBoys and girls go to school'

58. /me ^a^ko or /^la^kijo ko \ dekhta hu

t boys and girls see

'[ see the boys and girls'

59. /'hathi </os /admi ko ^gira deta he

Elephant that man throw gives

'The elephant throws down that man'

60. /me ne /spn i /<it ab /apne /'dost ko \de di

t my own book my own friend give gave

'I gave my book to my friend'

6 I . ^ noker ne ^ mez se /'batt i ^ I e I i

Servant table from lamp take took

'The servant took away the lamp from the table'

62. /|efka chat se V gtr pa^a

Boy roof from fe I I

'The boy fel I off the roof

63. gab /oski /akh ^kholi /^surag \ntkal coka tha

When his eyes had opened sun had appeared

'When his eyes had opened the sun had CaI ready) appeared'
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64. ^'ah /idmi ^ pita ke jesa \ he

This man father such as is

'This man is like his father'

65. '^osne ^k ^ mahal jesa •''ghar \ banaja

He one palace such as house built

'He built a palace-like house'

66. ^dudh ^pina fmojhe ''das//sal se \ pasend he

Milk to drink to me for ten years liking is

'1 have liked drinking milk for ten years'

67. /me -^aha ^pichle ^bis baras se ^ rahta hu

i here past twenty years for have lived

'i have been living here for the past twenty years'

68. ^is fDares ^ pah 11 e me "'jaha ^rahta tha

Twenty years ago I here was living

'I was living here twenty years ago'

69.y^ikh ^1 ikh kar^lafke ke /'hath ^ fhak gsje

Write write of the boy hands tired went

'The boy's hands became tired (continually) writing'

70. /no^he bhukh

To me hunger

' I am hungry'

^vlagi he

comes
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.''^calne ke bad //mojhe \71/ xcalne ke bad 'majhe \ pjas Isgt i he

To walk after to me thirst comes

' r get thirsty after walking'

72. jab «/d"hup ^nikelti he tab -^art /^Fghelre \ I egt i he

When sunlight appears then snow melt begins

'When the sunlight appears, the snow begins to melt'

73. '//osne Iefki ko'^nadi ke '^kmare per ^ofte'hoe \dekha
He girl rFver of bank along running saw

'He saw the girl running along the bank of the river'

74. //admi ^onta \ rehta he

Man listen continues

'The man keeps on listening'

75. ~"jab /ap ^kalkatta ^jae /mojhe /sath \lete jae

When you Calcutta should go me along with take go

'When you go to Calcutta, take me with you'

76. /machoa tez \cala karta he

Fisherman fast walk do'es

'The fisherman is used to walking fast'

77. -"admi -^yarib ^logo ko /pese Vdija karta he

Man poor people to money give does

'The man goes on giving money to the poor'
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78. admi ka /beta ^he jo \pefhta he

Man of one son is who studies

'The man has a son who studies'

79. ^admi ko -^ek ^beti /he jo \gat i he

Man one daughter is who sings

'The man has a daughter who sings'

80. /pac or /pac \ des hote he

Five and five ten are

'Five plus five make ten'

81. /"des minet ^kem ^ afh hoe he

Ten minutes less eight Is

'It's ten minutes to eight'

82. /ap A pac mi.net ^der se ^aje
You five minutes late came

'You arrived five minutes late'

/ *

83. admi ne lekfi ka ' mekan \ benvaja
/

Man of wood house had made

'The man had a wooden house made'

84. /is /-kepte ka ^^regg bedelva \dijije
This cloth of colour change please give

'Please have the colour of this cloth changed'

/
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^bel ^khet ki "^araf85. 'bel x khet ki taraf xdor rahe he

Oxen field towards run continue

'The oxen are running towards the field'

86. "^bacce /gane \ son rahe he

Children songs listen continue

'The children are listening to songs'

'. /adm i /'per ^87. /admi per ^katvata he

Man tree has cut

'The man has the tree cut'

Aflame koch /ropa.ia88. hame o.j koch /ropaja dilva dijije

To us today some money cause to give give

'Please cause Csomeone) to have some money given to us today'

89. /ma '^larki se ^ bacce ko ^dudh ^ pi I vat i he

Mother from girl child milk causes to feed

'The mother causes the girl to feed the child milk'

90. kja ^ ap ke pas f poo //'pac /ropaje ke /do '''not he

Interr. you belonging five five rupees two notes are

'Have you two five-rupee notes?'

91. /'mojhe thik fh i k /'kahani \ sonaije

To me exactly story please tell

'Please tell me the story exactly'
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92. '^jsldi "^jeldi ne ^celuje
Fast fast not please walk

'Please do not walk quickly'

93. "^esa kerna \ eccha nehi

Such to do good not

'tt is not good to do this'

94. 'As ^ bay me Atenis ^khelna \ mena he

This garden in tennis to play forbidden is

'Playing tennis is not allowed in this garden'

95. Ane Asa kam /Karna Aeh i ^pesend \ kerta hu

1 such work to do not like doing

'I don't like to do such work'

96. /hem ^mez per ^Jetrep? /khe I ne \ bethe

We table at chess to play sat down

'We sat down at the table to play chess'

97. /gb Aiojhe /sitar A>e:jane \dijije
Now to me si tar to pI ay please give

'Please let me play the sitar now'

98. /yah ^ chotci se A kotteka ^becca Ae^a \sonder he

That Crather) small dog of child very pretty Is

'That Crather) small puppy is very pretty'
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99. /'jah /kon sa /''fahar he

This what Cspecffic) town is

'What Cspecffic) town is this?'

100. '^osne *^kon si ''ki.tab /""pe^hi
He what Cspecific) book he read

'What Cspecific) book did he read?'

101. gesa /bap vesa >beta

As father so son

'As is the father, so is the son'

102. """*jesa//kam/^om ne/mere/^dost ke I ij<Xkija'vesa hi /nere /lijeVkero
Such work you my friend for did such indeed for me do

'Do the same type of work for me as you did for my friend'

103. /"g-gse /apne bataja ' vese hi /osne \kija
Just you said that indeed he did

'He did just as you said'

104. /*ap /^kesa ^kom karte he

You what kind work do

'What kind of work do you do?'

105. -/"jah "^^kesi patrika

This what kind magazine

'What magazine is this?'

he

t s
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106. se "^koi ''ek ''sal ^bad ^me ^indostan me^huga
Now from about one year after I India in shall be

'About a year from now t shall be in India'

/lerka ''calta107. kja /la^ka 'calta he

tnterr. boy walks

'Does the boy walk?'

■''orate '^sabziio ko /^de108. kja orate ' sabzijo ko /dekhti he

tnterr. women vegetables see

'Do the women see the vegatables?'

109. kja /admi /mote he

tnterr. men fat are

'Are the men fat?'

I 10. kja ^a^ka -^bolna ''cahta he

Interr. boy to speak wants

'Does the boy want to speak?'

III. kja /ap -^meri
Interr. you of me

'Can you he Ip me?'

112. kja / me /bahot ^aldi ^bol raha hu

Interr. I much fast talk continuing

'Am I talking too fast?'

'madad /kar /sakte he

help do can
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sskta he

can

114. ^vsh ^^admi "^aha, \rahta he

That man where Iives

'Where does the man live?'

115. -^ah /adm t ^ kaha se

That man where from

'Where does the man come from?'

116. ^a^ka /hmdi ^kjo \ bolta he

Boy Hindi why speaks

'Why does the boy speak Hindi?'

117. ■^/vah/admi ''fahar /kjo \ jafa he

Man city why goes

'Why does the man go to the city?'

118. ''ghoEa Spjasa \ kjo he

Horse thirsty why is

'Why is the horse thirsty?'

119. /ga^i kab

Train when

'When does the

113. /nokar ^thal ija ^kahft '^'rakh.
Servant plates where place

'Where can the servant place the plates?'

\ ata he

comes

//apes \ Ivapas \ati he

back comes

train return?'
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120. ^tkari ^bhsjanek bagh ko keb /mar ^sekta he

Hunter dreadful tiger when kill can

'When can the hunter kill the dreadful tiger?'

121. /fomhare /pet i defter /kese \jate he

Your husband office how goes

'How does your husband go to his office?'

122. /"veh ■/lefka ^indi /'kjo ^nehi ^bolta
That boy Hindi why not speaks

'Why doesn't the boy speak Hindi?'

123. /cgari /vapes ^kjo /nehi \at i

Train back why not comes

'Why doesn't the train return?'

124. kttne /bsje he

How many hours are

'What time is it?'

25. / veh * kon he

He who is

'Who is he?'

126. /ap ko kja \cahije
You what need

'What do you need?'
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127. ^veh ^a^ka ^kis ^admi ko ^dekh sekta he

That boy which man see can

'Which man can the boy see?'

128. yveh \ kja he

That what Is

'What Is that?'

129. '//veh ^e^ka kja ^ dekhta he

That boy what sees

'What does the boy see?'

/ S / \
130. kon sa xadmi x khet me he

Which. man field In Is

'Which man is In the field?'

131. "^kon si * kitab mez per \ he

Which book table on is

'Which book is on the table?'

132. Zap /kit na ,/pani \ cahte he

You how much water want

'How much water do you want?'

133. "^"becca ^itna ^dudh \pijega
Chi Id how much milk willdrink

'How much milk will the ch i I d drink?'
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134. ^har me //'ki.tni \orte he

House in how many women are

'How many women are there in the house?'

135. ^ser la ''kesi he

Sari a how is

'How is SarI a?'

136. kja /onho ne //htndi ^thik ^boli
interr. they Hindi correctly spoke

'Did they speak Hindi correctly?'

137. ^^dudhvale ka ^^har ^ kaha he

Milkman of house where is

'Where is the milkman's house?'

138. ^ap ^on si lafki ko \Tante he

You which girl know

'Which girl do you know?'

139. ^me ^kon kon se '^vakja ^ dohrau

I which which sentences should repeat

'Exactly which sentences should I repeat?'

140. ^esa ''kam /karte he

You what kind of work do

'What kind of work do you do?'
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141. ^sne //ap ko '/'kesi ^kahani N sonaj i

He to you what story told

'What story did he tell you?'

142. ymojhe t+iik 1+ifk /kahan i \ sonatje

To me exactly exactly story tell

'Please tell me the story exactly'

143. "^dhire "'dhire \ khao

Slowly slowly eat

'Eat very slowly'

/ /\ / s144. kap^e ka 'ragg ' bad I atje

This cloth of colour change

'Please change the colour of this cloth'

145. yis ^kap^e ka ^ragg ^badalva \dijije
This cloth of colour change give

'Please have the colour of this cloth changed'

146. /jitni "^lakfi //ap ko /cahije le \lijije
So much wood you need take take

'Please take as much wood as you need'

147. jab ^koi ^ajnabi /ghar me ^ta he tab\bhukta he

When any stranger to house comes then dog barks

'When any stranger comes to the house, the dog barks'
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148. bhi Aip An ndostan Ajae Aundi \bole
Whenever you India go Hindi speak

'Whenever you go to fndfa, speak Hindi'

149. >Aah Aidmi ^Jeher Aiahi \jaega
That man city not will go

'The man will not go to the city'

150. Sas A admi ke pas A*do Anakan \ he

That man belonging to two houses are

'The man has two houses'

Word-iso 1ates recorded

151 . Varaf directi on

152. aNmir rich

153. \alu potato

154. ^ gkhbar news

155. \upar up

156. \kambal b 1 anket

157. \ao Come'.

1 58. ^ adm I man

159. xxJVam hermitage

160. Vadhonik modern

161. V repan fifty three

162. pra^bhav inf1uence

163. \vjakhjan speech

164. pra^mokh ch ief



165. \dr ifja s ight

166. \pr ithvi earth

167. \pjara be 1oved

168. dCD<> a 1 one

169. 9 A jacar outrage

170. a\canak sudden ly

171 .

^ ajnebi stranger

172. dcAkandar shopkeeper

173. aVh imsa non-vio1ence

174. saA tavan fifty seven

175. \ andoIan movement

176. doh\rana to repeat

177. ikNkanve ninety one

178. aXzadi freedom

179. orAhattar sixty nine

180. ad^h tktar most 1y

181 . o^tarna to descend

182. sA h it ja 1iterature

183. cA J" irvad blessing

184. pa^lagg bed

185. adh Akar authority

186. \ khordori rough

187. ^bandanvar festoon

188. adhXjajan study

189. Agazat permission

190. Vonnat I advance

191 . durXdarff far-sighted

192. i Al ota on ly



193. \purn ima fu11 moon

194. iVkettha co1lected

195. oJ"sNdhalej hospital

196. imarrNbara sacred place

197. \ mentri nunister

198. \cendre moon

199. snoVjaji follower

200. ^atmeketha au+obiography

201 . avsf^jekta necessity

202. menoV-epjen entertainment
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APPENDIX II

Folk Tales

These are two of the large collection of Folk Tales which exist

tn Hindi. They serve to show the methods of story-telling, which

has a long tradition in Hindi. The transcription shows the division

of sentences into Phrases by the use of vertical lines; a certain

amount of knowledge of the language is required in order to associate

particular Phrases with particular Sub-Contours.
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I . A Foolish Farmer

kisi | gav me | ek | kisan ke pas | ek | morgi

certain village in one farmer belonging one hen

thi II jo prat id in | sone ka | ek | ariAa | dija

was now everyday gold of one egg give

karti | thi || ek | dm | os | kisan ne | soca :

did was one day this farmer thought :

"jadi me | is | morgi ka pet | cirkar | sabhi

if I this hen of belly cut ail

ariAe | nikal lu | to | bata | sondar

eggs take take then very fine

ho "

be

jah sockar os ne | morgi ka | pet cir

this having thought he hen of be I Iy cut

d,ala

paranto | os ke

but its

pet se | ek bhi | ari^a

belly from one indeed egg

na nikla ||

not appeared

jah dekh kar | vah | beta

this having seen he very

dokhi | hoa | or phut

unhappy was and moan

phut kar roja | or pachtaja ||
moan did and complained
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tn a certain village, a farmer had a hen. Now everyday it laid

a golden egg. One day this farmer thought: "If I were to cut open

the belly of this hen and take out a I I the eggs, that would be very

fine". After thinking this,, he cut open the hen's belly, but from

it not one egg appeared. When he saw this he was very unhappy, and

noisily moaned and complained.

2. The boy who cried 'wolf'

ktsi | gav ka | ek | gvala | jeogel me | bhe^e | ceraja

certain village of one cowherd jungle in sheep graze

kerta tha

did was

os ne

he

ek | dm

one day

jhuth jhuth hi [

false false indeed

gav valo ko

vtI I ages to

pokara

shouted

ere

Oy

dofijo

run

mojhe

me

bhefija | khane j a geja he." || log | epni lathija

wolf to eat come go is people their lathis

le ker | ose | becane ke I ije | dofe | perento

having taken htm to defend to ran but

veha [ jaker j dekha | to gvale ko

there having gone they saw that cowherd

haste paja. ||

laugh obtained

os ki | jeh calaki | dekh ker | ve | lot gse || gvale ko |
his this deceit having seen they return went cowherd
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us. I khel me | bsfa anend | aja. || os ne | phir |
this. game in very happy came. he then

ek [ bar | tsi prekar | gav valo ko | vjerth hi |
one time this manner villagers concerned

do^-aja | eb | ve | jan gee | ki I e^ka | jhutha he

caused to then they know went that boy liar is
run

ek | dtn | secmoc hi | bhe^ija | a geja | or jeb

one day really indeed wolf come went and when

gvala | sehajta ke Il je | cullaja | to gav vale |

cowherd help for called then villagers

ne ae. || onho ne | semjha | ku gvala | pehtle ki bhat u

not came. they knew that cowherd as before

jhuth bol reha he. || bhe^ije ne j gvale ko | mar 4,al a

false speech continued. wolf cowherd killed

A cowherd of a certain vi-llage used to graze his sheep in the

jungle. One day he shouted falsely to the villagers: "Oh, run

here! A wolf has come to eat me up". Everyone picked up their

lathis and ran to protect him, but when they got there they saw that

the cowherd was laughing. When they realised his deceit, they went

back. The cowherd was very amused at this game. in this way he

made the villagers run a number of times. One day the wolf really
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did come, and when the cowherd called for help the villagers didn't

come. They knew that as before the cowherd was stiI I speaking

falsely. The wolf killed the cowherd.
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APPENDIX tit

Conversattons

These are not true conversations, since they were not spontane¬

ous and were not recorded clandestinely. They were recorded by a

single voice, reading from a written text in phonetic transcription;

but they reflect, f suggest, the kinds of intonation patterns used

in ordinary conversation, except that these conversations were

uttered generally in an unemphatic way. tt proved impossible, in

the time at my disposal, to record any really emphatic utterances;

t have had to consider emphatic utterances on the basis of my own

note-taking of Hindi speakers.

The transcription includes "tonetic-accent" marks before each

Phrase, so that anyone reading them aloud (even without any knowledge

of the language) could make a fair shot at reproducing an acceptable

Hindi intonation.

The marks used are as follows:

LEVEL

FALL \

RISE /

FALL-RISE V

RISE-FALL
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CONVERSATION I

A Conversation between Two Farmers (after Bender 1967, p.142)

Mohan: /manohar //caca , ^ preryom .^ap ^ese he ?

manohar uncle, greetings. You how are?

/"caci ji or ^ecce /kese he ?

Aunt and children how are?

Manohar: ^xqJ" /"raho . /"sab par /bhagvan ki \krapa he.

Happy remain. Everybody on God's favour is.

/"tomhari /caci bh i ^^mere \ sath he.

Your aunt indeed with me is.

^vah ^is vakf /mandir me ^darjan "^karti he.

She this time temple in darshan does.

/'bacce /ghar \he . /ajkai /rharut ^bahot he.

Children home are. Nowadays cold very is.

./kaho -^ohan, /tomhare /naje khet /kese he ?

Tell Mohan, your new fields how are?

/kitni /zamin /jotte ho?

How much land cultivate ?

Mohan: /'khet """acche /'he . "^mere pas /qarib /^andra
Fields good are. To me belonging about fifteen
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\eker he. "^is "^sal me '/des -'eker hi

acres are* This year in ten acres indeed

\ jotta hu kjoki /mere pas ^kafi ^pese
cultivate because me belonging enough money

\nehi he .

not are.

Manohar: /kon kon si "^fesle '^ot i he ?

What what crops are?

Mohan: "''mere ^khet /gehu or ^genne ke I ije ^ehot
My fields wheat and sugar cane for very

\ V / /A»ecche he . pas hi •'qerib 'des mil per

good are. Near indeed just ten miles from

*^ek '^efi Scini ki /mil bhi ^ he, ' isse

one big sugar of mill indeed is, there

/genne ./asani se ^bikte he .

sugar cane easily sold are.

Manohar: "^tomhare pas ■'Kitne /^anver he ?

You belonging to how many animals are?
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Mohan: ^ mere pas /ek ^bhes """or y/'be I ^he .

Me belonging to one water and one bullock are.
buffalo

''tin '"'bakrija bh i \ he .^bakrija ^do ser /dudh

Three goats also are. Goats two seers milk

Vdeti he.

give .

/osse /ap
F rom i t

^bhes ^poc ser -^dudh \ det i he,

Water five seers milk gives,
buffaIo

ki /Dehu /ghi \ banat i he, or

your daughtei—in-law ghee makes, and

/bacce /dah i or /mattha \pite he.

children curds and buttermilk drink.

Manohar: / ek be I se '^het kese ^jotte ho ?

One bullock with fields how cultivate?

Mohan: /caca , •''jah ^ahot ^mojkil he . -^rne /apne

Uncle, this very difficult is. I my

^ bhai ka ^bel X^stamai ^karta hu.'A oske pas

brother's bullock use do. Him belonging

/oxr \ be I he . As Aa I Asarkar Apni
four bullocks are. This year government its
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'A majin se ^ek ''bar ^ khodt i he, ^kjoki
machine with once dig is, because

/!:amin /'abhi \ kafi he. ^agle Asal me """ek

ground now hard is. Next year in one

or ^el /"xaridna Vcahta hu.

more bullock buy want am.

Manohar: /khet me or Aja cize /hot! he?

Field in and what things are ?

Mohan: /is Asai /\idhe me /sabzija he , or /adhe

This year half in vegetables are, and half

/<het me /"ganna or \ gehu . ^jaha se A ath

field in sugar cane and wheat. Here from eight

mil par ^ Jahsr ka ^bazar he, ^vahci
miles from city of bazaar is, there

Asabzija, /xub Vbikti he . ■//sabzijo me

vegetables well sell are. Vegetables in

/zjada /mehnat /nahi ^agti, or sesa bhi

much work not take, and money also

A^jada Anahi Vlagfa.
much not take .
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Manohar: ^tomhare /1<het me /'is '"'sal /"konsi sebzija

Your field in this year what vegetables

/he

are?

Mohan: Vgobhi, V meter, ^alu, V temater, Vgajer,

Cauliflower, peas, potatoes, tomatoes, carrots

or \palek
and spinach.

Manohar: /ganne ki /fesel /is *^sal /kesi he?

sugar cane of crop this year how is?

Mohan: / is /sal /jenna to /behot \ eccha he,

This year sugar cane very good is.

per /gehu /eccha \nehi.
but what good not .

Manohar: ^kitne /men /gehu he ?

How many maunds wheat are?

Mohan: /qerib /pecas \ men . /coca ke I /gehu

About fifty maunds. Uncle nowadays wheat

ka kja /shav he?
what price is?
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Manohar: /das /rupaje ka //ek /man Sjokandar
Ten rupees of one maund shopkeeper

/kisan se ^ xaridta he. '"'torn /"kttni ^fasle

farmer from buys. You how many crops

/katte ho?

reap ?

Mohan: "^do ^^ba^i ^asle /kaf /'sakta hu, or ^bic
Two big crops cut can am, and in

/
me " koch ""sabzuja bhi «/peda ^ho ^6akt i he.

between some vegetables also grow can are.

Manohar: /rabi ki /fasa I */kja he ?

Spring of crops what are?

Mohan: /^rabi ki ^fasal me ^ehu or ^ ganna,

Spring of crop in wheat and gram,

-^xarif ki /fasal me /"dal or \ cana katta

autumn of crop in pulses and gram cut

hu. /"coca , *^ap ' kon si ""fasle ^ lete h??

am. Uncle, you kind crop take are?
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Manohar: ^mere pas '""sab ''cave I ke ^ khet he .

Me belonging all rice of fields are.
to

koch /sebzi bhi ^ogata hu, ^ekm /^pas ka

Some vegetable also grow am, but near of

/bazar ^e^a \nehi. fnere ^khet ka ''cave I

bazaar big not. My field of rice

^behot \ eccha he. /ek /-upeje ka /do /ser
very good is. One rupee of two seers

\ bikta he.

-selI is.

Mohan: "^ap ke '"'khet me *^pani ^keha se fata he?

Your field in water where from comes?

Manohar: /pan i ^^gagga se /ata he """or '^kebhi ^ koe

Water Ganges from comes and also well

se bhi ^ I eta hu.

from also take am.

Mohan: / ap /k it n i

You how many

^fesle Skatte

crops cut

he ?

are?
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Manohar: /meri ^ekhi /acchi /^fasel \he. ^dusri
To me one only good crop Is. Second

me ^tomhari -^"cac i "^dal or -^ebzija -^peda
in your aunt pulse and vegetables grow

\ karti he or ''me '''Vini ki /mi\ me

does and I sugar of mill in

^kam ^karta hu. ^caval or /dal ^khane ke

work do . Rice and pulse eat

I ije \ kafi he . ''teks ka //rupaja ^mil me

for enough are. Tax of money mill in

'Kamata hu. ^tomhare ^khet /acche he , ^eta.
earn am. Your fields good are, son.

/Dure ''sal ^amdani ^ hot i he.

whole year income is .

Mohan: ^ap //mere ghar /'a ije.

You my house come.

Manohar: *//ho I i ^oX i ^he. '^ske ^bad -^me '^tomhare

Holi comes is. it after your

//'khet "^dekhne ke I ije \a sakta hu.
fields see to come can am.
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Mohan: /coca , /^ap or "^becce hoi i me t//mere ^eha
Uncle, you and children Hoii in my place

\ aije.
come.

Manohar: /holi me /me ^tomhare /'"jeha /nehi Sa \sekta.
Holi in I your place not come can.

•//meri ^efki */'maj ke ^ana \ cahti he.

My girl home to come wants.

/me ^ hoi i ke fpendra ^din bad //q. ^sekta hu.

I Holi of fourteen days after come can am.

^tomhari '^caci ^nehi /a /sekt i kjoki ^ve
Your aunt not come can because she

^os vekt ^khet me ^kam '^ert i he. ^me
that time field in work do Is. I

^
car hi *^din /fheher \>sekta hu. ^da\ //qs
four indeed days stay can am. Pulses that

vekt ^pekti he; /janvero or ^ pekfijo ka

time ripen is; animals and birds of
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•^er ^ rehta he. ^tomhara /gav /"<11n i dur he?

fear continues . Your village hew far is?

/me ha /kese /pehuc /sekta hu?

I there how arrive can am?

Mohan: /mera /gav ^ jeha se /des \ mil dur he,

My village here from ten miles far is,

per /apke /gav se A peccis mil \ dur he •

but your village from 25 miles far is,

/ap /'gap se /lalpur A stejen per /oterije,
You train from Lalpur station at descend,

/Nveha se /gjareh /beje /'ek /bes /celt I he

there from eleven hours one bus leaves is

jo ^ bakupora ^do / gher^te me \ pehuct i he.

which Bakupura two hours in arrives is.

/op /riQjhe ^%pne A ce I ne ka /hn /likhtje.
You to me your travelling of day write.

/bakupora se /tiera /gav /do \mi I he.

Bakupura from my village two miles is.
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/meri /belgafi "^her /dusre /dm /bakupora
My cart every second day Bakupura

/ y /\ y / /' jati he. ' ap vaha se behot '"asani se/a

go is. You there from very easily come

\ sakte he .

can are.

Manohar: /accha, /beta. ^b /^ne ^gagga me /nahana
Good, son. Now I Ganges in to bathe

or /oske /bad /me I a ^ dekhna cahta hu.

and this after mela see want am.

/malorn

Know

Mohan: /caci

Aunt,

Aunt: -/of /"reho ,/beta, /ghar me "^sab log

Happy remain, son. House in ail people

/ kese he?

how are?

ynahi ■/tomhari ./"caci ./kaha he.

not your aunt where is.
*****************

ji , V prartpm . "^andir ''iTesa he?

greetings. Temple how is?
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Mohan: ^ab log ^ xof he. Janti ko kel se

All people happy are. Shanti yesterday from

\ bokhar at a he.

fever came Is.

Manohar: ^mohan, /torn or ^caci /'bate karo.^e ^nahane
Mohan, you and aunt talk do. I bathe

ke I ije \ jata hu. ^me ''bahot ^bhukha hu.

in order to go am. 1 very hungry am.

is se /jaldi /'khana -^hana \cahta hu.

That after quickly food to eat want am.

A

"^dahi "A^tni ka he?

Curds how much of is?

Mohan: ^dah i ^pcLc ^pese ka ''ek \pav.
Curds five pice of one pav.

Manohar: ^ Jahar me *^har ciz ^ mahagi he.Agav me

City in everything expensive is. Village in

'Atna

this

''Aiahi /car ^""pese ka ^nulta he.

much curds four pice gets
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Aj^ohan, -"''pani Aksha Aiulta he?

Mohan, water where gets i s,

Mohan: A "Ask <Aipas me ek Aa I he. 'me Nvaha se paniAn?

Nearby one tap is. t there from water

^ia ^sekta hu.

bring can am.

Aunt: A mg Apani ^iaugi ^bersat me Agsgga A'Da^ht i

I water will bring. Rains in Ganges floods

Aie or Ajgh sab ^jagah ^pani me ^ hot i he.

is and this whole area water in is .

Manohar:

A . , ~

jaha par

Here by

/jah Ame|e
This me 1 a

he?

i s i

An3| Skesa.

tap how

ke I ije Aas -A"Lntazam ^he,
for special arrangement is,

^jaha par ^bijW he, Asinema he, or ^gana
Here by electricity is, cinema is, and music

bhi ^bijli ke ^ I au<3,sp i kar se \ hota he.

also electricity of loudspeaker from is.

"ag "^bojhane ka bhi ^infazom he. "'jah Aab
Fire put out of also arrangement is. This all
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^ mele ke 11je ^he.^mele ke bad </jeha ^ssb
mela for is. mela after this all

/ / ~ \ y/ / /' koch 'nahi % rahta .•'sarkar jah ^intezam

some not remains. Government this arrangement

^ jatrijo ke I tje \kerti he.

travellers for does is.

Aunt. ''jah to "^ehot ^ accha he. /"t in ^baje
This then very good is. I three hours

^ gav ke I tje /calna ^ caht i hu. ab /'calo,

village for travel want am. Now come,

/isab 'fog \ me I a

a I I peopie mela

dekhe.

let see.
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Free Translation

Mohan: Uncle Manohar, greetings. How are you? How are my aunt

and the chiIdren?

Manohar: Be happy. Everybody is in God's hand. Your aunt is

indeed with me. At the moment she is doing darshan in the

Temple. The children are at home. It's very cold nowa¬

days. Tell me, Mohan, how are your new fields? How much

land do you cultivate?

Mohan: The fields are good. 1 have about fifteen acres. This

year 1 am cultivating ten acres only, because t haven't

enough money.

Manohar: What crops are there?

Mohan: My fields are-very good for wheat and sugar cane. Just

ten miles away there is a big sugar mill, where sugar cane

is eastly sold.

Manohar: How many animals have you?

Mohan: I have one water buffalo and one bullock. I also have

three goats. The goats give two seers of milk. The

water buffalo gives five seers of milk. Your daughter-in-

law makes ghee from it, and the children drink curds and

buttermtIk.

Manohar: How do you cultivate your fields with one bullock?

Mohan: Uncle, this is very difficult. I use my brother's bullock.

He has four bullocks. This year the Government digs with

its machine once, because the ground is hard now. I want

to buy more bullocks next year.

Manohar: What crops are in the fields?
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Mohan: This year vegetables are in half my fields, and sugar cane

and wheat in the other half. The town bazaar is eight miles

from here, and vegetables sell well there. Vegetables don't

take much work, nor much money.

Manohar: What vegetables are there in your fields this year?

Mohan: Cauliflower, peas, potatoes, tomatoes, carrots and spinach.

Manohar: How is your sugar cane crop this year?

Mohan: The sugar cane is very good this year, but wheat isn't good.

Manohar: How many maunds of wheat are there?

Mohan: About fifty maunds. Uncle, what is the price of wheat

nowadays?

Manohar: The shopkeeper buys it from the farmer at ten rupees per

maund. How many crops do you reap?

Mohan: f can get two big crops, and can grow some vegetables in

between.

Manohar: What Spring crops have you?

Mohan: I get wheat and gram for my Spring crop, and pulses and

gram in the Autumn. Uncle, what kind of crops do you have?

Manohar: All my fields grow rice. I also grow some vegetables, but

there isn't a big bazaar nearby. My rice field is very

good. Two seers sell for a rupee.

Mohan: Where does the water in your fields come from?

Manohar: The water comes from the Ganges, and I also take some from

a we I I.

Mohan: How many crops do you cut?

Manohar: t only have one good crop. In the second your aunt grows

pulses and vegetables and I work in the sugar mill. Rice
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and pulses are enough for us to eat. I earn the money

for my taxes in the mill. Your fields are good, son. You

have income for the whole year.

Mohan: Please come to my house.

Manohar: Ho Ii is coming. I can come to see your fields after it.

Mohan: Uncle, you and your children must come to my place at Ho Ii.

Manohar: I can't come to your place at Hoi I. My daughter wants to

come home. I can come a fortnight after Holi. Your

aunt can't come because she works in the field at that time,

i can stay for four days only. Pulses ripen then; there

are animals and birds of prey. How far is your village?

How can t get there?

Mohan: My village is ten miles distant from here, but twenty five

miles from your village. You get out of the train at

La I pur station, and a bus leaves there at eleven o'clock

which gets to Bakupura in two hours. Write and let me

know the day you're travelling. Bakupura is two miles from

my village. My ox-cart goes to Bakupura every other day.

You can very easily come from there.

Manohar: Good, son. Now L want to bathe in the Ganges and after¬

wards see the Mela. I don't know where your aunt is.

Mohan: Greetings, aunt. How is the temple?

Aunt: Be happy, son. How is everyone at home?

Mohan: Everybody is well. Shanti had fever yesterday.

Manohar: Mohan, you and your aunt have a chat. I am going for a

bathe. I am very hungry. I want to eat immediately

afterwards. How much is curds?
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Mohan: Five pice for one pav.

Manohar: Everything Is expensive in the city. In the village this

much curds costs four pice. Mohan, where do we get water?

Mohan: There's a tap nearby. I can bring water from there.

Aunt: I'll bring the water. In the rainy season the Ganges

floods and this whole area is under water. How is there a

tap near here?

Mohan: it's a special arrangement for the Mela. There's elec¬

tricity here, and a cinema, and also music from a loudspeaker.

This is all for the Mela. None of this remains after the

Mela. The Government makes this arrangement for travellers.

Aunt: This is very good. I want to set off for our viIlage at

three o'clock. Now come, let us all see the Mela.

CONVERSATION II

A Trip to Bombay (after Bender 1967, p.198)

Syama: \
s ita

SI ta

/ V' bahan, apki

friend, your

tabijet

heaIth

eb 1kesi he?

now how Is?

bembei

Bombay

me ^kahci thi ?

in where were?

Sita: /meri /fabijet """ eb /bilkol \ fh i k he. par

My health now completely fine is. But

S"abhi ^halka ^khana
now Iight food

\h i N khat i hu.

indeed eat am.
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Syama: ^arla kes i he? ^oska ''pet i ^kja kerta he?

Sarla how Is? Her husband what does is?

Sita: ^serla ^behot ^xoj he. .^oska ''pet i kalej me

Sarla very happy Is. Her husband college in

/3efhta he. A^ske ^sesor ke pas /ath "^nekan
studies is. Her father-in-law to eight houses

— A \ s ,
or kep^e ka rozgar he. 'oske Anekan me

and cloth of business is. His house in

'^k chota ^flet ^mehmano ke I ije ^ tha. ^me
one small flat guests for was. I

A os i me ^ reht i thi. ^serla ki sas A^ahot
it in stayed. Sarla's mother-in-law very

^bheli he. /roz ^Jam or '//sobeh A"mojhe

nice is. Everyday, morning and evening, me

•^dekhne \ at i thi.^mojhe ^Jerla ki sas ""^pm
to see come was. Me Sarla's mother-in-iaw her

/motsr me Aroz Jam ^copeti per ^le \jati thi.

car in every evening seashore to take go was,
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Syama: ^slta ^bahsn , </me "^bambel ^dekhna \cahti hu.

Sita friend, I Bombay to see want am.

Sita: /bambei /acchi ^ jagah he.^Jam ke ^yaVX
Bombay good place is. Evening of time

/samodra ke /kmare /bahot ^og /\ ghumne ko

sea of shore many people to stroll

^ ate he vaha par /ba^e /ba^e ^gharo ki

come are. There to big big families of

arte bhi ^ at i he . //ve ^klabo me \ jat i he ,

women also come are. They clubs in go are,

■^teriLS ^khelti he .

tennis play are.

Syama: /onko ^klabo me ^ jane ka -^vakt "//kahcL
Their clubs in go of time where

milta he?

find is?

Sita: "^on ke ^'aha "^nokar ^sab ^kam Vkarte he .

Their homes servants all work do are.
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Syama: ne '''bembei me ^kja kja xertda?

You Bombay in what what bought?

Sita: V me ne ^bazar ^ekha. /'sa£ija Y'behot Secch \

i bazaar saw. Saris very good

he .''veha per ^ mot i ke ^^ehne -^scche the.

are. There at pearl of jewellery good was.

^me ne ^ek ''set "^kemla ke ! ije \ xerida he.

I one set Kami a for bought am.

^koch ^kepfe bht ^oske I ije ^xeridna \:aht i

some cloth also her for buy want

thi. ^oski ^Jadi bhi ''eg I e ^al ^kerne ka

was. Her marriage too next year to do

\vicar he. """per "'men ^ bimari me "^behot
arrange is. But my illness In much

/pese ^lege. ^is I ije /zjada -'c'ize
money took. Thus t much things not

xer id

buy

seki .

cou1d.
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Syama: ^apka ^aspatal ^gher se ^Kitni dur tha?

Your hospital house from how far was?

/ftp -^aha ^kese gat i thi?

You there how go was?

SIta: •//mera ^espetai ■'ath ^ mi I tha.

My hospital eight miles was.

Syama: ''tab to /&p ko /ane /gane ki "^ehot -^teklif
Then you coming going of much trouble

hog i ?

be?

Sita: ^nahi. Y'kebhi ''kabhi '''sari a ■''motor par /gat i thi,

No. Sometimes Sari a car on go was,

"*

or ^kebhi \ relga^-i se . ^bambei me ^ J"ahar ke

and sometimes train by. Bombay in city

ander ^bigli ki ^relga^i \calti he. '"ek /jagah

within electric of train run is. One place

se ^usri 'jagah ^ana \asan he. ^motor'^'base
from another place to go easy is. Buses
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bhi \calti hS.

too run are„

Syama: y/moter "''base ^dilli me ^bhi he.

Buses Delhi in also are,

Sita: ^dilli ki ''base //acchi \nahi. /ve /bahot

Delhi of buses good not . They very

'"'der se \ at t he .^bambai me "'do //<manz 11 e

late come are. Bombay in two decker

^base ^bhi hS , or /''pcLc '^minat par A dusri

buses also are, and five minutes in second

bas ^ at i he. Sve. ''bahot ^sast i ^ he . ^dilli
bus comes is. They very cheap are. Delhi

ki tarah A bambai ki ^arko par ^ut ""or

of unlike Bombay streets camel and

''gho^e ^"gafija \nahi. /Avaha par ks i, """'base
horse carts not. There for taxis, buses

"""or Amotr§ Adikhaji \det i he .

and motor cars indeed seen give are.
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Syama: /tab to /ah "^bahot

Then that very

/ ap ki /a^ki /ba^i
Your daughter very

Sita: bambai me /bafe /afe ^ ghar he . /ek /k
Bombay in big big houses are. One one

/ul<Uog /at ja /ith /nanzil \uci he.

building seven or eight stories has is.

""or /os me -/ho^e /koi /let ^ hote he.

and it in small some flats are.

Syama: -/ah to -/k -/i I digg ^ek /ohalle ki

Then one building one neighbourhood of

tarah ^ hog i „

I ike will be.

Sita: /jsh /at /fhik

This talk right

/log /itne ^milansar \nahi. ^itne pas /rahte
people so friendly not. Close together live

/ccha /ahar \hoga .

good city will bee

^bhagjavan he.

lucky is.

^nahi, Jjcuna. ^vaha ke

not, Syama. There of
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he, par ^kisl se ^zjada ^nah i ^bolte.
are, but anyone to much not speak.

Syama: /ve log kja ^bol i -^^bolte he ?

Those people what language speak are?

Sita: ^ vaha par /marathi or /'gojarat i ''do ^bol ija

There at Marathi and Gujarat! two languages

^bol ! ^gat i he, ^la^ktja /"akel i /"baisiklo par

speak go are,, Girls alone bicycles on

-^sku I ^jat i he,- ^ bambai me /arte >"^zjadatar
school go are, Bombay in women generally

/akeli -^bazar Vjati he, or -^pna -'"sab /kam

alone bazaar go are, and their all work

/ap h i \ kert i he,

they themselves do are,

Syama: /jah to ^ sari a ke 11 je / bahot \accha he.

This Sarla for very good is.

/vah //kalej / pafhi

She college studies

he, -^parde me /ose

is. Purdah in she
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k in Xah //'khana ^a

She food herself

■^tekltf hot i o kja ^vah ' khana ' ap hi

Xbenati he?

prepare is?
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Sita: ^ nahT. X>ske ^ ghar me 'Xln ^nokar h?.

No. Her house in three servants are.

X<abhi Xabhi Xvah bhi ^khana \ banat i he.

Sometimes she herself food prepares is.

Xski Xas ^bahot Xaccha X<hana \pakati he.

Her mother- very good food prepares is.
in-law

Syama: /ap /ose /kab bolaegi? Xne -/sse /"ballot
You her when will invite? I her very

/mi I na \ caht i hu .

to meet want am.

Sita: Xn? /ose ^ garmi m& ^ bolaugi. ^ bambai ki

I her summer in will invite. Bombay of

''garmi ^oske I ije ^thik nah i. Xah Xhol i

summer her for good not. She open
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or /suki ^ jaghS me \ reht i thi. Sbambai

and dry places In live was. Bombay

/behot \ nam he. /isse ✓'©ska /svasthja \thik
very damp Is. Thus her health good

nahi. ^ mS bhl -^abhl ^ kamzor hu.

not. t also just now weak am.

Syama: / bahan, "^ap log ^ts "^sal /kisl ^ paha^ par

Friend, you this year some hills for

fnahT jatl? -^ap ^ahot Nfhaki he „

why not go ? You very tired are.

^ blmarl ke bad ^hava /badalna /accha \ hota he,

Illness after climate to change good be Is,
/

Sita: Ssarla ke /pita bhl /jahi ^kahte he. ^ham
Sarla's father also this says Is. We

^og ^masuri me ^ ghar ka f intazam /karege*
people Masurl In house of arrangement will do.

^sarla ke ■/ek /mahme
Sarla's father one month

ki ^chotfi lege,

of vacation wtI I take.
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Syama: /jaha ^^ttne dm thaharegi? ^me ne

Sari a here how many days stay will? I

^bahot ''"'din se -^ose ^ehi \dekha. /oske ^<xv\e
many days for her not saw. Her to come

ki "'xabar ^dijtje. /accha, ~"ab /ne \calti hu.

of arrival tell. Good, now I go am.

Sita: -^accha. \namaste. /m§? /€arla ko ^ ap ke ghar

Good, Goodbye. I Sari a your house

^laugi. /yah Sjaha. ^jas dm ^thsharegi.
will bring. She here ten days will stay.

phir ^ek *^mahina -^masuri ^refine ke bad

Then one month Masuri to stay after

/bambai /vapas \jaegi.
Bombay back will go.

Free Trans Iatton

Syama: Friend Sita, how is your health now? Where were you in

Bombay?

Sita: My health is now perfectly good. But at the moment I only

eat Iight food.

Syama: How is Sari a? What does her husband do?
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Sita: Sarla Is very well. Her husband studies in college. Her

father-in-law has eight houses and a clothing business.

There was a smalI flat in his house for guests. I stayed

in it. Sarla's mother-in-law is very nice. Every day,

morning and evening, she came to see me. Sarla's mother-

in-law took me to the seashore every evening in her car.

Syama: Friend Sita, t want to see Bombay.

Sita: Bombay is a fine place. in the evening many people come

to stroI I by the seashore. There too women of very big

families come. They go to their clubs, they play tennis.

Syama: Where do they find time to go into their clubs?

Sita: Servants do a II the work in their homes.

Syama: What did you buy in Bombay?

Sita: I saw the bazaar there. The saris are very good. Pearl

jewellery was good there too. I bought a set for Kamla.

I also wanted to buy some cloth for her. Her marriage is

arranged for next year. But my illness took a lot of

money. For this reason I couldn't buy very much.

Syama: How far was the hospital from your house? How did you

go there?

Sita: My hospital was eight miles away.

Syama: Then did you have a lot of difficulty coming and going?

Sita: No. Sometimes I went in Sarla's car, sometimes by train.

Within Bombay city electric trains run. It's easy to go

from one place to another. Buses run as welI.

Syama: There are buses in Delhi as well.

Sita: Delhi buses aren't good. They come very late, in Bombay

there are two-decker buses and a bus comes every five
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minutes. They are very cheap. On the Bombay streets,

unlike Delhi, there aren't any camel carts or horse carts.

There taxis, buses and motor cars only can be seen.

Syama: Then that must be a very fine city. Your daughter is

very lucky.

Sita: There are very big houses in Bombay. Each building has

seven or eight stories and there are small flats in them.

Syama: Then one building must be Iike a neighbourhood.

Sita: That's not right, Syama. People are not so friendly there.

They live close together, but don't speak to anyone very

much.

Syama: What language do those people speak?

Sita: Two languages are spoken there, Marathi and Gujerati.

Girls go alone to school on their bicycles. in Bombay

women generally go alone to the bazaar, and do all their

own work themselves.

Syama: This is very good for Sarla. She studies at college.

She will find difficulty in purdah. Does she prepare food

herseIf?

Sita: No. There are three servants in her house. She some¬

times prepares food herself. Her mother-in-law prepares

very good food.

Syama: When will you invite her? I very much want to see her.

Sita: 1 shall invite her in the summer. The Bombay summer is

not good for her. She was accustomed to live in open

and dry places. Bombay is very damp. For this reason

her health is not good. I'm also weak just now.
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Syama: Friend, why don't you go to the hills this year? You are

very tired. After an illness it is good to have a change

of climate.

Sita: Sarla's father says this as well. We shall arrange for

a house in Masuri. Sarla's father will take a month of

vacation.

Syama: How many days will Sarla stay here? I haven't seen her

for a long time. Let me know the date of her arrival.

Good, now t must go.

Sita: Good. Goodbye. I'll bring Sarla to your house. She'll

be staying here ten days. Then after staying in Masuri

for a month she'I I go back to Bombay.
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CONVERSATION III A Farm Family's Daily Routine

Mother: '"fanti, hernia or Xrionna, ^otho ; ''^ebera
Santi, Kamla and Munna, get up; morning

\ ho gsjcu /dekho '''kamla /pani ^det i he

has come. Look Kamla water gives

"""

or ^dudh ^ nikelti he. ''calo //koe se *^pani

and milk arrives. Come, well from water

^ I ae j ^torn ^og '^epna "^epna \ghafa lo .

let's bring^ you your your water pot take.

■^kemla ^ag \jelao, or ^udh ^os per ^ rekho.

Kamla fire light, and milk it on put.

•^me ^gaj ko ^kholugi. '^Janti, ^tomne -^apne
I cow will let loose. Santi, you your

•"^bister \ othao . ^ml ^dugi.
bedding pick up. I sweep will give.

Santi: ^monna ^eb tek \ sota he. kja ^se /jegau?

Munna still sleeps . Him should wake?

Mother: /osko /jegao or /noh ^dhoker /6se \ dudh do.

Htm wake up and face having washed him milk give.
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/t cm or /kemla bhi \ dudh pijo.

You and Kami a also milk drink.

Kamla: ^ma. , ^\am ^kja pijogi?

Mother, you what will drink?

Mother: ^ne ^nahakar ^uja ^kerugi or ^ oske bad

t having washed puja will do and that after

/caj ^pijugi. ^ebhi ^ mere I tje ^kach ^ met

tea will drink. Now me for some not

do^ "^kern I a, ''epne ^pita ko -"'dudh or ^mtthaji
give. Kamla, your father to milk and sweets

\ do. ^e /khet me /kom \kerte he. ^ monna ko

give. He field in work does. Munna

bfii ^sath ^le ^ jao . y/ime /puja ^kerna \cahti
also with you take. I puja to do want

hu.

am.

^kemla, ^sebzi ^dhoker "^kafo or <^mog:he

Kamla, vegetables having washed cut and to me
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\ do. tha I I me ^ttn '/pav ^ ata I ao or

give, dish In three pavs flour take and

/mothe ^ek ^ lote me ^ pan i bh i do.

to me one lota In water also give.

Kamla: kja /itna ^ata ^kaf i ^ he? ^ma, ^aj
This much flour enough Is? Mother, today I

/roti \ be Iugi.

rot Is will roI I out.

Munna: ma, /mojhe ^ bhukh leg! he. /'me ^ khauga.

Mother, to me hunger arrives Is. t will eat.

Mother: ^anti, ^monna ko '^eh laker -^kepte ^bedlo or

Santi, Munna having washed clothes change and

oske I ije ^thali do.

him for dish give.

Father; ^kja khana ^ena he? /khane ^au ?

Food prepared Is? I to eat should come?

Kamla: \ ha, pitajl. /khana Najjar Vhe.
Yes, father. food ready is.
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Father: /Tie /as /nunat me ^ auga. «/fant I, /balti
I ten minutes in will come. Santi, bucket

""or /rassi \do. /me ^nehauga. /meri /hot i

and rope give. I will wash. My dhoti

/kaha he?

where is?

Mother: /antt, tomhare /pita /hane ^ ate he.

Santi, your father to eat comes.

/onke I ije /asan /rakho or /pan i or /thai i

Htm for seat put and water and dish

^ do. /kemla, /cm pita? i ke I ije /pan \ tajjar

give. Kemla, you father for pan ready

karo.

make.

Father: /rionna /aha he? /Z>sne /abhi /khana y/khaja
Munna where is? He how food eat

nah i ?

not?
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Mother: '^Inonna ^Daher \ khelta he. /osne ^hana \ khaja.

Munna outside plays is. He food ate .

«,/ap \ khciL je .

You eat .

Kamla: /0.3 ko ^khana \pekaugi. ^tom «^tval i

Today evening in food will cook. You Diva Ii

ki /mtthaji \benao.
of sweets make .

Mother: /accha, "^kemla, \calo,^ koe se ^tho-^a <///pan i or

Good, Kamla, go.' well from little water more

\ I do. ^ gher me Spine ka / pan i \nehi.
bring. House in drink water not.

***************

Susila: \oo, betho. /behot ^ dmo ke bad /idher

Come, JI jI, sit down. Many days after here

\ aj i. /kern I a, /t om Sveh kja bont i ho?

you came. Kamla, you that what knitting are?

Kamla: ^me Amonna ke I lje /svetar \bonti hCf.

I Munna for sweater making am.



Susila: /ah to ^bahot \acchi
This very good

Kam I a:

Mother:

/naj ke /aog i ?

mother's go?

Susfla: /e /s bar /jehi
t this time here

V^aege . /me Aonke
will come. I him
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he . /kitne A dino me

f s. How many days ? n

me

i n

she

kam

Iittle

\rahugi. /mere /bhai /jaha
will stay. My brother here

I lje /cchi /mithaji /banana
for good sweets to make

/ak /sve p.r /banega ?

one sweater will be made?

/is /bahot /hire \ bont i hu
. /k ^ mahtne

i very slowly knit am. One month

^ banega,

will be made.

/kamla ko /onna />ahot ^pasand he. per

Kamla to to knit very fond is. But

/fieri /riadad /ahot /carti \ he. /ise /vakt

my help much does is. This time

\ mtlta he. /ojila, kja /om ^divali par

meets is. Susila, you Diva Ii on
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V caht I hu. ^ve ^pehile bar V mere "'gher

want am. He first time my house

\aege. kja 'torn /meri /meded /ker

will come.Jiji, you my help do

sekt i ho?

can is?

Mother: ^ ha, sojila, /be^i \ xoJi se. /"torn ''"fam
Yes, Susila, great pleasure with. You evening

ko /nere gher /oo.
at my house come. I today evening

\ mifhaji benaugi.

sweets will make.

Susila: /khana /kon benaega? kja /ip /rat me

Food who will make? You night in

/rTUthaji ^benaegi?
sweets will make?

Mother: \ nehT, sojila. ^kemla ^aj "^khana Vbenaegi.
No, Susila. Kami a today food will make.
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^jantl ^'monna ko ^olaegi . ^tom bhi /'mere
SantI Munna will put to bed. You also my

jehcL \khao. ^tomhare ^'bhai ^kttne dm

place eat. Your brother how many days

^theherege?
will stay?

Susila: e ^es dm ^ theherege. ^ behot ^eccha.
He ten days wiI I stay. Very good.

/ me ^gajo ko ^khana /deker //dudh ^ikalker
I cows food having given milk having taken

/ap ke /gher \augi.
your house will come.

Free translation

Mother: Santi, Kamla and Munna, get up! Morning has come.

Look, Kamla is giving water and the milk is arriving.

Come, let's get water from the well, take your water

pots. Kamla, light the fire and put the milk on it.

[ shall let loose the cow. Santi, pick up your

bedding . twill sweep.

Santi: Munna is still asleep. Should I wake him?

Mother: Wake him up, wash him, and give him some milk. You and

Kamla drink some mi Ik as we I I.
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Kamla: Mother, what will you drink?

Mother: I'll do puja, then I'll wash, and after that I'll drink

some tea. Don't give me anything for the moment.

Kamla, give your father some milk and sweets. He's

working in the field. Take Munna with you. I want

to do puja.

Kamla, wash the vegetables, cut them and give them to

me. Take three pavs of flour in a dish and also give

me water in a lota.

Kamla: ts this much flour enough? Mother, today I will roll out

the rot is.

Munna: Mother, I'm hungry. I'll eat.

Mother: Santi, wash Munna and change his clothes, and give him

a dish.

Father: Is food prepared? Should I come to eat?

Kamla: Yes, Father. The food is ready.

Father: I'll come in ten minutes. Santi, give me a bucket and

some rope. I'll wash. Where's my dhoti?

Mother: Santi, your father's coming to eat. Put out a seat for

htm and give him water and a dish. Kamla, make some

pan ready for your father.

Father: Where's Munna? Hasn't he eaten yet?

Mother: Munna's playing outside. He's eaten. You must eat.

Kamla: ['II cook the food this evening. You make the Divali

sweets.

Mother: Good, Kamla, go! Bring me a little more water from the

well. There's no water to drink in the house.
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Susila:

KamI a:

Susila:

KamI a:

Mother:

Susfla

Mother:

SusiI a:

Mother:

SusiI a:

Come, JIji, sit down,, It's many days since you came

here. Kamla, what's that you're knitting?

I'm making a sweater for Munna.

That's very good. How many days will it take to make

a sweater?

I knit very slowly. I'll make It in one month.

Kamla is very fond of knitting. But she helps me a

great deal. She has very little time. Susila, will

you go to your mother's for Diva It?

This time t shall stay here. My brother Is coming here,

i want to make some good sweets for him. He will be

coming to my house for the first time. J i j i, can you

help me?

Yes, Susila, with great pleasure. You come to my

house in the evening. I'll be making sweets this

evening.

Who'll make the food? Will you make the sweets at

night?

No, Susila. Kamla will make the food today. Santi

wilI put Munna to bed. You also must eat at my place.

How many days will your brother be staying?

He'll be staying for ten days. Very good. I'll feed

the cows and milk them and come to your house.
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APPENDIX IV

Instrumental Results

Out of a I I the words and sentences which were recorded by my

informants (Appendix t) a number were selected to be examined experi¬

mentally. Twenty-one Plates are presented here to show the results

of that examination. The informants were first recorded on high-

quality tape, to provide me with a working tape against which I could

check my own perceptions of my informants' speech; after a selection

was made, it was applied to an electric kymograph. The Kymograms

are presented here.

On each Plate, the upper line denotes Intensity; the middle

trace shows a drawing of Pitch; and the lower line is the overalI

speech envelope. The numbers refer to the list given In Appendix I.

Tonetic-accent markings are Included in the transcriptions.
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PLATE la

a\nir 'rich'.

PLATE lb

\alu 'potato'.

PLATE Ic

^ upar 'up'.

This shows slightly higher intensity on the

second syllable. it also serves to demon¬

strate that there is not a great deal of

difference in intensity between accented

and unaccented syllables, in contrast to

what is usually found, say, in English.

The Pitch trace shows a fall in pitch on

the second syI lable.

(APPENDIX t No. 152)

This shows slightly more intensity on the

first syllable, and a fall in pitch beginning

on the f i rst syI Iab le.

(APPENDIX I No. 153)

This shows the effect of an intervocalic

plosive, clearly separating the two syllables,

and showing a fall on the first syIIable.

(APPENDIX I No. 155)
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PLATE tfa

\ kembe I 'b I anket' „

PL7\TE I lb

Vao ' Come!'.

PLATE IIc

\admi 'man'.

Here the Intensity trace shows clearly the

accent fa I Iing on the first sy I IabIe, where

the fall in pitch also occurs. The overall

speech envelope, too, shows this balance

between the syllables.
4> 0

(APPENDIX I No. 156)

Here the relation between the two syllables

(two vowels in succession) is clearly shown,

with the Pitch trace showing a fall through¬

out the word. There seems no doubt from

the Intensity trace that the accent falls on

the fIrst syI Iable.

(APPENDIX I No. 157)

Here the- Intensity trace shows that the first

syllable is accented and the overall speech

envelope confirms this.

(APPENDIX I No. 158)
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PLATE Ilia

praVbhav 'influence'. Here the placing of the accent is not so

clear, and one has the impression of accent

on the first syllable. However, listening

to my informants' utterances left me in no

doubt that the accent mark must be placed

before the second syllable,.

(APPENDIX I No. 162)

PLATE

e^kela 'alone'. From both the intensity trace and the Pitch

trace it is clear that the accentuation

falls on the second syllable, with a fall

from a fairly high pitch beginning there

too. The overall speech envelope supports

th is.

(APPENDIX 1 No. 168)

PLATE I lie

e^himsa 'non-violence'. Here the accentuation falls on the second

syllable, with a fall in pitch occurring

there too.

(APPENDIX I No. 173)
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PLATE tVa

avsn 'fifty seven'. Here all traces show clearly the

separation between the first two

syllables by the intervocalic sequence

of plosives; the accentuation falls

on the second syllable, and the fall

in pitch occurs there too.

(APPENDIX I No. 174)

PLATE tVb

aNjtrvad 'blessing'. Here the traces show a clear separation

between the first two syllables, with

the accent falling on the second

syI IabIe o

(APPENDIX I No. 183)

PLATE IVc

lAjazet 'permission'. The Intensity trace shows an almost

equal balance between the first and

second syllables; the fact that the

second is longer in duration has the

effect of making it more prominent to

the listener, and this second-syllable

prominence is confirmed by the overall

speech envelope.

(APPENDIX I No. 189)
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PLATE Va

'minister' „ Here the Intensity trace distinguishes

clearly between the two syllables, with

the first carrying the accent. This

difference can also be seen on the over-

alI speech envelope.

(APPENDIX I No. .197)

PLATE Vb

Vcendre 'moon'. Here again both the Intensity trace and

the overall speech envelope show greater

effort on the first syllable, which

carries the accent.

CAPPENDIX I No. 198)

\ ment ri
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PLATE Via

/ram 'raja^ he 'Ram is a king'. All three words are sentence-

accented, and the rise in pitch on ram

is clearly shown. raja is shown as

on a level pitch, and there is a fall

in pitch on he . This is a character¬

istic pattern for a Statement.

CAPPENDIX t No. 3)
/

PLATE V1 b

,//admi ^nice^jata he 'The man goes down'. Here the rise on admi

can be clearly seen, with a fall on the

final Verb Phrase jata he .

CAPPENDiX I No. 4)
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PLATE Vila

yadmi^kamre me ^he 'The man is in the room'. Here we see clearly

the rise in pitch on admi and the rise-

fall on the Adverb Phrase kemre me.

(APPENDIX I No. 6)

PLATE VI lb

^motar ''gaff ^hemari he 'The car is ours'. Here we see rises in

motar and ga.fi and a fall on hamari .

(APPENDIX I No. 14)
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PLATE VI I la

•^adm i ^ kemre me ^ aj e t he

PLATE VH lb

^admi ^e^ke se^be^a he

'The man came into the room'. Here we

see a rise on admi and a rise-fall on

kemre me .

(APPENDIX I No. 28)

'The man is bigger than the boy'. We see

a rise on admi , a rise on lefke se

and a fa I I on be^a he .

(APPENDIX I No. 30)
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PLATE [Xa

^
bete ne^letko ko^dekha 'The son saw the boys'. Here there is

a rise-fall on bete ne , a rise-fall

on lefko lo and a fa I I on dekha .

(APPENDIX t No. 33)

PLATE IXb

^ mekan me''behot ^kemre he 'The house has many rooms'. Here there

is a rise-fall on mekan me , a rise on

behot and kemre and a fall on he .

(APPENDIX I No. 40)

\
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PLATE X

^itni ^ak^i //apko^cahije 'Take as much wood as you need'.
Here we see rises on jitni, lekfi, apko,

and a rise-fall on cahtje ; with a final

fa I I on I iji je .

(APPEND[X I No. 56)
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PLATE XI

/"admi ^sonta^rshta he 'The man keeps on listening'. Here we see

a rise on admi , a fall on sonta and

a final fall on rehta he .

(APPENDtX t No. 74)
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PLATE XtI

jab ^ke I ketta^jae //mo3:he//'sath ^ I ete jae 'Please take me

along when you go +o Calcutta'. The

most notable thing about this utterance

is the fall-rise on jae . There are

rises on ap, kelkefta, moihe sath and

Iete and a fa II on jae .

CAPPENDtX i No. 75)
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PLATE Xt[1

^ admi ne^ lek^i ka ^ekarNbenvaja 'The man had a house made of wood'.

Here there is a rise-fall on admi ne ,

a rise-fall on lekfi ka and a fall on

mekan .

(APPENDIX I No. 83)
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PLATE XtV

/ma^lafki se becce ko /dudh Vpt Ivati he 'The mother has the girl

feed the child milk'. A rise on ma

is followed by a rise-fall on le^ki se ,

a rise-fall on becce ko , a rise on

dudh and a final fall on pilvati .

CAPPENDfX i No. 89)
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PLATE XVa

~*kja ^a^ka ^alta he?

PLATE XVb

^hofQ. ^jasa ^kjo he?

'Does the boy walk?' Here kja is level,

there is a rise on I a^ka and a final

rise on calta he .

(APPENDIX f No. 107)

'Why is the horse thirsty?' ghofa shows a

rise, as does pjasa ; there is a fall

on kjo .

(APPENDIX I No. 118)
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PLATE XV[a

^omhare ''pet i 'defter 'kese \jate he? 'How does your husband go to
his office?' We see here rises on

tomhare , pet i, defter and kese and a

f inaI fa II on jate he

(APPENDIX I No. 121)

PLATE XVlb

/veh \cja he? 'What is that?' There is a rise on veh and a fa I I

on kja .

CAPPENDtX I No. 128)
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PLATE XVI la

^kon sa^admi ^het me ^he ? 'Which man is in the field?' Here

we see a rise-fa I I on kon sa , a rise on

admi , a rise-fall on khet me and a

f inaI fa I I on he .

CAPPEND1X I No. 130)

PLATE XVllb

■^hire ^hire ^khao 'Eat slowly!' Here there are rises on each

dhire and a final fall on khao .

(APPENDIX I No. 143)
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PLATE XVfii

■//rab bhi 'lundostan ^ae, ^mdi ^bole 'Whenever you go to

India, speak Hindi.' There are rises all

along this sentence until the final fall

at bole .

CAPPENDIX I No. 148)
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PLATE XIXa

kja 'admi ^ Iefke ko^dekhta he? 'Does the man see the boy?' Rise

on admi , rise-fall on lefke ko , and

final rise on dekhta he .

(APPENDIX t No. 10)

PLATE XiXb

'"'admi -^Ceha "'rehta he? 'Where does the man live?' Rise on

admi , rise on keha , final rise on

rehta he .

(APPENDIX i No. 12)
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PLATE XXa

""gap /jati he? 'When does the train leave?' A rise on go.fi
level on kab and a final rise on

jati he .

(APPENDIX I No. 13)

PLATE XXb

"^afka^ja ciz *^ekhta he? 'What thing does the boy see?' There

Is a rise on lafka , a rise on kja ciz ,

and a final rise on dekhta he .

(APPENDIX I No. 24)
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PLATE XXI

"''sarla "^kesl he? 'How is Sarla?' There is a rise on sarla and

a final rise on kesi he .

(APPENDIX i No. 135)
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14-100

26-92

5

23

13

13

127

127

127

I

154, 168

6

7

[77, 187

21

112, 149, 180, 188

14, 15

16, 17, 112, 144

7

1-13

7

7
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Khari Boll

la+era I

length

level

level pitch

Iight quantity

Iong voweIs

loudness

main clause

main verb

main verb + auxiliary

main verb + modifier

main verb + modifier +

auxiIiary

Marathi

meaning-bearing words

monosyllabic adverb phrase

monosyllabic phrase

morphological features

nasaIisation

nasa I s

negatives

Nepali

New Indo-Aryan

non-Sanskrttic words

noun

noun phrase

31 I

5

8

15, 16, 19

188

147

95, 96

8

15, 16, 18, 19, 149

183, 184, 187

160, 161, 162, 168, 169, 171

160

160

160

2

138

158

150, 154

4

13

8

112, 123

2

2, 4

5

154, 157

4, 101, 107, 154, 155, 157, 159, 160, 180



obIique form

one-word sentences

operator

Ortya

overall sentence
intonation patterns

Pakistan

participial phrase

passive forms

past participle

Persian borrowings

Persianised Khart Boli

Perso-Arabic script

personal possessives

phatic communion

phonological features

phonological usage of Hin

phrase

phrase formulas

phrase-order

phrases and their
structure

phrase structure

physiological movements

pitch

pitch change

pitch-faI I

pitch I eve Is

168

101, 150

160, 161, 168, 170,

2

145

4

114, 128, 178

174

171

5, 7

5

4

120

142

4

6

153, 185, 187

I 10

101

101 -1 10

I 12

14

14, 15, 19

20, 144, 145

146

144, 145

312

171, 175, 176



313

pitch-patterns

pitch variation

plosives

polysyllabic adverb
phrase

polysyllabic noun phrase

polysylIabic phrase

possessive forms

postposit ion

potentiality for salience

Prakrit

predicative adjective
phrase

present participle

principaltty

prominence

prominent

promt nent syI lab Ie

pronoun

Punjabi

Pure Hindi

qua Iity

question

regions where Hindi
is spoken

relative clauses

re I atives

requests

144

144

7

158, 159

159

150, 154, 155

120

149, 158

19

3

156, 157, 187

169, 170

I 13

14, 15, 16, 17, 19

135

17

154, 157

2, 4

3

8, 15, 16, 19

I 14, 131, 145, 146, 148, 151, 152

I

126, 184

101, 112, 185, 188

III, 114, 130, 145, 146, 148, 177, 178, 187



retroflex sounds

rise-fa I I

rise in pitch

rising pitch

saIience

salient syllab le

Sanskrit

Sanskrit phoneticians

segmental features

semi-voweIs

sentence-accent

sentence-patterns of
Hindi

sentence-stress

sentence structure

sentence-type

short vowels

sibilants

simple sentence

SIndhi

single-word sentences

S i nhaIese

spoken rhythm

Sri Lanka (Ceylon)

Standard Hindi

Standard Western Hindi

statement

stress

6

155, 159, 187, 188

150, 188

147

19

19

2, 3, 5, 6, 7

95

8

8

2!, 135-143

I 14

18

I I 1-134

144

8

8

112, 115, 144, 151, 181, 182

2, 4

I I I

2, 4

138

4

6

6

I 14, 145, 146, 148, 151, 177,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21



stressed syI Iab le

stress-timed language

stress-timi ng

sub-contour

subordinate clause

subordt nating
conjunctions

subordt nation

syllabary

syI IabIc structure
of words

syllable division

syllable-dlstinctness

syllable nasalisation

sylIable quantity

syIIables in Hindi

syntactic features

tadbhava words

tatsama words

tempo of utterance

t i mb re

tonetic-accent marking

transcription system

unemphasis

unemphatic utterances

Urdu

Urdu borrowings

17

139

18

149, 150, 151, 153, 155,

184, 187

182, 183

I 13

21

21

21 , 22, 23

14

13

95, 96

24

4

3

3, 95

135, 143, 178, 179

16

145, 153

7

141

140, 142, 146, 149

4, 5, 6, 7

3, 5, 6

315

157, 187, 188



316

Urdu-flavoured Hindi 7

Urdu sounds 5, 8, 12, 15

verb phrase 4, 101, 106, I 10, 112, 160, 161, 169, 171,
175, 177, 180

verb phrase sub-con+ours 176

vowel figure 9

vowel length 96

voweIs 7

Western Hindi 3, 5, 7

word-accent 21

word-distinctness 14

word-order 4, 101

word-order in sentences 112

word-stress 18

written Hindi 6

yes-no question 177, 187


